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AG NCOs Backbone of the Corps

In Memoriam –
MG (Ret) Ronald E. Brooks
1937 - 2018
MG (Ret) Ronald E. Brooks, 80, died peacefully in his home with his
family on Thursday, 22 March 2018. He was the last Commanding
General of Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana. The City of Lawrence
(Indiana) Government Center is named in his honor.
MG (Ret) Brooks was born in eastern Tennessee in the town of
Rogersville on September 12, 1937. A husband, father and
grandfather, he lived a life of duty, honor, and sacrifice for others and
his country. He and his wife Drusilla (Muse) Brooks were married
for 60 years, residents of Lawrence, Indiana, and members of
Sunnyside Road Baptist Church.
MG (Ret) Brooks graduated from East Tennessee State University
(ETSU) having attended on a football scholarship. He won the
noted title of “Mr. ETSU” his senior year, and upon graduation
was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Army. He
later received an MBA at Butler University. The son of a farmer,
MG (Ret) Ronald E. Brooks
MG (Ret) Brooks loved growing vegetables and sharing them with
friends and family. He liked telling stories about hunting and fishing
trips, his latest military field exercise, or his largest tomatoes. But most of all, he enjoyed sharing stories
about winning important battles on policy debates and strategic decisions that benefited the lives of
Soldiers.
MG (Ret) Brooks’ Army career began as an Infantry Officer at Fort Benning, GA and he later joined the
Army’s Adjutant General’s Corps. He served two tours of duty in Vietnam. During his Army career
he also served at Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico; Fort Rucker, AL; Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN; Fort
Leavenworth, KS; the U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA; as well as in Washington D.C. and
Germany. He was promoted to Brigadier General in 1985 and subsequently served in a series of senior
leadership roles developing and implementing critical wartime personnel management capabilities and
essential support services for Soldiers. In 1989, he was promoted to Major General and assumed duties
as the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, United States Army Europe and Seventh Army.
His Army career culminated as the Commanding General, U.S. Army Soldier Support Center at Fort
Benjamin Harrison, IN; a post he took great pride in having served there multiple times throughout his
career. In this capacity MG (Ret) Brooks’ instrumental leadership and direction enabled mobilization
successes during Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm.
MG (Ret) Brooks ended his last tour of active duty as the driving force behind the successful move of
the U.S. Army Soldier Support Center to Fort Jackson, SC where it was renamed the Soldier Support
Institute, as well as the transition of Fort Benjamin Harrison from an active duty Army post to a thriving
civilian community. For the latter, this enormous achievement spurred economic growth for the
community of Lawrence, Indiana, fostered the establishment and growth of residing U.S. Army Reserve
and Indiana National Guard units, and secured recreation and support services for military Reservists,
National Guardsmen, military Retirees and the local community.
After retiring from the Army, MG (Ret) Brooks continued to serve Veterans in the National Headquarters
of the American Legion as Executive Director, American Legion Marketing Services Group.
MG (Ret) Brooks is survived by his wife, Drusilla (Muse) Brooks; sons, Richard, Mark, and Robert; and
grandchildren, Jamie, Cassie, Jane, Max.
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FROMthe

EDITOR

This edition of 1775 is dedicated to “AG
NCOs – Backbone of the Corps”. Due
to their commitment to selfless service
and willingness to make great sacrifices
on behalf of our Nation, our Army,
Commanders, and Soldiers, AG NCOs are
an integral and significant part of the Army
HR Team. During my Army Career and as I
PCS’d to new assignments, I made it a point
at every unit that my very first appointment
would always be with my NCOIC or Senior
NCO. I wanted to send an immediate and
strong signal that my Senior NCO and I were
a team. He or she had my intent for our
collective HR mission and they had my trust
and confidence to enable Commanders,

and take care of Soldiers and their Families.
Additionally, the U.S. Army’s NCO Corps
has distinguished itself as the world’s
most accomplished group of military
professionals. Historical and daily accounts
of life as an NCO are exemplified by acts
of courage and heroism, and a dedication
and willingness to do whatever it takes
to accomplish the mission. AG NCOs
have also been celebrated for decorated
service throughout the Army’s long and
distinguished history, from the American
Revolutionary War to current conflicts in
Afghanistan and Syria. They truly epitomize
being the Backbone of the AG Corps.
This will be my last edition of 1775 as the
magazine’s Editor. After nine years as Editor,
I believe the time has come to step aside
and let someone with a passion for telling
the AG Corps’ and Association’s story come
in and bring new ideas and innovation to

take the magazine to even greater heights.
LTC (Ret) Paul Dwigans is that person
and has graciously volunteered to serve
as the next 1775 Editor. I ask all AGCRA
members to give Paul the same super
support that I have received over the last
nine years, which have been truly fulfilling
as our beloved Corps has transitioned
from Personnel Services Delivery Redesign
(PSDR) to the new and emerging IPPS-A
system that will start fielding in FY 19.
We hope you enjoy this edition of 1775
and solicit your comments and feedback at
magazine@agcra.com.

Bob Ortiz
AGCRA VP Publications & Editor, 1775
magazine@agcra.com
Colonel (Retired), US Army
AG Corps Hall of Fame Class of 2013
1775 | Spring 2018
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SECTION I

AG Corps Regimental Leadership

•

NOTES FROM THE CHIEF OF THE CORPS
By COL David G. Jones, Chief of the AG Corps, AG School Commandant, and Chief Army Music

M

embers of the AG Corps

force. This shift in focus demands

Regimental Association, this

adaptation of how we provide

edition of 1775 is dedicated

HR support.
high

During LSGCO,

volumes

of

casualties

to our Noncommissioned Officer Corps,

will require large numbers of

the “Backbone of our Army” and our AG

replacements

Corps. This edition features several articles

combat power. Secondly, actions

from across our Corps that attest to the

to

reconstitute

to report and track casualties as
well as coordinate, synchronize

competence, professionalism and dedication

and distribute replacements will

of our Noncommissioned Officers.

require increased HR capacity

Besides

celebrating

the

outstanding

contributions of our NCO Corps, I want
to remind everyone that we are in a
transformational period that will change
the face of Army Human Resources (HR)
support. Decisions we make in the next year
will change our HR doctrine, impact mission
command of HR formations and capabilities,
and define how we support Large Scale
Combat Operations (LSCO).

that is not currently resident at the
appropriate echelons. The move
towards LSCO will force us as
a community to make important
decisions about our doctrine,
our force structure and how we
conduct institutional training. To
all Army HR Professionals – at

He is absolutely the right choice to lead our

all ranks and all levels of command – please

AG Corps through the upcoming important

read, discuss, and debate how we provide

period of change.

HR in support of LSCO. I challenge you

The Army is changing, the threat of LSCO

to think critically and creatively about how

is real and a force capable to fight and win

to make this vision a reality. Your valuable

against a near-peer adversary is required.

feedback will enhance our efforts to develop

We are currently working with the United

a comprehensive, coherent, and innovative

States Combined Arms Support Command

HR support strategy.

(CASCOM) to produce a complimentary FM
4-0 (Sustainment Operations) to the October
2017 FM 3-0, addressing how the Army will
sustain LSCO. The Echelons Above Brigade
Concept (EABC) moves us from a Brigadecentric force to a Division / Corps-centric

4

In closing, I want to thank each of you for
your selfless service to our Nation.

AG

Professionals enjoy a tremendous reputation
for their competence and commitment.
Thank-you all for your outstanding work
and dedication in support of Commanders,

I also want to take this opportunity to

Soldiers, Civilians, and Families. It is an

congratulate COL Michael McTigue.

honor and privilege to serve with each and

He

has been selected to serve as the next
Commandant of the Adjutant General School
and Chief of the Adjutant General’s Corps.
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every one of you!
Defend and Serve!

NOTES FROM

CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER OF THE CORPS
By CW5 David G. Betancourt, Chief Warrant Officer of the Adjutant General’s Corps

G

reetings Adjutant General’s
Corps Family!! Every day I
wake up knowing that our HR
and Army Music service and support is
not lacking, but progressively getting
better. Why? Because of the constant
effort each places in making sure that
we are setting the tone for success!
Not only do we have a superb Corps of
Commissioned Officers, a tremendous
cohort of skilled and combat-ready
Warrants, but we have the best Enlisted
Corps in the U.S. Army. So I am super
excited about this edition of the 1775
dedicated to our AG Corps NCOs. To
honor our Non-Commissioned Officers
for their selfless-service, dedication and
commitment to “everything AG” through
this journal is but a small way to say
“Thank-You” for the tremendous job you
do every day to enable Commanders, and
take care of Soldiers and their Families.
“No one is more professional than

I.” Powerful words that make up a
fascinating creed that originally was
printed inside classroom material issued
to students back in 1974. The essence
of this creed captured the expectation of
an Army that relied on this “Backbone”
for exceptional leadership, outstanding
technical and tactical competence, and
overall ability to manage the execution
of the decisions by senior leaders to
strike the enemy and win under any
circumstance. Our AG Corps is no
stranger to this. Since 1775, the AG
Non-Commissioned Officer Corps has
stood tall and represented the strength
of our Corps by providing the necessary
level of leadership in our delivery of
HR service and support. They are no
stranger to complex environments under
peacetime or wartime conditions, and
diligently execute their assigned duties
to meet the Commander’s intent as it
pertains to unit mission and care of the
organizations’ Army Family.
NCOs are the cornerstone of
excellence when it comes to
providing decisive leadership,
motivation and mentorship to
a generation of Soldiers that
volunteered to join the Army
while engaged in conflicts
throughout the globe. These
are our AG NCOs.
Tested through time, proud
of our heritage and willing
to stand up and defend who
we are as a Corps. True
professionals at heart that strive
to cultivate an environment
where there is no distinction to
personal preferences and their
willingness to apply the same

effort towards a personnel action from
the young Private to the most decorated
and senior General Officer. This gold
mine we call the AG NCO Corps never
loses its luster, always bears the best
fruit, and is always present to bring a
light of hope on all that need a helping
hand. Competent in their execution of
duties, strong-willed and courageous,
they are the pride of our Corps. Our
NCOs are important teammates and are
an integral part of our AG Family, more
than ready and prepared to Defend and
Serve!
This marks my last 1775 article as the
Chief Warrant Officer of my beloved
Adjutant General’s Corps. I have been
blessed beyond imagination with this
great opportunity to defend and serve
what we value the most as an Army
Branch: you, the AG Family. Dave
Betancourt would not be who he is today
without the patient tutelage (and some of
you had to be really patient!), mentorship,
leadership, and sincere friendship from
those of you that make the AG Family –
all of you have had a tremendous impact
on my career as a Soldier. As I step down
as the AG Corps’ CWO and officially
“hang up my hat” to retire after 26 years
of service, I can say that I am pleased
with everything we were able to do, with
a sense of personal accomplishment as
a Soldier and honored to have served
with the best team the Army has. You
have my deepest respect, I salute you and
wish all of you the best as you continue
to work hard towards your personal and
professional goals and aspirations.
#6 signs out… Warrant for Life!
Defend and Serve!
1775 | Spring 2018
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NOTES FROM

AG CORPS COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR
By CSM Corey W. Gill, AG Corps & AG School Command Sergeant Major
AG Team,
What a great day it is to be an Adjutant
General Soldier! I have put many miles
on my boots this year (hard to believe
my first year is already coming to an
end as CSM of the Corps) and the
one constant in all my travels is how
professional and awesome our AG
Corps has been performing.
From executing the One Army School
System to development of a new POI
for our AIT, ALC, and SLC students,
we are setting a new standard daily and
paving the way for the future of the AG
Corps. I am more excited than ever
when looking at our major objectives
accomplished this year and the major
objectives we have developed for the
upcoming year; all of this will be laid
out in my AG State of the Corps address
during AG Corps Week the morning of
June 22, 2018 at Fort Jackson, SC.
I would like to take a minute to discuss
semi-centralized promotions. Leaders,
it is our responsibility to develop the
next generation of Noncommissioned
Officers (our future leaders). For me,
development must lead to promotion. I
know we have all seen and read the MBA
/ MLI policy signed by the Secretary of
the Army and I for one am all in!
Often I hear:
1. “These policies take leadership out of
the decision?” How is that, if Soldiers
are not prepared for advancement
when the Army expects them to be
ready; there is a simple process - Bar
to Continued Service. If counseling is
not getting the job done then a “BAR”
needs to be utilized in order to start
moving towards the ultimate end state
- discharge. Now I ask, what part of
6

leadership is being taken away? Seems
to me you are given more leadership in
regards to a subordinate’s future.
2. “Well, these policies force Soldiers
to get promoted to soon?” This one
really baffles me… I normally ask the
person that poses that question, “What
makes you think you weren’t promoted
to soon?” When you really look at the
MLI zones (4 years for Sergeant / 8
years for SSG) and the MBA zones (3
years for Sergeant / 7 years for SSG) you have to ask yourself, “how much
time is needed?” If we are developing
our SPCs and SGTs in the secondary
zone; how much time is needed for
them to prove they are ready for the
next level in their career?
3. “Some Soldiers just make good
clerks?” NOPE, until the Army comes
back with SPC 4 / 5 / 6 / etc., this
comment is a non-starter for me. I
believe almost all Soldiers will make
good leaders, given the right
amount of engaged leadership.
Heck, I remember a SPC Gill
that needed much engaged
leadership to get on the correct
azimuth. It took a lot of “get
right grenades” for me to
understand and get after my
potential.
In closing, I ask every AG
Corps Leader to do the
following:
1. Read and educate yourself
on all Army policies (especially
the HR policies we are the
proponent for; folks look to us
as the SME!).
2. Once a policy has been
implemented, execute it as if
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it were your own idea; we cannot have
leaders running around muddying up
the water with confusion just because
“they don’t like it”.
3.
Lead Soldiers with everything
you have; develop your subordinates
and push them to promotion and a
successful career. Best way to do this
is through aggressive counseling; do
not be scared to delegate and do not be
scared to promote your folks. Having
shortages at the SGT / SSG level and
having overages at SPC is not a good
sign of leadership… at least not to me.
Continue to do all that you do; I thankyou for the things you do every single
day. You are the best Corps in the Army
and remember, we are the Commander’s
Right Arm for readiness and personnel
support.
Defend and Serve!

NOTES FROM

THE PRESIDENT, AGCRA
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning, AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

M

embers of the AG Corps
Regimental
Association
(AGCRA), we dedicate this
edition of 1775 to the Backbone of the
Army and the AG Corps. Of course, I
am referring to the Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Corps. This edition also
serves as a landmark in that it is the first
time that 1775 will have a repeat cover
story and theme, and I can think of no
better subject to read about than that of
the NCO Corps.
My association with and appreciation
for NCOs goes back to the early years
of my life. My father was a Master
Sergeant when I was born at Fort Lee,
Virginia and later proudly retired as
a Command Sergeant Major. L.R.
Arms wrote in A History of the NCO
by the US Army Museum of the
Noncommissioned Officer that the
Army in 1958 added two grades to
the NCO ranks. The grades, E-8 and
E-9 provided for a better delineation of
responsibilities in the enlisted structure

and offered senior NCOs the chance for
promotion. My father was a member
of the initial class of new E-8s and
E-9s to the Army and attempting to
follow his example; I enlisted and later
became a Sergeant before receiving my
commission. Indeed, I have a personal
and profound appreciation for the NCO
Corps.
In 1778, Continental Army Inspector
General Friedrich von Steuben
standardized
NCO
duties
and
responsibilities in his Regulations
for the Order and Discipline of the
Troops of the United States (printed in
1779). Among other things, this work
(commonly called the Blue Book) set
down the duties and responsibilities for
Corporals, Sergeants, First Sergeants,
and Sergeants Major, which were
the NCO ranks of the period. It also
emphasized the importance of selecting
quality personnel for NCO positions.
General von Steuben’s blueprint for
NCO’s has endured the test of time for
240 years as the NCO Corps
only gets better with each
passing generation.
The NCOs of the AG Corps are
at the vanguard of the Army
as they prepare the Army
for the impending arrival of
IPPS-A. AG NCOs continue
to serve their organizations
as NCOICs, 1SGs, SGMs
and CSMs by providing the
coaching, counseling, advice
and preparation that makes
good organizations great.
There is not much that an
AG NCO does not handle for
their unit, which is why it is
not surprising AGs and more
specifically AG NCOs are
considered to be the Right
Arm of Commanders. Let us

not forget that the reach of AG NCOs
extends beyond being HR Specialists as
they make up the majority of U.S. Army
Recruiting Command and U.S. Army
Music. Just as AG NCOs were there in
1775 and throughout the 19th and 20th
Centuries, they are still serving proudly
well into the second decade of the 21st
Century and will always be there to
serve. I feel I benefitted greatly as an
AG Officer because of the sage counsel
I received from scores of wonderfully
talented NCOs; my sincere thanks to all
of them.
Before signing off, I would like to
leave you with a few words about the
AG Corps Regimental Association
(AGCRA). The AGCRA continues
to explore new ways to reach out to
the AG Corps and we are looking to
structure ourselves to become more
responsive to you. In January and
April we conducted our first Chapter
teleconferences in which the National
Executive Council and the Chapters
were able to exchange ideas; it was so
successful that another one is already
scheduled for this coming July. We
welcome any input that will help make
the AGCRA better.
If you are not a member of the AGCRA,
I ask that you join and share this journey
with us. If you are already a member,
then I thank you for your commitment
and ask that you consider becoming
a Lifetime Member. If you are a
Lifetime Member then I thank you for
your ultimate support of the AGCRA.
The AGCRA’s general and Lifetime
Memberships continue to get bigger
and better because of you – Thank You!
Our best days will always be in front
of us!
Defend and Serve!
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Chief Warrant Officer of the AG Corps
Change of Responsibility
By CW4 Mark Hickman
absolutely convinced without a doubt
you are the right Officer to tackle these
challenges and lead our Corps through this
transformational period in our history.”
CW5 Betancourt is retiring after more
than 26 years of service. CW5 Nixon
joins the AG School from the office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Army
G-1’s Military Personnel Management
Directorate. CW5 Nixon is the Seventh
Chief Warrant Officer of the AG Corps.
CW5 Jacque L. Nixon – Biography

CW5 David G. Betancourt (left), the Sixth Chief
Warrant Officer of the AG Corps prepares to
relinquish duties to CW5 Jacque L. Nixon (right),
the Seventh Chief Warrant Officer of the AG
Corps. Hosting the ceremony is COL David G.
Jones (center), Commandant, AG School, Chief
of the AG Corps, and Chief, Army Music.

O

n May 18, 2018, in the Soldier
Support Institute auditorium, COL
David G. Jones, Commandant,
AG School, Chief of the AG Corps, and
Chief, Army Music, hosted the Chief
Warrant Officer of the AG Corps and AG
School Chief Warrant Officer Change of
Responsibility Ceremony between CW5
David G. Betancourt and CW5 Jacque L.
Nixon.
In front of a large audience of Family,
friends, leaders and Warrant Officers from
across the Army, both currently serving
and retired, COL Jones remarked that CW5
Betancourt, “exemplifies what it means
to be a ‘Quiet Professional,’ and that no
one has been more a passionate advocate
for what Warrant Officers bring to the
fight than Dave Betancourt.” COL Jones
stated to CW5 Nixon, “the challenges in
your new position will be difficult… I am
8

Chief Warrant Officer Five Jacque
L. Nixon enlisted in the Army on 17
September 1986 and was appointed as a
Warrant Officer in 1996.
His assignments as a Warrant Officer
include Chief, Transition Services, 18th
Soldier Support Group (Airborne), Chief,
Enlisted Promotions and Personnel
Actions, Delta Detachment, 18th PSB
(Airborne), Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
Group Personnel Technician, 1st Special
Forces Group (Airborne), Fort Lewis,
Washington, Combined Joint Special
Operations Task Force (CJSOTF-P), in
support of Operation Enduring Freedom Philippines, Chief, Personnel Operations,
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82nd PSB, 82nd Airborne Division, Chief
Enlisted Strength Manager, 82nd G1,
82nd Airborne Division, Combined Joint
Task Force-82, J1 Strength Manager, in
support of Operation Enduring Freedom
- Afghanistan, Deputy G1, United States
Army Special Forces Command (Airborne),
Chief, Officer Strength Manager, 18th
Airborne Corps G1, Executive Officer,
United States Forces-Iraq J1 in support
of Operation New Dawn – Iraq, Chief,
Personnel Operations, 18th Airborne
Corps G1, Ft Bragg, NC, Chief, HRTAB (HR Technical Assessment Branch),
U.S. Forces Command, Ft Bragg NC and
Personnel Policy Integrator, Headquarters
Department of the Army Deputy Chief
of Staff G1, Pentagon, Washington, DC.
These assignments culminate over twentytwo years of Airborne service.
CW5 Nixon is a graduate of the Warrant
Officer Senior Staff Course, Warrant
Officer Staff Course, Warrant Officer
Advanced Course, and Warrant Officer
Basic Course. He has a Masters in Human
Resources and a Bachelor’s of Art in Social
Science.
CW5 Nixon military awards and
decorations include the Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star Medal, Defense Meritorious
Service Medal, Meritorious Service Medal
(1 OLC), Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Joint Service Achievement Medal,
Army Commendation Medal (5 OLC),
Army Achievement Medal (3 OLC),
Humanitarian Service Medal (Hurricane
Katrina), Army Parachutist Badge, Air
Assault Badge, Joint Chief of Staff
Identification Badge and the Army General
Staff Identification Badge.
CW5 Nixon is a 1986 graduate of
Hamilton High School in Memphis,
TN and a member of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Incorporated. He is married to
Elzora, and they have four children: Jacque
Jr., Ean, Emily, Johnathan and they also
have five grandchildren.

SECTION II

Human Resources Command AG Branch
The Adjutant General’s Corps Officer
Securing and Sustaining our Seat
at the Table

By LTC Jeanette A. Martin, Chief, Adjutant General Branch
Collaborations: COL Alan Kellogg, Executive Officer to the Army G1; COL Hope Rampy, USARPAC G1;
MAJ John Dickens, AG MAJs Assignment Officer (AO); CPT Vivia Brown, AG Jr. CPTs AO;
and CPT Eric Guerrero, AG Sr. CPTs AO

T

he Adjutant General’s Corps is

balance. Specifically, how do we secure

the Commander’s intent and mission

one of the United States Army’s

and sustain our seat at the table?

end state, using the four HR core

most rewarding branches. The

First, we must know our position. As

competencies, as relevant to the mission.

Corps is unique in that no other branch

AG Officers, we are the managers of the

Any inability to adapt or lend relevancy

in the Army touches the lives of each

Army’s greatest resource - its Soldiers.

to the command team guarantees us a

Soldier and their Families from the

This alone makes us the ‘Trusted

seat in the peanut gallery rather than

beginning to the end of their service.

Agent’ of the Commander in all matters

at the table. Our success starts with

The honor and reverence one feels as

related to personnel readiness, at all

bringing relevancy to the table in all

an Adjutant General (AG) Officer can

levels of operation. Furthermore, we

capacities.

be exhilarating!

Serving the Army’s

must maintain an astute understanding

Similarly, as the AG Officer gains the

most precious resource, the Soldier, is

of the four Human Resources (HR)

trust of the Commander and unit, we

a very humbling experience. Each day

core competencies: 1) man the force;

sustain it through positive action. The

is different, with its own surprises, and

2) provide HR services; 3) coordinate

second point is the delivery of our core

there is never a dull moment.

personnel support; and 4) conduct HR

competencies must be timely, accurate,

As the Corps evolves, our ability to

planning operations.

and relevant to our command teams

attain success, through diligence and

we must continually improve our

and staff.

dedication, in all capacities in which

understanding of the Force Sustainment

doubts as to how we are doing, take

we serve, remains the same. To sustain

Community beyond HR support.

In

note as to where we are sitting during

this success in the Corps, five elements

order to understand the environment

any key staff ‘huddles.’ Hint: If you

should be considered: 1) we must know

you are in, not only must you know your

are seated in the peanut gallery you

our position; 2) we must be timely,

position, but how you fit into the bigger

have lost relevancy and credibility…

accurate, and relevant; 3) we must excel

picture.

Regain it!

where we are; 4) we should capitalize

Agent’ is hard to do, but easy to lose.

After there is an understanding of our

on our position with distinction in all

The Commander expects the AG

known position, and we must master

that we do; and 5) we must achieve

officer to learn, know, and accomplish

delivery of our HR core competencies,

Additionally,

Earning the title ‘Trusted

If at any point, there are
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we must excel where we are, regardless

that we are HR professionals first and

level of service provided, increases your

of the position. If we focus on where

are expected to perform exceedingly

command team’s sustainable readiness

we are, then we are better able to excel.

well when called upon to act in any HR

and their ability to win, while taking care

It is important in the greater scheme of

capacity.

of Soldiers and their Families.

things. Our performance and ability to

Since 1775 we have answered that call

In closing, there is nothing profound

be a reputable member of the team is

and the responsibilities of the AG Officer

about attaining success, but all who have

what matters to our Commanders and

are often times challenging and complex,

achieved it understand that it comes with

staff. This is what makes us a trusted,

and even humbling. Understanding the

a great deal of diligence and dedication.

relevant, and valued member of the team,

importance of your position is key and

As leaders and keepers of our Corps,

with a seat at the table.

how well we perform has enduring,

we must embrace the knowledge of

Fourth, we should capitalize on our

profound effects. And finally, achieving

our position, provide HR services and

position with distinction in all that we

balance makes us even more proficient.

support that are timely, accurate, and

do. Key Development (KD) positions

Success is gained through selfless service

relevant for our command teams, desire

are ‘must do well’ positions, not ‘check

and perseverance, coupled with some

to excel where we are, capitalize on our

the box’ positions. Proficiency in core

early mornings and late nights. However,

position with distinction in all that we

competencies is essential to our business.

it is key to achieve balance, while taking

do, and achieve balance while selflessly

It is not about having done the ‘S1’

care of the team, you must remember to

serving. Taking ownership and executing

position at any level; it is a matter of

take care of yourself. Set aside time for

all five elements will secure our seat and

‘how well did you do it?’ Doing the best

an activity or activities that you enjoy.

keep us at the table as successful staff

job possible at every job will distinguish

You are only able to efficiently yield

members and competitive officers of the

one officer’s success over another, and is

results if you are healthy (mentally and

Corps.

not necessarily determined by the broad

physically). With balance, you can enjoy

Defend and Serve!

range of jobs. Though the Army offers

the most rewarding capacity in which

a myriad of Broadening Opportunity

you serve. It is immensely satisfying

Programs (BOP), we must not forget

to know that every action processed, or

10
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SECTION III

AG Corps NCOs

The AG NCO’s Five Principles of Success in a
Special Operations Regiment
By SSG Philip T. Schneider, 1st Battalion, 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne)

C

lass is now in session. You in the
back with the crazy name. Yeah,
you… Sccc... Snnn... Shhhh...
Sheider, is it? Yeah, yeah... I was close
enough.
Alright, Private Schneider,
tell me, what is the objective of Army
HR support? Sergeant, the objective of
support... umm… resources… umm…
well…
How many well-trained, highly-proficient
Army Human Resources (HR) experts
reading this now can without hesitation
rattle off the correct answer like an
Adjutant General clone of Jeopardy
superstar Ken Jennings? Time now,
you should be slapping your right hand
down on whatever is next to you while
bellowing at your magazine or computer
screen at the top of your lungs: What
is… “The objective of HR support is to
maximize operational effectiveness of
the total force by anticipating, manning,
and sustaining military operations.” If
you find yourself seated next to Private

Schneider taking AG 101 for the third
straight semester identically bewildered,
don’t fret as this HR lesson includes
studying just three paragraphs of Field
Manual (FM) 1-0, Human Resources
Support; the first three paragraphs in
Chapter 1 to be exact.
This will be a light course-load
with intentions of reenergizing your
commitment to an education in Army
HR doctrine with efforts blossoming into
HR-sublimity and heavy benefits for both
you and your organization. The following
chronicle will attempt to highlight how
focusing on the “competency based” and
“performance oriented” strategy guided
by the five HR enduring principles
from FM 1-0 has evinced remarkable
value for the Adjutant General’s Corps
(AG) Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
serving in the U.S. Special Operations
Force (USSOF) environment.
And
if you’re not already consciously
employing these principles in each of

your HR-related missions, now would be
a great time to start. It won’t take long
before the Battalion S1, to which you
are assigned, beats your friendly rival the
Ken Jennings-battalion across the way,
with your section officially branded the
AG “Brad Rutter” of the brigade as the
new undisputed HR champion.
The AG NCO’s Re-Birth in USSOCOM.
The US Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) activated 1 June 1987
at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida,
with GEN James Lindsay selected as
the inaugural Commander in Chief
(CINCSOC). As the first CINCSOC,
GEN Lindsay organized USSOCOM
under the hierarchy of a traditional unified
command “J” directorate structure, but
it was the fifth CINCSOC, GEN Peter
J. Schoomaker who overhauled the
unit headquarters, placing unrelenting
emphasis on efficiency for its support
assets; an intensity still remnant today
as paratroopers from the U.S. Army’s
1775 | Spring 2018
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AG Corps fill Modification Table of
Organization and Equipment (MTOE)
and Joint Manning Document (JMD)
billets throughout the full spectrum of
U.S. special operations.
GEN Schoomaker, applying foregone
experience gained from time serving as
a Component Commander, perceived
USSOCOM Headquarters inadequate
at focusing on the resourcing of
USSOF - the command’s most critical
function. To increase proficiency GEN
Schoomaker terminated the traditional
J-staff arrangement and banded
similar or complimentary
functions into five “centers
of excellence” with a general
officer, flag officer, or senior
executive service civilian
heading each entity. GEN
Schoomaker’s target was to
manufacture a self-serving
headquarters
element,
enabling his untroubled focus
on the unit’s strategic and
operational priorities. By design the
entire USSOCOM Headquarters faced
unprecedented overhauls, including the
establishment of the Command Support
Center developed to bridge the gap
between the Personnel Directorate (J1)
and the Special Staff offices.
The HR NCO’s universal importance in
service to the USSOF enterprise can be
traced to modernization of USSOCOM
at the turn of the century; however, his
technical expertise throughout the past,
present, and into future is the culmination
of strict adherence to anticipation,
responsiveness,
synchronization,
timeliness, and accuracy – the five
enduring HR principles that create an
atmosphere in which the Commander
is free to place his focus on mission
objectives.
Anticipation. The USSOF Task Force
will likely consist of combined North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
12

SOF partners, and perhaps even a
Special Operations Task Group led by a
foreign SOF organization under USSOF
leadership at the Task Force Headquarters.
For the C-1 or J-1 section, language
barrier issues can become a challenge
when discussing personnel status across
the battlefield with a NATO-partner in
the HR section who is limited in his or
her ability to speak the English language.
Additionally, it is common for USSOF
leadership to initiate Combat Badges
and various awards and decorations for

NATO SOF operators, which consists of
a unique processing battle rhythm that
requires US government background
checks among other demands that many
HR professionals might never experience.
To provide the best possible HR support,
the AG NCO anticipates what will be
expected of him based on possible
combat situations across the battlespace.
Remaining proficient and knowledgeable
in all types of awards processing begins
during deployment readiness training and
concludes in the combat environment by
anticipating events before they happen,
and remaining well-trained on all HR
battle rhythm requirements throughout
the deployment.
Responsiveness. Today, USSOCOM
conducts covert and clandestine missions
around the globe, sending elite operators
to any location at a moment’s notice to
advance the nation’s interests. In the
1990s, the Boston Herald reported, “The
10th Special Forces Group’s penchant for
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secrecy is so exacting the base publicist
didn’t know the unit had gone to war
until they were on their way home from
Operation Desert Storm.” These are
America’s best; the crème de la crème; the
rarest of U.S. citizens from all walks of life
who have been thoroughly interviewed,
rigorously tested, and cautiously selected
based on a set of highly uncommon skills
and abilities - attributes that the U.S.
Congress and DoD count on to protect
the American way of life. In turn, these
professional Soldiers deserve only the
most abled human resources
backing, and to that end, the
AG NCO has led efforts to care
for the personnel requirements
for the US Army’s Special
Operator.
The role of the AG NCO
serving in USSOCOM, namely
a Special Forces Battalion,
is like any conventional
organization in many ways.
The Battalion S1 maintains
accountability of unit personnel using
personnel status reports, processes
personnel actions, and coordinates for
leaves and passes. During a deployment
with a Special Forces unit, however, the
duties and responsibilities for the AG
NCO are enhanced significantly. The
NATO Special Operations Component
Command / Special Operations Joint
Task Force - Afghanistan serves as the
highest headquarters for USSOF in
Afghanistan and, subsequently, is the
headquarters element for the Special
Forces echelon forward-deployed as a
USSOF Task Force.
It is common for an Army SOF Task
Force to also consist of Joint Service
partners, including Navy SEALs and Air
Force Joint Terminal Attack Controllers.
The Task Force may utilize a JMD
or Force Tracking Number (FTN) as
the strength and logistics readiness
document. USSOF FTNs will often hold
positions for Joint Service HR personnel

to fill roles inside the S-1, C-1, or J-1
sections. When command of the Task
Force is led by Army SOF personnel,
Army HR functions are utilized in daily
operations. The challenge for the AG
NCO is that the FTN billets for sister
service HR personnel are typically
no longer than three or four-month
rotations. With personnel constantly
rotating during a deployment it can be
difficult to effectively train HR personnel
to understand Army HR processes
while remaining committed to unit
requirements with the high Operational
Tempo in the deployed environment.
According to FM 1-0, responsiveness is
“providing the right support to the right
place at the right time.” During combat,
the AG NCO serving inside USSOF
Task Forces throughout the Global War

on Terror have found
success by strategically
placing
Joint-force
members of the HR
section in a position to
best react to situations
on
the
battlefield.
Being able to adapt and
respond, using another
HR enduring principle,
is paramount for the
HR NCO in a USSOF
organization, but none more important
than while in combat.

Low Opening (HALO), and Demolition
(DEMO) operations to name a few.
Special Forces personnel are also entitled
to Foreign Language Proficiency Pay
or Foreign Language Bonus Pay with
payment levels up to $1,000 per month
based on the number of languages and
levels of proficiency. Each of these
language payments are valid for a
12-month period and the Green Beret
must sit for an Oral Proficiency or
Defense Language Proficiency exam
while receiving requisite scores to retain
payment.

Synchronization. U.S. Army Special
Forces units perform six missions –
unconventional warfare, foreign internal
defense, special reconnaissance, direct
action, combating terrorism, and
counter-proliferation. To meet mission
requirements, the Green Beret receives
highly specialized training, some of
which entitles them to special pay and
allowances. The enlisted Green Beret
is authorized Special Duty Assignment
Pay by remaining current in military
occupational specialty requirements.
Depending on the specialization of the
SFOD-A, Green Berets also receive
special pay for remaining current in
Military Free Fall (MFF), High Altitude

The challenge for the AG NCO is
accounting for the entitlements for
each Green Beret within the Battalion
especially when he must rely on other
support agencies, e.g. the Finance
Corps, to process orders within the unit
to receive language pay. Still, the AG
NCO increases productivity by placing
emphasis on the enduring HR principle
of synchronization. By synchronizing
the unit language lab, company
administrative representatives initiating
language payment requests, and the
financial management division into one
fluid process, the AG NCO creates a
streamlined system that will result in
better support and higher levels of morale
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for the unit’s most critical asset: The
Green Beret focused on meeting mission
objectives.
Timeliness & Accuracy.
In his
May 2017 statement before the House
Armed Services Committee, the current
CINCSOC, GEN Raymond A. Thomas,
reported that on a daily basis, USSOCOM
sustains a deployed or forward stationed
personnel count of approximately
8,000 Special Operators across 80-plus
countries, conducting the entire range
of USSOF missions during both combat
and noncombat situations. A common
misconception across the U.S. Army is
that with four to six-month deployments,
USSOF operators spend much more
time resetting in garrison than does the
conventional Army. The reality is that the
average USSOF operator has a personnel
tempo set at a backbreaking ratio and
their head is often resting on a pillow in
a foreign country at night for more than
half of their special operations career.
The Green Beret assigned to one of the
seven U.S. Army Special Forces Groups,
for example, will silently grab his gear
and catch another gray-tailed jetliner,
sometimes days after returning from a
previous six-month deployment without
any knowledge of the greater American
public.
From combat deployments in the Middle
East to Joint Combined Exchange
Training (JCET) with NATO SOF
partners throughout Europe, the Green
Beret advances CINCSOC priorities as
his SFOD-A, referred to by the enemy
as “the bearded ones” prepare for
another high-risk night raid alongside
their Afghani Partners deep inside the
Afghanistan mountains. Moreover, the
Company this SFOD-A belongs to may
be a single echelon deployed individually
and separate from the entire Battalion.
In a Special Forces unit, a Battalion will
typically deploy individual Companies, or
sometimes even just a 12-man SFOD-A,
on specific missions. As a result, the
14

AG NCO is nearly all times in a predeployment mindset if he is not already
deployed himself. Preparing Companies
for Soldier Readiness Processing,
ensuring wills and powers of attorney are
updated, and tracking medical readiness
statistics, are all of vital importance.
Nevertheless, the most significant
responsibility of the AG NCO assigned
to a Special Forces Battalion may very
well be personnel strength authorizations
and unit manning. In this role, the AG
NCO works closely with the Battalion
CSM to ensure the unit has the assets
necessary to achieve the desired outcome.
With operators busy conducting
sensitive missions around the world, the
necessitated importance of adequate
strength levels cannot be underestimated.
As such, timeliness and accuracy are
the lifeblood pumping through the veins
of the AG NCO working diligently to
provide the CSM with accurate, timely
information on shortages or over-strength
specialties.
FM 1-0 states that timeliness “ensures
decision makers have access to relevant
HR information and analysis that support
current and future operations.” In a
Special Forces Battalion, operations can
have serious implications on a national or
global scale, which thereby dramatically
increases the requirement for correct
information at the right time provided to
Battalion leadership in assistance with
decision making. Furthermore, FM 1-0
adds, “Accuracy of information impacts
not only decisions made by Commanders,
but impacts Soldiers... HR providers
must understand the dynamic nature of
HR systems architecture and the fact that
data input at the lowest level has impact
on decisions being made at the highest
level.” In other words, a simple mistake
assigning or slotting a Soldier in eMILPO
can lead to detrimental consequences
at much higher levels. For the Special
Forces Battalion, a non-malicious error
made by the HR section can result in the
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SFOD-A deploying with a Green Beret
missing from his 12-man team. In such a
small echelon, just one missing link can
lead to mortal consequences in combat
operations. The AG NCO understands
the vital importance of attention to detail
while providing correct information and
spends adequate time reviewing products
submitted from subordinate personnel
in the section or updates made in HR
operating systems.
Role of the AG NCO Supporting
USSOF into the Future. Have you ever
sat down and took a moment to read FM
1-0 like it was a Stephen King novel or
the newest smash hit from J.K. Rowling?
This idea may sound ridiculous to
some, or quite boring to others, but this
piece of Army policy may very well
hold a piece of information that you
have been searching your entire career.
Conversely, it may consist of a data point
you have never known – never cared to
know - something uplifting, inspiring,
career-changing even. From a team of
AG NCOs who have found success in
significant measures by adhering to these
principles, we challenge you to open this
entirely underutilized piece of Army HR
doctrine. As FM 1-0 very poignantly
suggests, “Meeting the goal of providing
efficient and effective HR support relies
on multi-functional HR leaders who
focus their knowledge and skills in
support of the Army’s most important
asset – its people.” An AG NCO without
knowledge is like a boat without an oar,
a fisherman without a pole. To provide
the best possible customer service to
the Army’s most important asset, take
it from a group of HR professionals
continuing to make the AG Corps proud
by providing pre-eminent service to U.S.
Special Operations. In our business,
ignorance is not bliss. Airborne!

SHARP and The Army Values: Normalizing the
Conversation
By SGM Caprecia Miller, SHARP Senior Enlisted Advisor
In the time I’ve been with the HQDA
Sexual Harassment / Assault Response
& Prevention (SHARP) Program
Office, I’ve had numerous opportunities
to visit with SHARP professionals
around the world, sit in on Army Senior
Leader meetings and briefings, speak
to members of Congress, and serve as
the Acting Branch Chief for Prevention
and Training. Hopefully, I’ve been able
to serve as an emissary for the SHARP
Director, HQDA G-1, and the Sergeant
Major of the Army. I also hope that
I’ve been able to inform the important
SHARP prevention initiatives currently
underway.
While serving as the Acting Branch
Chief of Prevention and Training, I had
an opportunity to think long and hard
about all aspects of SHARP training,
which led me to formulate my own
theories. Such as, the normalization of
conversations about the Army Values
and how that’s translated into the dayto-day lives of members of the Army
Team. This may sound a bit shocking to
you coming from the SHARP SGM, but
I think we need to get away from talking
about SHARP in terms of requirements
- especially training requirements.
Before you think I’ve gone over the
edge, please hear me out, or at least keep
reading…

SHARP so that it’s a seamless part of
day-to-day Army discussions, woven in
throughout our daily lives, and integrated
into our routine activities. Rather than
thinking about SHARP only in terms
of mandatory training, I believe the
discussion should be about reinforcing
the left and right limits of those who
ascribe to being members of the Army
Team. The focus of our discussions
about SHARP shouldn’t be centered
on preaching the right or wrong way
to conduct oneself, but about modeling
behaviors. We should be asking members
of the Profession of Arms and the Army
Civilian Corps: “What do you think
it looks like when someone commits
themselves to living the Army Ethic?” I
believe these questions should serve as
the foundation of a real dialogue about
life lessons, whether we’re talking about

SHARP, or any other issue of significant
importance.
When we examine who we are and
who we need to be as members of the
Army Profession, we tend to cite the
three C’s: Character, Competence, and
Commitment. We talk about the fact
that we are professionals of character
who serve honorably; we’re competent
professionals who do our duty to the best
of our abilities; and we’re committed
professionals who embrace and uphold
the Army Values. I believe the three C’s
need to be more than just a catch phrase;
they need to be an intrinsic part of our
makeup, especially the conversation
about Commitment.
I may have caught many of you off
guard once again as you may have
thought I would say - Character, right?
We tend to talk a lot about the need to

I have come to believe that we need
to normalize the conversation about
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focus on Character, not Competence,
especially in terms of holding senior
leaders accountable for their actions and
inactions with regard to sexual violence.
While I wholeheartedly believe in
due process and accountability, I also
believe we need to reinforce the basics,
especially with our more younger,
inexperienced Soldiers. In order for
people to internalize the essential
characteristics of the Army Profession,
they need to know, understand, and
CHOOSE to live by the Army Values.
However, how do they get from A to
Z? How do we get them to live by the
Army Values we hold dear? Like a lot
of things in life such as happiness, love,
marriage, etc., it’s a choice. I strongly
believe you can CHOOSE to be happy,
you can CHOOSE to love / get married,
and, likewise, you can CHOOSE to
live by the Army Values. For those of
you who are parents, you understand

your role is to teach your children to
do the right thing. In your parenting
capacity, you know you need to set a
good example, discuss the importance
of doing the right thing, and advise of
the potential consequences of taking the
wrong course of action. After you’ve
done your job to rear your children to
the best of your ability, the rest is out
of your hands! Ultimately, THEY will
choose whether to abide by what you’ve
taught them and modeled in terms of
behavior. Hopefully, they will live by the
values learned along the way. However,
they sometimes decide to take their own
path, which may be the wrong path.
This same principle applies to the
workplace, whether a non-military
civilian office or Army unit. The
company president or command team
sets the rules, models the behaviors,
and provides positive reinforcement.
Hopefully, members of the organization

will adhere to organization’s values and
standards. However, unlike the civilian
world, I think we in the military have a
greater responsibility and requirement
to inculcate our Army Values and
organizational standards on day-to-day,
24 / 7 basis. That’s also presents us with
a greater opportunity for success. When
we talk about the Army Values, we
oftentimes talk about the fact that people
come from different backgrounds,
different cultures, and different value
systems. This is not new or even news.
As long as the U.S. military has been in
existence, this has been the case. Social
scientists who’ve studied the military
marvel at the social change we’re able
to accomplish - whether it’s reduction
in smoking, cessation of drinking and
driving, or integration of different
races and genders into the ranks, the
military has led the way in our society!
Similarly, I believe we can lead the way
on prevention of sexual violence.
Our discussion of the Army Values
should be seamless and so should the
process of modeling behaviors and
providing positive reinforcement. As
leaders, we know and understand our
operating conditions, our units, our
mission, and our people. Rather than
applying a one-size fits all solution,
we can and should tailor these life
lessons or normalized conversations
about SHARP, Suicide Prevention,
or Responsible Alcohol Use, to what
works best for each organization. For
some, it may be online training and
small group discussions, for others it
may be Sergeant’s Time on a Friday
afternoon before the troops head out for
the weekend. For units with a younger
demographic, it may be an opportunity
for “Mentoring Monday” sessions via
Social Media. For more seasoned troops,
it may be a Commander’s Corner in the

16
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weekly installation publication. These
conversations can also happen during
physical training, while conducting
equipment and vehicle maintenance,
over lunch in the dining facility, or
during field training exercises.
It could be as informal as a Squad or
Platoon Leader talking about the Army
Values, and asking his / her Soldiers
about what the Army Values mean to
them. For Department of the Army
Civilians, it could be a quiz on topics
such as sexual violence. For new
recruits, a discussion on whether they
understand when and how they can
intervene to protect their Battle Buddy
may be more appropriate. It’s up to the
command team to decide what works
best for their units. But don’t get me
wrong, we in the SHARP Program are
here to help. I’m not saying it’s all on
you - the SHARP professionals and
Command Teams. Our job in the Army
G-1 and SHARP Program Office, in
coordination with the SHARP Academy
and Army Research Laboratory, is to
provide you with the tools to enable the
upmost flexibility in normalizing these
conversations.
Whether it’s the Emergent Leader
Immersive
Training
Environment
(ELITE) training platforms such as
the Command Team Trainer, CTT, or
the Bystander Resource Assessment
& Virtual Exercise (or BRAVE), our
intent is to arm you with the ability
to normalize your discussions or
communications based on your needs
so we can further the progress we’ve
made in driving down sexual violence
prevalence. In my humble opinion, just
as the military has led society in social
change, the Army continues to lead the
Department of Defense in the types
and variations of training and trainers
based on rank, position, and functional

expertise of Army Team members. And
we continue to innovate and collaborate
with our stakeholders to bring the Army
“outside of the box” initiatives that
leverage the latest in technology and
education / training techniques.
The real proof of concept of our
collective, integrated efforts are the
results we as an Army Team have
achieved. Through a holistic approach of
accountable Leaders, SHARP training,
and the Army’s awareness / outreach
efforts, we’ve seen immense progress
in the past few years. The Army has
seen an overall 27% decrease in sexual
assault prevalence, with the primary
driver of the decrease in prevalence
coming from males surveyed, which
indicated a 36.8% decrease in unwanted
sexual contact. Additionally, sexual
assault reports indicate a slight increase
in the percentage of sexual assaults that
involved non-penetrative offenses. This
could be related to the fact that Soldiers
increasingly appear to recognize that
non-penetrative (“unwanted touching”)
offenses are also criminal behavior that
should be reported and addressed.

This hypothesis is reinforced further by
reporting stats that show the proportion
of more serious penetrative offenses
(specifically rape, aggravated sexual
assault / sexual assault, and forcible
sodomy) has declined by approximately
10 percent since 2012. As a result of
the progress we’ve made, I believe the
conversation has shifted somewhat
from a discourse on fratricide to a more
nuanced discussion on what it means to
be part of a cohesive team that embraces
dignity and respect.
As I stated earlier, I believe we can move
the needle more by further normalizing,
tailoring and weaving our discussions
throughout our daily lives. This will
ensure Soldiers and DA Civilian are
better equipped, more aware, and
understand the correlation between their
actions and the Army Values and the
Essential Characteristics of the Army
Profession, especially Trust. Finally,
sexual harassment, sexual assault, and
retaliation are tied directly to CSA’s #1
Priority – Readiness!
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The 178th Human Resources Company from Fort
Bliss, Texas – Prepared to Answer the Nation’s Call
Anytime and Any Place
By 1SG Dawn M. Newman, 178th HR Company

T

he 178th Human Resources

matter experts within the 1st Armored

the Soldiers an idea of what normal

Company,

Division on personnel accountability,

daily operations will look like during

Special

Troops

Battalion, 1st Armored Division

casualty, and postal operations;

Sustainment Brigade participated in a

supporting every Brigade within

Brigade exercise from 19-23 March 2018

the Division at the National

in which they sharpened the technical

Training Center at Fort Irwin,

and tactical skills required to support

California, and elsewhere in the

their training and deployment readiness.

world.

This Company is one of the most
utilized HR Companies in the Army.
The Company supports missions across
Fort Bliss as well as worldwide. With a
platoon already deployed to CENTCOM
and two more preparing to depart later
this year, plus two NTC rotations in the
next six months, this unit rarely has time
to take a knee. They are the subject

The Company spent three days of
their week long exercise preparing
their Postal Platoon to deploy
later this year. They participated

A 178th HR Company Soldier prepares to inventory

in a joint exercise at McGregor and store accountable mail in the APO postal cage at
Range with the 310th Human Fort Bliss, TX.
Resources Sustainment Center
(HRSC) out of Fort Jackson, South
Carolina. The Postal Platoon Sergeant,
SFC Bosquez, led his Soldiers in
setting up an operational mock
APO that his Soldiers operated
and which the HRSC inspected.
The Platoon trained on everything
from counting money drawers
to processing accountable mail,
and running postal rodeos. “The
majority of the Soldiers in the

NCOs and Soldiers from the 178th HR Company set up
operations at a mock APO during a training exercise at
Fort Bliss, TX.
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Platoon have recently joined the

deployment.” Many of them have not
yet been to the Postal Operations Course
(F5); however, the training they receive
at the Platoon and Company level will
better prepare them for the F5 Mobile
Training Team (MTT) coming to Fort
Bliss in a few months. They wrapped
up their time with the 310th HRSC by
participating in a Rehearsal of Concept
(ROC) Drill on how the HRSC and the
HR Company interact and support each
other in a deployed environment.

Company from AIT”, said SFC

The second half of their week focused on

Bosquez, “so the training gave

the HR Soldiers’ tactical skills. Platoon
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day

equipment they carried in on their

of the exercise,

backs. The Soldiers did an excellent

the

job remaining vigilant and disciplined

The

final

company
a

in their security posture throughout

deployment

the exercise, making it impossible for

readiness exercise

the enemy to detect and compromise

at

hours.

their position. When speaking to the

Soldiers

Company during the After Action

reported to the

Review, Company Commander CPT

Company

and

Gecorey Turner reminds them of the

conducted

a

last line of the AG Corps Creed which

tactical movement

states, “I will be prepared to fight as

NCOs from the 178th HR Company take a tactical pause during Company
training to conduct a quick Leader AAR.

with night vision

Infantry when my Commander calls.”

goggles to secure

He tells them while they may have

Sergeants and Squad Leaders spent two

a

base.

joined to serve in an administrative role,

days teaching classes on Warrior Tasks

Once they arrived at their position, the

they never know what may be asked of

and Battle Drills, covering tactics such

Platoon Sergeants and Squad Leaders

them in the heat of battle. “I called, and

as convoy security, priorities of work,

quickly set them to the task of security,

you answered in the most versatile and

Entry Control Point (ECP) operations,

sector sketches, and digging in to secure

capable manner”, CPT Turner tells them.

and Company and Platoon defense.

their area of operations. They built up

“You continue to make this organization

Platoon Sergeant SFC Garza said, “Most

their ECP from scratch, and secured

and the AG Corps proud.”

of these Soldiers only know very basic

and defended their position with the

conducted

0430

The

patrol

tactics that are taught in Basic Training,
and which atrophy during AIT when
they shift their focus from tactical to
technical; so this training is critical for
them”.
The NCOs from the 178th HR Company
bring a lot to the table when it comes
to experience.

The Company First

Sergeant, 1SG Dawn Newman, has
deployed five times to the CENTCOM
AOR, and the Platoon Sergeants all have
anywhere from two to four deployments
as well.

“We’re fortunate to also

have some Squad Leaders that have
reclassified from combat arms MOS”,
said 1SG Newman. “We have a former
Cavalry Scout and a former MP as well.
My NCOs are hands down some of the
best that the AG Corps has to offer.”

Soldiers from the 178th HR Company fill sand bags to build up their Entry Control Point (ECP)
during unit defensive operations. Squad Leader, SSG Nicholas Anderson, gives his intent for the
construction of the ECP position.
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SECTION
IV
Around the Corps
Chief of The Adjutant General’s Corps
Proclaims 2018
“The Year of the AG Warrant Officer”

I

n recognition of the centennial celebration of the Army’s Warrant Officer Corps (1918-2018), on 5 February 2018, COL David
G. Jones, Chief of the Adjutant General’s Corps, signed a proclamation making 2018 “The Year of the AG Warrant Officer.”
The proclamation encourages Officers, Noncommissioned Officers, Soldiers, Department of the Army Civilians and Family

members of the Adjutant General’s Corps to recognize the positive impact our AG Warrant Officers have on all aspects of the
execution of our Army HR mission, and join us in recognizing and celebrating the relevance and abilities of our Corps’ Warrant
Officers in programs throughout the year.
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Celebrating 100 Years of Human Resources and
Army Music Warrant Officer Service
By CW5 David G. Betancourt, CW5 William S. McCulloch, and CW4 Mark W. Hickman

I

magine being born 100 years ago…
It is time to celebrate 100 Years of
stellar service and support to our
Nation, Commanders, Soldiers, Family
Members and Civilians, by a cohort
of technically savvy officers we know
as Warrant Officers. We are proud to
join each Army branch in recognizing
this historic moment for the Warrant
Officer cohort. Although the Warrant
Officer “Corps” was dissolved in 2004,
our cohort’s contributions and personal
achievements to improve the Army’s
ability to fight and win wars remain
unmatched.
Congress established the Warrant Officer
Corps on July 9, 1918. The Adjutant
General’s Corps’ Warrant Officers were
established in 1920, when toward the
end of World War I, leaders identified the
need to include Field Clerks, and other
Soldiers with special technical skills,
which included Warrant Officers. The
National Defense Act of 1920 provided
for these new Warrants to serve in clerical,
administrative and bandmaster jobs, thus
creating opportunities within the AG
Corps for Warrant Officer specialists
and experts. As a result, two specialties
were created; the Administrative Warrant
(now known as the HR Warrant) and the
Bandmaster.
The Administrative Warrant continued
to carry the responsibilities of the field
clerk as defined by the Adjutant General’s
Corps: “Army field clerks are required to
accompany military forces in the field and
serve under the same physical conditions
and surroundings as do officers and
enlisted men of the Army. They perform

the necessary clerical work connected
with the headquarters of military forces
and of the several military departments,
districts, divisions and brigades and
service schools at which they are on duty.
For their proper performance of their
duties, Army field clerks are required
to have a general knowledge of military
matters; channels of communication; the
proper preparation and verification of
various Army returns; rolls and reports;
the preparation and issuance of Army
orders; and of those clerks assigned to
duties in the offices of the department
inspectors there is required, also, the
ability to check up the financial accounts
of Army officers in connection with
inspections, etc.”

both HR and Music, to enable the Army
through precise subject matter expertise.
Fully engaged and integrated as subject
matter experts, leaders, mentors, trainers
and Soldiers, they are masters of our AG
systems and critical and creative thinkers
possessing the depth of knowledge to
effectively prepare our formations for
operations.
Whether preparing for
combat or developing esprit-de-corps
through music, our AG Warrant Officers
are depended on by senior leaders to
provide concise and common sense
solutions to complex and dynamic
situations.

In 1921, Warrant Officer (WO) Francis
Leigh organized and led the band that
was created for the 1921 internment of
the World War I Unknown Soldier. He
was known as a highly respected and
competent musician within the Army
music system. He was also the first
musical leader of the United States Army
Band “Pershing’s Own” from January 26 September 6, 1922. He led the band in its
first public appearance on April 27, 1922.
Unfortunately, he fell out of favor with
General Pershing, and was soon replaced.
In 1938 a building at Fort Leavenworth,
KS was named for WO Francis Leigh
and dedicated by BG Lesley McNair, the
General for whom Fort Lesley McNair in
Washington D.C. is named for.

Throughout the last 100 years of the AG
Corps, from Personnel Detachments to
Personnel Services Delivery Redesign
(PSDR) enabled Brigade Combat Teams,
AG Warrant Officers have performed
flawlessly in the execution of their
assigned mission. Evolving to what
we see today as an HR specialized
team with a broad range of duties and
responsibilities, they have distinguished
themselves by providing tremendous
service and technical expertise to every
echelon from tactical to enterprise. This
includes, and not limited to: company,
brigade, division, corps to the Office of
the Chief of Staff of the Army; from joint,
recruiting, special operations, NATO, to
The United States Army Band, and the
Human Resources Command, as well
the Adjutant General School and Army
School of Music.

AG Warrant Officers, then and today,
strive for excellence in their technical
skills by utilizing their unique experience
and understanding of AG competencies,

With the advent of the Integrated
Personnel and Pay System (IPPS-A) for
the Army, AG Warrant Officers are fully
prepared and engaged in assimilating new
1775 | Spring 2018
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materiel solutions while transitioning the
Army from a multiple legacy-oriented,
antiquated system of systems, to a
modern technological solution unifying
all components under one system
supporting all human resources and
military pay needs. The roles of our
AG Warrant Officers will emphasize
the understanding and training of new
and unique requirements under IPPS-A,
and they will undoubtedly rise to the
challenge to ensure this transition a total
success for the Army.
A special milestone in the history of the
AG Warrant Officer was the creation of
the Regimental Chief Warrant Officer
of the Corps. Designed to mirror what
other branches established to provide
senior warrant officer representation
for the cohort, the Adjutant General’s
Corps re-missioned its proponent
warrant officer billet to establish the
new position. It was officially renamed

Chief Warrant Officer of the AG Corps
(CWOAGC), and in February 2003,
CW5 Charles T. Wigglesworth became
the first to assume the position. The
CWOAGC was established to serve as
the principal advisor and representative
to the Chief of the AG Corps on all WO
matters pertaining to branch operations
and recruitment in the US Army. The
incumbent assesses the status of warrant
officers, to include training, professional
development,
morale,
recruiting,
retention and all areas affecting
readiness.
The CWOAGC develops
and writes the branch’s position for all
warrant officer accessions, training and
professional development, and ensures
human resources management policies,
procedures and leader development
actions
incorporate
career-related
considerations for all warrant officers.

serve as the CWOAGC: CW5 Charles T.
Wigglesworth (Feb 03 – Feb 05), CW5
Gerald I. Sims, Sr. (Feb 05 – Jun 07),
CW5 Ronald G. Galloway (Jun 07 – Jun
09), CW5 Scott B. Hagar (Jun 09 – Feb
11), CW5 Coral J. Jones (Feb 11 – Sep
15), CW5 David G. Betancourt (Sep 15
– May 18) and Jacque L. Nixon (May 18
– Present).
The AG Corps Warrant Officer cohort
stands shoulder to shoulder with all
the tremendous talent from the warrant
officers assigned to the rest of our Army
branches. The AG Warrant does not
expect change, they enable change; and
they do not wait for opportunities, they
infuse the environment with ideas and
solutions to generate future change and
progress. They are leaders, the very
best of the AG Corps, always ready to
DEFEND and SERVE!!

As of the date of this publication, the
AG Corps has selected six CW5s to

AG Corps Warrant Officers from across the Army come together to celebrate 100 Years of Human Resources and Army
Music Warrant Officer Service.

Soldier Support Institute, Fort Jackson, SC

Fort Carson, CO

Fort Hood, TX
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Fort Riley, KS

Fort Campbell, KY

Fort Bliss, TX

National Capital Region,
Washington, DC

IPPS-A, Washington, DC
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The 8th Human Resources Sustainment Center
“ALWAYS READY”

By CPT Solomona F. Nu’usa

COL ANGEL FELICIANO
DIRECTOR

SGM EDWIN CARRUSINI
DIRECTORATE
SERGEANT MAJOR

In August of 2017, fifty-three highly
motivated Soldiers of the 8th Human
Resources Sustainment Center (8th
HRSC) deployed half way around the
world and left a lasting mark of HR
excellence in the United States Central
Command (USCENTCOM) area of
responsibility (AOR).
What is an HRSC? The Human
Resources Sustainment Center (HRSC) as
outlined in FM 1-0 Chapter 2, Paragraph
49 “is a multi-functional, modular HR
organization (staff element), and
theater-level center assigned to a
Theater Sustainment Command (TSC)
that integrates and executes Personnel
Accountability (PA), Casualty, and Postal
functions throughout the theater and as
defined by the policies established by the
Army Service Component Command
(ASCC) G-1/AG in the accomplishment
of Personnel Readiness Management
(PRM) and Personnel Information
Management (PIM). The HRSC also
provides
theater-wide
technical
guidance and training assistance for PA,
Casualty,
and
Postal
functions
performed by the Theater Gateway
Personnel Accountability Team (TG PAT),
Military Mail Terminal (MMT) team,
Human Resources Companies,
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platoons, and the Human Resources
Operations Branch (HROB)”.
The 8th HRSC Mission. The 8th Human
Resources Sustainment Center’s mission
is to provide Theater guidance,
oversight, and training across Personnel
Accountability, Casualty, Postal, and
Human Resources Plans and Operations
in support of Combatant Commander
directives.
The 8th HRSC Vision. The 8th Human
Resources Sustainment Center’s vision is
to be the premier team of resilient,
multi-functional
experts
that
synchronize Human Resources Theater
Sustainment support. We analyze,
advise, and train Standard Requirement
Code 12 and 63 on core competencies to
enable our enterprise partners to assist
commanders while simultaneously
focusing on the enhancement of
personal and professional growth of
each teammate.
Getting Started. On July 13, 2017, the
Soldiers of the 8th Human Resources
Sustainment Center led by Colonel Angel
M. Feliciano and Sergeant Major Edwin
Carrusini held their pre-deployment
ceremony at the historic Richardson
Theater on Fort Shafter, Hawai’i.
Families and friends all gathered to bid
their Soldiers a fond “Aloha” and
“Mahalo” which means “Good-bye” and
“Thank-you” in Hawaiian.
The 8th HRSC had just endured eight
months of rigorous training in
preparation for their nine month
deployment to Qatar and Kuwait. The
Directorate was poised and
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ready to provide exceptional Personnel
Accountability, Casualty, and Postal
services to units throughout the
USCENTCOM AOR in direct support of
Operation Inherent Resolve, Operation
Spartan Shield, and Operation
Freedom’s Sentinel.
Upon arrival into Theater, the 8th
HRSC “Ohana” which means “family” in
Hawaiian, received a warm welcome
from the 14th HRSC, based out of Fort
Knox, Kentucky, marking the beginning
of their transition. Over the span of two
weeks the 14th HRSC shared various
lessons learned and re-validated the 8th
HRSC on requirements and proficiency
on essential personnel systems.
Finally, on August 5, 2017, the 8th
HRSC effectively assumed responsibility
of the Human Resources Sustainment
mission in support of the USCENTCOM
AOR.
Building on success. Upon arriving
into Theater, the 14th HRSC shared
various initiatives that they had
improved upon during their nine month
deployment to Qatar. The 14th HRSC also
identified challenges that the 8th HRSC
might want to address in an effort to
further improve HR Sustainment
operations in the USCENTCOM AOR.
Some of the main challenges presented
were; identifying the cause for
discrepancies between what units
reported on the Daily Status Report
(DSR) and what was maintained in the
Deployed Theater Accountability System
(DTAS); identifying ways to correctly
realign casualty reporting to G1s, J1s,
and S1s; and actualizing a solution to

prioritize personnel mail on flights to
warfighters in austere areas.
A New Approach. Within the first
month of deployment the 8th HRSC
quickly adapted to meet the personnel
accountability, casualty reporting, and
postal operations challenge by
reevaluating the role of an HRSC. The
doctrinal role of an HRSC only requires
the Directorate to provide technical
guidance and training assistance to the
TG PAT, MMT, and the HROBs. However,
the 8th HRSC saw that it was necessary to
create specialized training teams to
directly engage HR professionals
throughout the USCENTCOM AOR.
These training teams were responsible
for conducting battlefield circulations to
train, validate compliance, and grant
critical systems access to J1s, G1s, S1s,
and all pertinent HR stakeholders.
Consequently, within the first month of
deployment the 8th HRSC found it
necessary to extend its role outside of its
doctrinal function in order to solve
various HR capability issues. Issues that
needed to be addressed directly in order
to provide commanders a more clear,
concise,
and
timely
Common
Operational Picture (COP) of their
personnel array in order to improve
their ability to make informed decisions.

LTC JAMES MORGAN
PAD CHIEF

SFC DELICIA GODFREY
PAD NCOIC

Personnel
Accountability.
The
Personnel Accountability Division (PA)
led by LTC James Morgan and SFC (P)
Delicia Godfrey, is responsible for
maintaining the Deployed Theater
Accountability System (DTAS) and the
Daily Status Report (DSR) for Service

Members, Department of Defense
(DOD) Civilians, and US Contractors
Authorized to Accompany the Forces
(CAAF). The PA Division is responsible for
planning, providing technical guidance,
and maintaining visibility of personnel
transiting inter/intra-theater Area Ports
of Debarkation and Aerial Ports of
Embarkation (APOD/APOE).
As previously mentioned, the PA
Division was presented the task of
identifying the root cause for the
discrepancy in the number of personnel
maintained in DTAS, the system of
record (in theater) for personnel
accountability, with what units were
reporting in their DSR. The numeric
difference in accountability between the
two systems is referred to as the
“variance”. CW4 Cynthia Owens and
CW2 Jonothan Wheelehan led the
initiative to identify the source cause of
these
personnel
accountability
discrepancies. Within the first month of
deployment, the PA Division had
identified 1,209 unused UICs that units
had not properly closed out when they
re-deployed to home station. CW2
Wheelehan and his team also uncovered
multiple errors in unit hierarchies and
had to realign several UICs under their
correct parent unit noticeably improving
the overall personnel COP.
Another identified issue, was the
erroneous manner in which S1s were
inputting personnel information into the
DSR, which was further exacerbated by
the DSR format itself. For example, the
DSR format for an individual’s name
would limit data entry by combining the
service member’s last name with the last
four numbers of his or her respective
Social Security Number (SSN). As a
result, the PA team pin pointed
numerous instances in which the same
name and corresponding SSN, in subtle
variations, would appear in the DSR due
to erroneous data entry by HR

professionals. For example, the same
Soldier “Nu’usa1234” would be listed
multiple times in the DSR as
“Nuusa1234”, “Nu-usa1234” or “Nu usa
1234”. When applying the same
scenario to hundreds of duplicate
entries in unit DSRs, throughout the
USCENTCOM AOR, the final product is a
significantly skewed personnel array
which negatively affects every aspect of
Personnel
Accountability
and
Information Management.

PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY DIVISON

Upon identifying these discrepancies,
CW2 Wheelehan began a two month
process of producing a DSR format that
would mitigate user error and
implement measures to further
streamline the reporting process. In
October of 2017, the PA Division fielded
CW2 Wheelehan’ s DSR format with S1s
throughout the USCENTCOM AOR.
Amongst its many features, the new DSR
report finally resolved the naming
convention issue by separating the
service member’s last name from his or
her identification number. Also, in
compliance with the initiative to protect
Personally Identifiable Information (PII),
the DODID number was utilized instead
of the service member’s SSN.
Furthermore, in an effort to promote
the new DSR the PA Division mobilized
its training team in a series of battlefield
circulations of Qatar and Kuwait and
conducted video teleconferences (VTC)
with units in Afghanistan and Iraq. The
PA Division also transformed a portion of
the Directorate into a classroom,
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complete
with
computers
and
automation, to accommodate S1
representatives who traveled to Qatar
for training.
Some of the additional features that
the new DSR offers is an ID card scanning
capability which increases data accuracy
and speed of entry. The improved DSR
includes unit PERSTATs and pivot tables
that provide HR professionals and
commanders the added ability to drill
down on a by name/category basis. The
new format also includes a quick
statistics feature that immediately
updates all report computations upon
data entry. A final capability, of note, is
the “export to CSV” feature which allows
S1s to use the DSR to update DTAS by
importing the DSR directly into DTAS and
vice-a-versa. The PA Division’s relentless
efforts to improve accountability
systems and processes resulted in the
personnel variance between the DSR
and DTAS to decrease significantly from
15.3% to .02% within a two month
period.

CPT SOLOMONA NU’USA
COD CHIEF

SFC AUBREY WHITFIELD
COD NCOIC

Casualty Operations Division. The
Casualty Operations Division (COD) led
by CPT Solomona Nu’usa and SFC Aubrey
Whitfield, operates a 24/7 Theater
Casualty Assistance Center (TCAC) for
the USCENTCOM AOR. COD receives,
validates, and submits all casualty
reports for the U.S. Army, DA Civilians,
and DA Contractors who are U.S.
citizens. COD tracks patient admissions
until returned to duty or departure from
theater. COD also tracks next of kin
notifications and line of duty
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investigations. All casualty reports are
reviewed and submitted by COD to the
Casualty Mortuary Affairs Operations
Division (CMAOD) at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
Upon arrival into Theater COD’s main
priority was to identify the core reason
for the gap in casualty reporting from
S1s at all echelons of command. COD
identified that 100% of casualty reports
were submitted to them by the Casualty
Liaison Teams (CLTs) located at the Role
III Medical facilities in Arifjan, Kuwait
and BDSC, Iraq instead of from the S1
community. Furthermore, it was
identified that S1 operators, at multiple
levels of command, did not know how to
use the Defense Casualty Information
Processing System –Casualty Report
(DCIPS-CR), which is the system of
record for casualty reporting. As a direct
result of S1s not utilizing DCIPS-CR, COD
was consistently unaware of the
existence of a casualty until a CLT, at a
Role III facility, initiated a report.
Consequently, initial reports from CLTs
were often received many hours after
the incident.
Generating the Initial casualty report
is the responsibility of the S1 while the
CLT is responsible for providing
supplementary reports on the medical
disposition of the injured service
member or Fallen Hero. Upon
pinpointing the flaw in the reporting
process, COD began its initiative to
realign the responsibility of casualty
reporting back to the S1 community. In
response to the clear need for casualty
training, COD formed a team of experts
to conduct a wave of battlefield
circulations
in
Qatar,
Kuwait,
Afghanistan, and Iraq. Within three
months of being deployed, COD had
trained, validated, and granted DCIPS-CR
access to J1s, G1s, and S1s in Qatar,
Kuwait, Jordan, Bahrain, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Oman, Saudi Arabia,
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Yemen, Turkey, and the UAE. The
Casualty Division also worked closely
with the Theater Gateway at Camp
Arifjan, Kuwait to incorporate into their
in-processing brief an announcement to
all S1 professionals to immediately
contact COD to schedule DCIPS-CR
training, validation, and systems access.
To further the awareness campaign,
Casualty Information billboards were
also erected at the Theater Gateway in
Kuwait and the AUAB Air terminal in
Qatar.
Additionally, in an effort to broadcast
CODs DCIPS-CR message beyond the
USCENTCOM AOR, CW3 Toloa’i Aliki
spearheaded the effort to engage AG
leadership at the Fort Jackson, Soldier
Support Institute (SSI). CW3 Aliki
articulated to senior AG leadership the
importance of ensuring that HR
professionals are actively trained and
properly validated in the DCIPS-CR
system prior to deployment. The DCIPSCR report unlike the previously used
DCIPS-CF report is not generated on a
standalone system, but is a web based
report that is immediately viewable at all
echelons of command. The DCIPS-CR
system, in effect, flattens the reporting
process and provides real-time
accountability of casualties starting with
the initiating S1, via higher echelons of
command, for review in COD, and to its
final destination at CMAOD.

CASUALTY OPERATIONS TEAM

On October 8, 2017, CW5 David G.
Betancourt, Chief Warrant Officer of the
Corps, sent CW3 Aliki’s DCIPS-CR
information email to all 422 AG Warrant
Officers in the Army. On October 9,

2017, the SSI Director of Training
informed CW3 Aliki that a DCIPS-CR class
was being fielded for future
incorporation into the AG curriculum.
And, on February 6, 2018, CW3 Daniel
Bleifield, an SSI Instructor, confirmed to
COD leadership that DCIPS-CR classes
were being taught at the SSI AG Career
Courses. As a direct result of CODs
relentless
effort,
multiple
S1
professionals at various echelons of
USCENTCOM command have been
trained, validated, and granted DCIPS-CR
access. And, in a decisive and farreaching move to realign casualty
reporting to S1 operators, COD had
managed to extend its initiative to a
broader HR audience via the Fort
Jackson, SSI.

MAJ KENSANDRA MACK
POD CHIEF

SSG LAMAR HUGES
POD NCOIC

Postal Operation Division. The Postal
Operation Division (POD), led by MAJ (P)
Kensandra Mack and SSG Lamar Huges is
ultimately responsible for ensuring that
all postal policies, regulations, and
guidance from the United States Postal
Services (USPS), Military Postal Service
Agency (MPSA), and the Army Service
Component Command (ASCC) are
implemented and executed by all Army
postal assets within theater. The POD
provides postal assistance to HROBs and
HR Companies and ensures that they are
in compliance with postal operations
and regulatory guidance. The key tasks
for the Postal Division is policy oversight;
compliance with inspections; theater
postal
supply;
theater
finance
operations; postal offenses; postal net
alerts; and postal inquiries reported

across the theater that is used to ensure
the timely flow of mail.
Upon arrival into theater POD’s main
priority was figuring out a way to get
mail to our service members who are
located in the most remote areas of the
USCENTCOM AOR. However, due to
service member populations, in austere
areas, not meeting the rules of
allocation it was difficult for individuals
in those areas to have a dedicated mail
facility, postal personnel, and an
established steady flow of mail.
As a result, POD spearheaded the
effort to reallocate the Military’s
classification of priority space to include
prograde and retrograde mail on
military aircraft which would cater
towards our service members in remote
locations. Prior to PODs effort, mail for
military personnel in combat zones was
not classified as “priority cargo” and was
subject to a “space available” status.
Mail was typically convoyed to remote
locations whenever ground assets were
available. As a result, service members in
combat zones would go without mail for
weeks.
POD also played an integral role in
templating the “golden standard” for
mail operations during the 2017 Holiday
Mail push which accounted for zero
deficiencies and mail backlogs in
deliverables. On February 2, 2018, PODs
multiple efforts to push a regular and
predictable flow of mail to remote
locations came into fruition through an
official approval to prioritize mail for air
transport.

Conclusion: In an effort to fulfill the
Directorate’s mission to provide
exceptional Human Resources support
and to offer world class customer care,
the 8th HRSC “Ohana” built upon the
success and initiatives of the 14th HRSC
by continuing to engage and provide
solutions for PA, Casualty, and Postal
problem sets in the USCENTCOM AOR.
An effort that called for creativity and a
need to constantly “think outside of the
box”. Through relentless perseverance
and a strong will to support the war
fighter, the “Always Ready” Directorate
successfully implemented effective
measures in order to provide
commanders with a more clear, concise,
and timely Common Operational Picture
of their personnel array and to improve
their ability to make informed decisions.

The 8th HRSC “Life line”
PLANS AND OPERATIONS
DIVISION

LTC EDWARD AUSTIN
PLOPS CHIEF

SUPPORT BRANCH

CW2 MATTHEW SCHREIFELS
SB CHIEF

POD TEAM POSING WITH BG CANNON (ESC CDR),
CSM GRIFFIN (ESC CSM), MR. ARNOLD (USCENTCOM
POSTAL TRANS & OPS CHIEF), JMMT, 371ST SB, AND
258TH HR CO SOLDIERS

MSG IVAN MARTINEZ
PLOPS NCOIC

SGT EDUARD PANGILINAN
SB CHIEF
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IPPS-A Leads the Way with
Military Pay Transition Training
By Blaire Edgerton, IPPS-A Communications Support

T

he success of the Army to remain

an opportunity to modernize and enhance

for the system’s deployment, IPPS-A

ready as the world’s premier

the Total Force. IPPS-A will subsume the

is aggressively challenging the Old

combat force depends on its

Defense Joint Military System (DJMS)

Way of Doing Business. IPPS-A has

ability to capitalize on the Knowledge,

in an effort to integrate Military Pay

formed a ground-breaking partnership

Skills and Behaviors of its greatest asset:

and HR transactions into one system

with a combined stakeholder team and

the Soldier. The uncertainties of the

for the first time ever. The system will

has initiated training to prepare the

world are increasing at an exponential

improve access, timeliness and accuracy

HR community to assume pay related

rate, forcing the entire Army to abandon

of personnel and pay records for each

activities. Three Lines of Effort (LOE)

outdated practices and seek out new and

Soldier and fully operationalize Human

will transition, train, and develop HR

innovative ways to build and sustain

Resources (HR), tying personnel and pay

personnel at every level to conduct Soldier

a force that is diverse, integrated and

actions together in the system while also

pay, promotions, training, assignment

optimized to Win. Today, the Army’s

adding a talent management capability.

opportunities and entitlements.

most pressing problem is the use of

What is IPPS-A doing to prepare

LOE 1 will be led by the Soldier

disconnected, antiquated HR and pay

the Total Force to operate in the

Support Institute (SSI). The SSI will

systems that not only lack the capability

Future Environment? In preparation

institute a MilPay curriculum that will

to facilitate talent management
throughout a Soldier’s career,
but also place undue hardships
on Soldiers and their Families
and impact the retention of our
very best.
What

is

the

Integrated

Personnel and Pay System
– Army (IPPS-A) and how
will it impact today’s HR
and Pay environment?

The

Integrated Personnel and Pay
System

–

Army

(IPPS-A)

addresses the inefficiency and
data inaccuracy of the current
HR environment and provides
28

Figure 1: Overview MilPay Transition Training Strategy
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be updated, effective, and relevant for

and offer feedback about the transition.

2. Visit the IPPS-A Website. You can

the IPPS-A transition and beyond. The

After the completion of the course,

learn more about IPPS-A and how the

institutional training will support both

Military Pay SMEs and HR Professionals

Military Pay transition will impact

the operational and network training.

work side-by-side to address pay-

Soldiers, Leaders and Commanders,

The SSI will develop metrics to assess

impacting issues as they arise. In addition,

and HR professionals for all three

the effectiveness of the training. An

USAFMCOM and the IPPS-A team

Components.

example of this is pre- and post-tests to

conduct bi-weekly operational planning

mil/about-2/military-pay-transition/

measure the fundamental knowledge of

sessions to gather feedback from pilot

3.

operational MilPay regulations.

Units in weekly visits. Feedback obtained

Network (CCN). The CCN provides

In LOE 2, the United States Army

from the pilots support the Army-wide

key messaging and updates related to

Financial

training plan to be implemented in the

IPPS-A and the Military Pay transition.

(USAFMCOM) has developed and is

4th Quarter of FY18.

Mission success depends on your support

implementing installation level training

What steps can I take now to prepare

as a Change Champion. Begin spreading

for the HR community. This training

for the changes that are coming? In

the word and send us your feedback or

provides

knowledge

order to ensure the vision of making

questions. usarmy.pentagon.hqda-ipps-a.

of MilPay based on the Department

“One Soldier, One Record, One Army!”

mbx.ipps-a@mail.mil

of

Management

a success, it is essential that all Soldiers,

4. Follow IPPS-A on Social Media. Use

Regulation (DoDFMR) and the Joint

HR professionals and Leaders Get into

the IPPS-A social media sites to stay up

Travel Regulation (JTR) and allows

the Fight and begin to learn MilPay

to date on all the innovative solutions

Soldiers to train at their home stations.

fundamentals and receive FM assistance.

IPPS-A will provide the Army and to get

LOE 3 consists of practical, hands-on,

IPPS-A, at its very core, is about taking

the latest information on the Military Pay

side-by-side HR and FM assistance that

care of the Army’s most important

transition.

supports proficiency and readiness at

resource: its people. All of us have a part

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/

the Unit Level and strengthens HR and

in preparing the way for IPPS-A and you

armyippsa/

FM relationships pre-IPPS-A. HR and

can take a number of steps now to prepare

FM teams work together to prepare the

for the future of MilPay:

environment for change by continuing

1. Review the Military Pay Training

to develop their knowledge of MilPay

Materials: Training materials and all

fundamentals and correct HR and pay

other content used for the Military Pay

data in advance of IPPS-A.

pilot can be accessed by visiting the

In October of 2017, USAFMCOM and

Military Pay Milsuite page. This Milsuite

the IPPS-A team launched its first round

page is intended for all HR professionals,

of Military Pay Training Pilots at Fort

regardless of Component or status, and

Hood, Joint Base San Antonio and Fort

includes the following items: Military Pay

Carson. These pilots, which are now

Transition Overview Briefing, Training

being executed at eight installations

Strategy, S-1 Handbook, IPPS-A 101

and Units across the Total Force, begin

Brief, and Audit Fundamentals reference

with a three-day MilPay Fundamentals

sheet, among other resources. https://

and Audit Readiness course that allows

www.milsuite.mil/book/community/

HR and FM participants to revisit the

spaces/apf/s1net/military-pay-transition-

DoDFMR, review requirements such as

training-for-hr-professionals

Management

foundational

Defense

Financial

Command

https://www.ipps-a.army.

Join the Change Champion

• Instagram:

https://www.instagram.

com/usarmy_ippsa

providing key supporting documents,
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Complexities of Providing HR Services in a
Brigade Engineer Battalion
By CPT Kara R. McNeil

T

he Brigade Engineer Battalion
is a dynamic unit with multiple
moving pieces. With an intricate
mission set involving mobility, countermobility, survivability, and construction
support, Human Resources (HR) support
is essential to all operations. Over the
course of 24 months, I served as the
Battalion S1 of the 40th Brigade Engineer
Battalion (BEB), 2d Armored Brigade
Combat Team, 1st Armored Division. I
will discuss lessons learned in terms of
the relevance of personnel management
(human capital), establishing command
relationships, and the importance of
personnel accountability.
Human Capital. The most valuable
resource in our Army today are Soldiers.
Since 40th BEB is a part of a Brigade
Combat Team, it is considered a Category
2 unit according to the Active Component
Manning Categories Fiscal Year (FY)
2018 and 2019. Therefore, aggregate
manning level is only required to be at
95 percent. The responsibility of crossleveling personnel and determining
priority manning fills lies with the senior
Commander, often at the Division or
delegated to Brigade level.
The BEB usually consists of a Military
Intelligence
Company,
a
Signal
Company, two Engineer Companies, and
a Chemical, Biological, Radiation, and
Nuclear (CBRN) Platoon, housed in the
Headquarters and Headquarters Company.
The Engineer Companies contain Sapper,
Route Clearance Package (RCP), and
Engineer Support capabilities.
30

A myriad of Military Occupational
Specialties (MOSs) make up the

S1 and HR advisor to the Battalion
Command team, my ability to conduct

SFC Adam Asher, Echo Forward Support Company, 40th Brigade Engineer Battalion, supervises
troubleshooting procedures of an assault breaching vehicle engine at the maintenance collection
point during Army Warfighter Assessment 17.1 at Fort Bliss, TX. Photo Credit - U.S. Army.

BEB and a lack of personnel can be
detrimental to the BEB operationally. As
with any unit in the Army, the BEB must
protect the resources needed to sustain
their Companies and accomplish tasks.
Thus, economy of personnel is vital to
sustained BEB support. While there will
undoubtedly be a shortage of personnel,
particularly Combat Engineers (MOS
12B), efficient use of personnel can help
alleviate this lack of personnel. In simpler
terms, it is tantamount to all engineering
operations to have the right people
placed in the right job. As the Battalion
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personnel analysis had to be exact.
Through conducting officer management
scrubs every two weeks, keeping an
accurate Military Occupational Specialty
Inventory (MOSI), and balancing nonavailable personnel versus available
personnel, 40th BEB was able to deploy
in support of Operation Spartan Shield
and Inherent Resolve with little to no
personnel issues.
Establishing Command Relationships.
The most important mission the 40th
BEB had during all training exercises and
a deployment to Kuwait was their ability

to enable the Brigade. 40th BEB retained
command and support relationships with
organic and attached units, regardless
of their location on the battlefield. In
addition, RCP elements from Bravo
Company were deployed to Iraq in
support of Operation Inherent Resolve.
Army Doctrine Reference Publication
(ADRP) 5-0 describes the six types of
Army command relationships: organic,
assigned, attached, OPCON, TACON
and ADCON. Organic forces are the
personnel authorized according to the
Military Table of Organization and
Equipment (MTOE). Assigned places
personnel in an organization and is
relatively permanent. Unless otherwise
stated, an assigned relationship includes
ADCON.
Attached is temporarily
placing personnel in an organization.
Operational Control (OPCON) gives
operational control authority to the
Commander the unit is OPCON to. While
units are controlled operationally, this
relationship does not necessarily include
administrative, logistical or discipline
support. Tactical Control (TACON)
gives command authority over assigned
or attached units for a specific tasking
or mission. Commands are limited
to control of movement through an
operational area. Lastly, when a command
relationship is established, there are often
caveats. One caveat is if a unit will be
Administratively Controlled (ADCON).
ADCON includes administrative support,
personnel
management,
logistical
support, readiness operations, and any
required training.
During previous training exercises,
all non-organic units training with the
Brigade were attached to the 40th BEB.
Often, we swelled from an authorized
584 personnel Battalion to over 1,000
Soldiers. Communication with other units
on command support relationships was
significant to mission accomplishment.
While some command relationships
were established through the operations
process, other relationships were known
as “BRO-CON”- a command relationship
established through a handshake without

any
official
documentation
or
guidance.
As
engineers
array across the
battlefield, it is
imperative that
HR personnel
know
what
personnel they
are required to
administratively
support. Failure
to
establish
c o m m a n d Army PFCs Lucas Garcia and Ashton Furney, and SPC Kevin Gallegos, with
relationships the 40th Brigade Engineer Battalion (BEB), work as a team to set up an
leads
to OE-254 antenna for radio communications during the 2018 Iron Ram
competition at Kuwait Naval Base in Kuwait, 5 January 2018. Iron Ram is
ambiguity in a team event hosted annually by the 40th BEB testing physical fitness and
HR support and Soldier skills. Army photo by SGT Thomas X. Crough.
unfortunately,
unit would account for what personnel, it
HR issues related to pay and personnel often took a little patience and quite a bit
processes occur too often.
of coordination between other Battalions
Personnel Accountability. Personnel
accountability is conducted daily through
the collection of the Personnel Status
Report (PERSTAT) from all assigned
units. Personnel accountability is defined
as “the by-name management of the
location and duty status of every person
assigned or attached to a unit” (FM 1-0,
2014). All movement is tracked, from
departing personnel as they leave the
theater / unit to arriving personnel.
Personnel accountability is one of the
most important jobs we perform within
the BEB. Not only do we maintain 100
percent accountability for all assigned
or attached personnel, accurately
accounting for personnel lends to correct
duty statuses and personnel strength
information.
This topic goes hand in hand with
the previously mentioned command
relationships. As stated before, the BEB
usually houses all units attached to the
BCT, with the exception of forces with
a specialized mission set. Therefore, if
the command relationship is vague, the
Battalion S1 will have a myriad of issues
accounting for personnel. This was
often the case. Although we continually
communicated with Brigade S1 on which

in the Brigade to determine accurate
reporting.
The Way Ahead. Being the S1 for
a Brigade Engineer Battalion was a
rewarding and challenging assignment.
There were multiple lessons learned
throughout training exercises and the
road to deployment. The most important
lesson learned was truly realizing how
important HR support is within a unit.
From communicating personnel related
information to all command teams
within 40th BEB to accurately analyzing
and managing personnel strength, my
Battalion S1 shop was able to prove
their worth. Overall, Human Resources
support is essential to all operations and
will continue to shape mission success in
the Brigade Engineer Battalion for years
to come.
Captain Kara McNeil is an Army Adjutant
General’s Corps Officer currently
serving as the Battalion S1 in support of
Operation Spartan Shield in Kuwait with
the 40th Brigade Engineer Battalion out
of Fort Bliss, TX.
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An Open Letter to the Strength Manager in a
Brigade Headquarters
By 1LT Lara S. Roberts

S

itting in an auditorium full of

National Training Center Rotation, and

assistance

Logisticians during an Officer

our deployment to the Republic of Korea,

projecting strength to enhance your unit’s

Professional Development session

each staff section was not only included in

readiness; but your job will be so much

about the Military Decision Making

the planning, but there was an expectation

more than that. You will become the

Process, an Officer stood up and asked

to contribute significant statistical analysis

subject matter expert on S1 operations

the question, “What is a logistician’s

paired with easily digestible analog

in a deployed environment.

role in MDMP?”

products.

Captains will look to you to recommend

the presentation replied that, although

As a representative of the Brigade S1, and

a course of action for casualty operations,

unfortunate,

seldom

consequently a portion of the concept of

and personnel reporting in an austere

Another

logistics in paragraph four of the operations

environment. You must be able to make

Major stood up in the audience, and

order, it was normal to brief in conjunction

well supported arguments about feasibility

explained that it is crucial for a logistician

with the logisticians section’s facts,

of operations, and be prepared to brief the

to interject oneself in the process, because

assumptions, constraints, and limitations

Brigade Commander on your assessment.

the success of the mission is contingent

by phase of the operation. The operations

Here are my top three suggestions if you

upon the ability to sustain the lethality of

staff, primarily comprised of Armor and

find yourself serving as a Brigade Strength

Soldiers.

Infantry Captains, actively engaged the

Manager of any BCT:

Two field grade

S1, S4, and SPO planners to assess the

1. Actively communicate and coordinate

officers, with a combined 20 plus years

feasibility of logistics in each phase,

with the primary planners in the

of experience, agreed that logisticians

and how it could impact the operation.

Logistics (S4), Support Operations

are extremely important to the fight, and

Fresh from the Maneuver Captain’s

(SPO), and the Brigade Medical

simultaneously ignored in the planning

Career Course, they understood that there

Operations (MEDO) staffs. These are

process.

This was not my experience

would be formidable repercussions of

your allies in logistics planning, and you all

in an Armored Brigade Combat Team.

an ill planned logistical train in a face-

share a role in creating a sensible paragraph

While serving in 2nd Armored Brigade

off against North Korean aggression.

four (and appendices) of the operations

Combat Team, 1st Cavalry Division our

Armored Brigade planners learn quickly

order. One should learn everything about

Brigade Headquarters operations cell

that without a savvy logistics plan, tanks

the support Battalion’s logistical packages

adopted an approach of inclusiveness;

and Bradley’s have limited capabilities.

(LOGPACS) capabilities from the S4

actively involving support staff when

All this to say, many of you will become

and SPO because it is a primary method

exercising the MDMP. Throughout our

Brigade Strength Managers, met with

of personnel transportation operations

Field Training Exercises, Warfighters, a

the responsibility of building the team,

on the battlefield. The S1 should work

The Major giving

logisticians

are

involved during the MDMP.

This surprised me.
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in

manning

crews,

and

Staff

with the MEDOPS so that both sections

in an austere environment, and how will

section

understand what the Brigade will do in

you get the report to your Commander?

anticipated factors in each phase of the

casualty operation scenarios.

Ensure

What are your primary and contingency

plan, and use products like the calculator

that the S1 and the Surgeon’s Cell are

communication abilities, and how will

to give the Brigade Commander estimates.

tracking the same personnel, report the

you use them?

How will you set up

Your estimates on personnel will help

same level of casualty care, and report the

your S1 staff so that accurate and timely

inform the Commander in deciding the

same numbers. If the S1 is in synch with

reporting is possible? How will you work

best course of action.

these three staff sections, the logistics cell

with the Battalions so that they know

I believe these suggestions will help you

as a whole will have the ability to create

how to receive casualty replacements?

remain flexible, informed, and a critical

a logical plan, and help to eliminate

Critically examining the “how” will drive

member of the team. As members of the

confusion for the Commander.

your communication with the different

Adjutant General’s Corps, it is crucial

staff sections, and allow you to articulate

to earn our Commander’s trust, help

planning, consider “the how” of all

your plan to the operations cell.

Commanders make informed decisions,

aspects of personnel. Whether supporting

3. Use products that help you plan. The

and be a key member of the team.

personnel in garrison or deployed, many of

National Training Center and S1Net have

Whether a logistician, a human resources

our functions remain the same – personnel

tools like casualty calculators that can help

Soldier, or alternate branch of support,

status

personnel

you plan based on data taken from past

our assessments in sustaining the force

records, postal operations, the list goes

United States’ conflicts that account for

are invaluable to the fight, increase our

on; but the difference in planning for

specific factors like weather, terrain, and

lethality, and ultimately make it possible

personnel in a deployed environment lies

enemy strength. While planning in each

to win our Nation’s wars.

in the “how.” While reporting personnel

phase, discuss with the staff intelligence

numbers, what systems are you able to use

section (S2) and the staff operations

2.

In each phase of operational

reports,

up-to-date

(S3)

the

aforementioned

A 2nd Armored Brigade Combat Team (2ABCT) tank conducts a combined water obstacle crossing over a Korean river in 2015. Planning and
coordination for the exercise in Korea took planners from multiple branches to ensure a successful training event. Photo taken by then 1LT Philip
MacFarland of C/1-5 CAV, 2ABCT on the Division’s Brigade rotation to the Republic of Korea.
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Bridging the Gap: Developing Training Programs
to Empower the Force
By MAJ Angie Chipman, HROC Chief, 4th Infantry Division G1
This is Part 1 of a three part series titled “Bridging the Gap”, written by MAJ Angela N. Chipman, HROC Chief, 4th Infantry
Division G1, as she examines shortfalls in capabilities & manning, equipping, and doctrine for the modern fight.

T

he Problem. It started with a

Infantry Division aren’t localized to only

population, and not a single one of my

phone call. The topic: Human

Fort Carson and these issues aren’t new.

Battalions had a second NCO, for which

Resource

(HRU)

Following the Personnel Services Delivery

they were authorized, which would have

and whether or not it was achieving the

Redesign (PSDR), a delta was created

allowed for a redistribution of assets with

results we needed, at Division, to get after

between inventory and need that we have

the appropriate capabilities. What we did

HR metrics. The problem, simply put,

not been able to surpass within key billets

have, however, was a significant number

was that the program of instruction is

and ranks. While the inventory itself may

of Specialist-Promotables, which made

designed for improving our HR gunnery

be robust, the personnel we have available

having the conversation about needing

skills in systems of record, which is

with the rank and skillset required is

personnel difficult, since the default

geared more toward the skill level-10

not. That, combined with the

personnel, newly accessed Lieutenants,

added complexity of managing

and personnel newly acquired by the

a non-deployable population

branch in MOS transfers. This type of

within our own ranks, makes

training, while helpful in cutting the

putting the right people into the

number of erroneous transactions, did

right job at the right time very

little to support the leaders we have in

challenging.

our S1 shops to recognize requirements

As a Brigade S1 who deployed

to be accomplished, how to develop HR

my unit to Europe, I had four

plans that would help them accomplish

E-7s on my books. Of those

them, and how to supervise their sections

four, two were actively retiring,

in the execution of those plans. After

one

looking at some of the underlying issues

deployable, and one served as

MAJ Douglas of the 1st Cavalry Division

my Brigade NCOIC, deploying

presented, we agreed that there may be a

forward to a theater where our Battalions

argument always goes back to aggregate

way to better get after the problems we

were geographically dispersed across

strength.

were seeing.

eight eastern European countries. That

spite of the degradation in capabilities,

The Reality. Issues we have seen in 4th

was half of my authorized senior-NCO

which is a conversation that briefs well

34

University

was

medically

SGM Christopher Stevens, 4th Infantry Division (4ID) G1

non- SGM, engages students on the importance of building
relationships and interpersonal tact as an HR Leader.
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We clutch the aggregate, in

during USR time, but never

metrics, to determine a need

when communicating with a

for systems training and / or the

Commander on why he or she

ability to supervise the execution

has to accept varying degrees

of actions within the systems.

of risk involving personnel

Finally, Commander feedback

requirements.

on perceived gaps in capabilities

“A

Way”

to

the Problem.

Get

was

After

gathered

to

determine

what areas would provide an

There is no

guaranteed solution to get around

immediate

degradation

supporting the mission.

in

capabilities.

improvement

in

Initially, the course was designed

Even if we had every Sergeant

First Class and Captain we CW3 Joie Smith, the 4ID G1 Strength Manager, talks to Battalion S1 for two days, attempting to
were authorized, individual OICs and NCOICs about the importance of Strength Management and incorporate the training needs
capabilities differ. Some “have how it builds combat readiness across the Division.
very selective, focusing on instruction that
it” and some do not. And while
will maximize benefits gained, because
the Adjutant General School has done a
Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers
phenomenal job at preparing our junior
selected to attend the course cannot be
leaders for the position, it would be
away from their units for very long. As
impossible to cover everything Officers
leaders already serving in a key / critical
and Non-Commissioned Officers need to
billet, the organization can’t afford to lose
know in the short period of time they have
that capability and most Commanders,
to attend professional military education.
justifiably, would be hesitant to let these
Therefore, it is our responsibility, as
leaders go for very long.
representatives of our proponent at the
installation, to actively identify gaps 4th Infantry Division took the approach
in capabilities that are affecting the

of using three main venues of information

population.

in the development

When you can identify

those big ticket items, you can create a

of

program of instruction that will aid in the

of instruction.

development of those capabilities in our

Command Inspection

junior leaders. This is especially the case

Program

for our most junior Non-Commissioned

clear

Officers and Officers who have been

analysis

placed in more senior billets.

identified as critical,

Any program developed for implementation
at an installation level should not be
designed to replicate what the Adjutant
General School is already providing. At
best, it should only provide enhancements
on capabilities taught at the school, based
on analytics collected showing the need.
Moreover, installation courses must be

their

without

taking

leadership away for too long
a period from their respective units. In
those two days, the course were focused
on foundational aspects of being an
HR leader, consisting of building and
maintaining teams, understanding and
prioritizing Commanders intent, and the
development of interpersonal tact and
relationships; to aspects of HR leadership
that are more technical in nature, like
MDMP for HR Professionals, developing
S1 Battle Rhythms, and the establishment

program
The

offered

and

that

identified

a

in-depth

of
units

areas,
were

struggling to execute
to standard.

The

Personnel Readiness
Review,

conducted

LTC Khanh Diep, the 4ID G1, takes a moment to explain why it is

by Division monthly, important to keep a combat readiness mindset in all that AG Leaders
provided
ongoing do. 4th Infantry Division has recently approved wear of the subdued
analysis

on

HR flag in order to show solidarity with its Brigade Combat Teams
currently deployed or preparing for upcoming deployments.
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of systems and SOPs to support section

complaint that we have heard repeatedly

Where Do We Go From Here? As we

operations. The course was rounded out

from maneuver Commanders is that we, as

strive to set conditions for our junior HR

with the incorporation of two separate

a branch, sometimes struggle at the junior

Leaders to be successful, we must also

panel discussions, one led by Company

levels to articulate clearly how our areas

accept that there are quite a few issues that

and Battalion level command teams on

of expertise affect the warfighter and how

impact their ability to function in these

their observations of S1 support and the

that translates to the accomplishment of

key positions. Capability constraints can

impact it has on both Soldiers and their

their wartime mission. In the development

be overcome with appropriate training

ability to accomplish the mission; and

of this course, there was a desire to build

and supervision. Manning concerns can

the other led by senior AG professionals

the confidence of our junior AG leaders so

be mitigated by the effective development

at installation, to provide mentorship and

that they could understand exactly where

of plans and streamlined processes.

development by successful leaders in the

their craft aided in the ability of their

But what happens where the mission

field.

Commanders to fight and win our nation’s

does not align with our doctrine? What

On February 27th, 2018, thirty-five

wars. And, from what we can tell, those

happens when they are required to operate

students came together to participate in

who participated in our first iteration left

geographically dispersed, but only have

the inaugural Battalion S1 NCOIC / OIC

a little stronger, a little wiser, and ready to

the necessary equipment to be successful

Leadership Course at Fort Carson. In that

dive headlong into their positions armed

in one location? These are all questions

course, led by post-Battalion and Brigade

with tools contemporaries have used that

we look to examine, and the way ahead

S1 leaders who had been successful in those

resulted in success.

that was developed, in real world situations

positions, instructors and students came

4th Infantry Division currently has

which allowed for a successful execution

together to develop leadership skills that

Human Resource University and the

of Soldier support in some of the most

would aid them directly in the management

newly implemented Battalion S1 NCOIC

challenging environments.

of their sections. Students were engaged,

/ OIC Leadership Course scheduled to

MAJ Angela N. Chipman is currently the

providing personal examples and tools

occur quarterly. This is to ensure newly

Division Human Resources Operations

that they had developed, with each other

appointed HR leaders have the opportunity

Center (HROC) Chief for 4th Infantry

to share best practices and lessons learned.

to renew or enhance their current systems

Division at Fort Carson, CO and served as

Each left with their toolkits a little heavier

skills as well as exposing themselves to

the Brigade S1 for 3rd Armored Brigade

and an improved understanding of what

leadership skills that will aid them in their

Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division,

they bring to the war fight. And, in reality,

professions, both at home and deployed

deploying in support of Operation Atlantic

that is what is most important. The largest

worldwide.

Resolve.
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Hurricane Response Deployment Readiness
By CPT Marc N. Burd, 1LT Tessa M. Harbison, and 2LT William D. Scott III

T

he 510th Human Resources
Company, 10th Headquarters
Special Troops Battalion, 10th
Sustainment Brigade, 10th Mountain
Division (Light Infantry), deployed platoon
sized elements in support of both Hurricane
Harvey and Hurricane Maria relief efforts.
The Human Resources Soldiers deployed
to both missions within 24 hours of
notification, causing the company to rely
on a continuous state of readiness
in both personnel deployability
and equipment. Most would
not expect Adjutant General’s
Corps Soldiers to operate
tactical vehicles or establish
radio communications through
FM radios and satellite dishes
known as Very Small Aperture
Terminals (VSAT), however
these Soldiers relied on training
and their knowledge within
all the elements of their MOS
to deliver top notch personnel
accountability efforts to Army
North, and the 3rd Expeditionary
Sustainment Command.

allowing the team to maintain a ready
state in both training and accountability
in personnel readiness to meet the short
suspense of the mission set.
Upon arrival into San Antonio the Platoon
quickly split into three Teams operating
with computers and communications
equipment, establishing Gateways at
dispersed locations around Houston. At
the Gateways, Soldiers and DoD Civilians

(AO), however, soon after the Personnel
Accountability Teams were established,
accurate accountability of service
members deployed was gathered. Through
accounting for all personnel movements
in and out of the AO and accounting for
all convoys and air missions within the
Joint Area of Operations, the U.S. Army’s
Human Resources Soldiers accounted
for 1,683 service members deployed in
support of Hurricane Harvey
relief efforts.

On 28 September 2017, 1LT
Tessa Harbison led 2nd Platoon,
510th
Human
Resources
Company to deploy 12 Soldiers
in support of Hurricane Maria
relief efforts in Puerto Rico.
For the second time within a
month, the Company deployed
another Platoon within a 24 hour
window. This time however the
Platoon deployed with three
High Mobility Multipurpose
Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWV),
generators, trailers, and a
VSAT in order to operate. The
COL Shawn Schuldt, Brigade Commander, 10th Mountain Division
importance placed on weekly
Deploying on 30 August 2017,
Sustainment, briefs a Platoon from the 510th Human Resources
maintenance
and
in-depth
1st Platoon, 510th Human
Company outside the Company Headquarters as approximately 20
Resources Company led by Soldiers prepare to deploy to Texas in support of Hurricane Harvey training on equipment within the
2LT William Scott arrived to relief efforts on 30 August 2017. The Fort Drum Soldiers performed Company led to the Platoon’s
the Joint Area of Operations for human resources duties for Active Duty units deployed to aid in the success. The training of 2nd
Platoon Soldiers in vehicular
Hurricane Harvey relief efforts disaster relief. Photo Credit - SPC Liane Schmersahl.
maintenance
and
VSAT
in San Antonio, TX. The platoon
quickly enabled Joint Reception, Staging, would be accounted for by utilizing the operations not only allowed the Platoon
Onward Movement, and Integration Theater Accountability System. The Team to repair minor mechanical failures, but
operations through manning the theater reconciled and reported all personnel also allowed the Platoon to establish
gateway and establishing personnel movement back to the Joint Operations communications, an invaluable skill that
Initial statements reported Soldiers are unable to conduct without
accountability teams. The Platoon recently Cell.
conducted two Joint Readiness Training approximately 6,000 service members detailed and proficient training.
Center rotations within the previous year, were deployed to the area of operations
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Upon landing in Puerto Rico, 2nd
Platoon began personnel accountability
operations, manifesting and accounting
for over 10,000 service members,
while operating within three permanent
locations and establishing mobile Personal
Accountability Teams.
Of note, the
Platoon’s Soldiers were able to assist two
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) DoD Civilians from rushing
flood waters by utilizing HMMWVs for
personnel extraction.
Ultimately, the
Platoon ensured accurate and proper
personnel accountability, providing daily
updates of forces and strengths to senior
leaders.

Members of the 510th Human Resources
Company, from left to ight, SPC Underwood,
SFC Taylor, SGT Munoz, SPC Powell, and SGT
Matyjevich converse over operations after
having established the VSAT along an airfield
in Puerto Rico

Though both Platoons would ultimately
fulfill a myriad of extra duties during these
two mission sets, such as managing all the
billeting within Wilford Hall Ambulatory
Surgical Center located on Lackland Air
Force Base, or relocating personnel to
multiple locations within Puerto Rico,
each Platoon’s greatest accomplishment
was maintaining both personnel and
equipment readiness. Personnel readiness
is a continuous struggle to maintain,
however, conducting multiple Soldier
Readiness Processings (SRPs) and having
engaged leadership ensures Soldiers at all
38

levels are as highly prepared as possible.
Continuously conducting SRPs allows
Soldiers to be up to date on all vaccinations
and medical screenings, as well as multiple
administrative requirements such as
wills and powers of attorney for Family
members. It was found that engaged
leadership helped Soldiers establish
automatic payment programs for any bills,
and ensured Soldiers maintained their
equipment and had gear readily available
and packed at all times. Individual Soldier
readiness is a continuous and never ending
task while maintaining the ability to
deploy at a moment’s notice, and it is one
of the areas which can easily take most of a
leader’s time if not properly managed.
Equipment readiness proved to be the one
element which needed and received the
most attention while meeting the 24 hour
deployment suspense. Though vehicles
have preliminary maintenance checks
and services conducted weekly, simply
conducting the minimum on vehicles
will not allow for vehicles or trailers to
be readily shipped via aircraft. Second
Platoon deployed with three HMMWVs
and trailers, but the Company maintained
an extra vehicle and trailer ready for each
mission set the Company was assigned in
case a fault was found and a replacement
vehicle was needed.
During the
deployment it was realized that faults were
found and the extra vehicle was necessary.
Continuous vehicular maintenance was
paramount for being able to deploy vehicles
rapidly and cannot be
overstressed as equipment
inspections took most of
the time when meeting a
short suspense.
Through the execution
of multiple expeditious
deployment
readiness
exercises, the 510th
Human
Resources
Company was able to
identify best practices
and lessons learned.
Both Soldiers and leaders
realized through training
where emphasis was
needed to be maintained
during a continual state
of deployment readiness.

Deployment readiness exercises allow
for leaders to grasp the additional tasks
which go into personnel readiness such as
maintaining personnel deployment folders,
contact rosters, Family contact rosters, and
a well-planned readiness cycle to ensure
there are always teams ready to deploy
and teams in recovery. How a group
alerts, organizes, moves both Soldiers and
equipment, and deploys is only gained
through practice. It is important to mention
that training combined with personnel and
equipment readiness was paramount to
the success of both Platoon’s meeting a 24
hour deployment.
Leaders, such as SFC Eric Taylor,
consistently strive to ensure Soldiers
are trained and proficient on their MOS
skills and push Soldiers to maintain
readiness on air loading vehicles, proper
maintenance checks, and services in order
to ensure missions are continuously met.
Maintaining a constant state of mission
readiness is a task which requires a large
team of individuals to come together to
meet the end goal. Maintaining readiness to
deploy is a continuous battle and planning
effort on all levels of leadership. There
is no correct way to ensure a company
maintains all training requirements while
maintaining readiness, but after learning
from experience, ensuring a unit can
deploy at a moment’s notice requires leader
and Soldier commitment, focused training,
and detailed attention to personnel and
equipment readiness.

During the the 510th Human Resources Company’s deployment,
from left to right, SPC Thompson, SPC Mejia, and SGT Solomon
create personnel rosters in San Antonio, TX in order to account
for all personnel arriving and departing the area of operations in
support of hurricane relief operation
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“Behind Freedom’s Front Door”
By MAJ Stephen M. Mallory

F

or most Soldiers newly assigned
to the United States Military
Entrance Processing Command
(USMEPCOM), the future may seem
like a big unknown revolving around the
questions “what is this organization?”
and “what will I actually be doing for
the next several years?” Although it is
a sizeable organization, relatively few
Soldiers during the course of their careers
are assigned to USMEPCOM. Newly
assigned Soldiers often do not personally
know anyone who has previously served
in USMEPCOM who can mentor them
and answer questions about what to
expect, the impact on one’s career, or in
some cases, what it is like being far away
from the flagpole. For Soldiers newly
assigned to USMEPCOM, I guarantee
that your upcoming assignment will be
challenging, rewarding and enriching.
The most pressing question of “what will
I be doing?” is answered the same way
in a general sense, regardless of rank or
military specialty. At the end of the day
you will be working to access America’s
men and women into the military service
of their choice, ensuring qualified
applicants fill the ranks of the nation’s
armed forces. Your particular role in
the process will vary depending on your
specialty and grade, but you will work in
either the Medical, Processing, Testing,
or the Headquarters Section of the MEPS
and will work to ensure that all applicants
possess the aptitude, medical and moral
standards required by the Department of
Defense for military service.
Regardless of which of the 65
geographically dispersed MEPS you

COL Christopher Beveridge and CSM Joe Campbell, Commander and CSM assigned to Eastern
Sector, USMEPCOM, speak to applicants at the Portland, Maine MEPS before they raise their
right hands and enlist in the United States Military.

will be assigned to, you’ll join a diverse
team committed to enlisting the next
generation of Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen,
Marines and Coast Guardsmen. As with
most assignments, these teammates
will greatly influence each individual’s
experience during their assignment.
For an organization whose mission
is to enlist applicants into the Armed
Forces, it is ironic that it is manned
by approximately 80 percent civilian
employees. The balance of the force is
composed of service members from all
services and even the National Guard.
While no station is composed of the
same proportion of civilians to Soldiers
to Sailors to Airmen to Marines, it is safe
to say that you’ll be working in a diverse
setting (even by Army standards) and will
get a healthy dose of non-Army culture.
Based on USMEPCOM’s manning,
it is also safe to say this will not be a
first assignment for any Soldier, and
all service members at a MEPS have at

least several years of experience working
with or managing military personnel.
However, most Soldiers assigned have
almost no experience working closely
with Department of Army civilians.
Learning the nuances of this type of
working relationship will be invaluable
for the duration of one’s assignment
within USMEPCOM. Working as part
of this diverse team, learning firsthand
about the other military services, and
working towards a common goal will be
one of the most rewarding experiences of
a USMEPCOM assignment.
Beyond the specific job, USMEPCOM
provides numerous opportunities to
work “away from the flagpole” in parts
of the country less accustomed to a
military presence. While about 30
percent of MEPS are located on military
installations (whether a large active post
or a small reserve base), most are not
located on or near military installations
of any size or component. While this
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presents a departure from the norm for
many, once newcomers take care of the
basics like settling on a grocery store,
enrolling children in civilian schools,
or establishing civilian primary care
givers, newcomers will adjust to the
pace of life associated with their station’s
segment of the country. Not only can
this enrich the lives of service members
and their families, but it also provides an
ambassadorship opportunity for families
to share their military stories with friends,
teachers, parents, or other persons in each
family’s sphere of influence.
Furthermore, many MEPS, on an
installation or off, are located near dense
population centers, often in a city’s
downtown district. Not only do these
locations offer a plethora of eateries,
entertainment and attractions, but they
also afford family members increased
employment, educational or volunteer
opportunities.
Taking advantage of
the regional cultural
richness
offers
one more perk to
an assignment at
USMEPCOM.
One of the biggest
professional
concerns
about
being on assignment
to USMEPCOM is
what impact it will
have on one’s career.
This is certainly
a valid question
considering it is
“away from the
fight” and does not
check all the “key
developmental
(KD)” blocks for
many
assigned
Soldiers. However,
there is no right
way to earn a
promotion, nor does
any job guarantee
advancement to the
next rank.
For officers, according
40

to the latest promotion trends to all field
grade ranks, KD time, number of combat
tours, and advanced degrees all accounted
for some of the differences between
selects and non-selects. The single most
important factor differentiating selects
and non-selects, however, continued to
be performance and potential, especially
as measured by senior rater enumeration
and box check.
USMEPCOM
provides
numerous
opportunities for Soldiers of all
ranks to excel. Like many units, it
maintains a robust set of metrics that
illustrate measures of efficiency and
effectiveness that can be drilled down
to individuals, their sections, and their
stations. USMEPCOM hosts a quarterly
excellence program and holds regular
Inspector General inspections providing
a treasure trove of objective metrics.
Furthermore, creative Soldiers can seek

opportunities to better work with their
recruiting partners or organize volunteer
opportunities within their communities
to pursue more subjective and intangible
goals. Every station and section of
the country has its own strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats,
and proactive and agile Soldiers will
focus their energies accordingly.
An assignment to USMEPCOM
entails challenging meaningful work
with a diverse group of professionals
most likely in a new and interesting
setting. It represents a career enhancing
opportunity to grow and expand
one’s skill set. Additionally, it is not
uncommon for service members to return
to USMEPCOM throughout their career,
so if you are headed this way, enjoy the
assignment and we might see you again
later.

1SG Yveline Symonette speaks with a veteran at Honor Air Knoxville, an organization that provides local WWII, Korea,
and Vietnam veterans with free round trip transportation to national war memorials located in Washington D.C. 1SG
Symonette is one of the four 1SGs within USMEPCOM selected for Sergeant Major.
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Deployed Theater Accountability System Sustaining the Basics of Human Resource Systems
in a Training Environment
By TAGD, HRC

T

Soldier

old question “How do we account for our

Accountability System (DTAS)

accountability their top priority. Field

Soldiers while reducing human error?”

has been a great tool for making

users meet the Commander’s priority

It is no surprise that the mandate to

personnel accountability in a deployed

when trained on DTAS. During DTAS

use DTAS continues to increase as the

and non-deployed environment more

training, Soldiers learn how to assign and

Army’s Soldiers are dispersed throughout

effective and accurate. As the United

attach a Soldier, mass assign and mass

all regions of the world in support of

States Army continues to transition,

attach personnel, change person types,

contingency missions. The need to track

new uses for DTAS continue to “sweep

delete a person from the DTAS system,

a person by location has become all the

through” the Human Resources (HR)

release an attachment, as well as update

more essential.

community.

DTAS provides various

military service components, a Soldier’s

functions for personnel accountability,

location, operation, duty status, and UIC.

he

Deployed

Theater

which serve as a great asset for unit

Commanders

must

make

While full spectrum operations training
with DTAS increases at the unit level

Commanders can train their S1 personnel

both in Garrison and in Theater, DTAS

and units at various Combat Maneuver

NIPR is used by some brigades at Fort

Training Centers and during Field

Irwin’s National Training Center and Fort

DTAS is a versatile, reliable, and

Training Exercises using the functionality

Polk’s Joint Readiness Training Center in

transitional system. Unit commanders

of DTAS NIPR. DTAS NIPR mirrors the

preparation for deployment.

and S1s use DTAS as a tool for personnel

functionality of DTAS SIPR with the

accountability for all these reasons. DTAS

exclusion of classified grid coordinates

has the ability to account for all personnel

normally found within the DTAS SIPR

types in real time and by location, with

geographical information feature. This

an added bonus: the functionality and

translates to highly trained Soldiers

availability to produce personnel reports.

returning to the basics of accountability,

The largest advantage of DTAS is its

armed to account for personnel during

training replication between the Non-

training events.

commanders and S1s for personnel
tracking purposes.

secure Internet Protocol (IP) Router
Network (NIPR) environment and the
Secret Internet Protocol Router Network
(SIPR) environment.

DTAS Training is not complete without
knowing the DTAS sub-systems: Major
Command Manager (MCM), Dashboard,
Personnel Manager, and Enterprise.
All are increasingly taught during unit
training exercises using DTAS NIPR.
The first tier is the DTAS Mobile found
at the user level. At the next higher

DTAS brings back the basics of

level, on the second tier, is the MCM.

accountability to unit commanders and

At the third and highest level, users find

S1s by providing an answer to the age

Enterprise.
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The MCM Application is a web

to PM when access to the DTAS NIPR

error primarily found with manual entry

application generally accessible from any

Mobile is not available. The PM provides

of personnel data on a standard roster a

location. The field uses it in conjunction

field users nearly the same functionality

thing of the past.

with DTAS NIPR. The MCM serves

as DTAS NIPR Mobile and is available

as the operational level database for a

wherever there is a DOD secured internet

designated area on the globe.

connectivity. PM is best leveraged when

The Dashboard Application is a valuable
commodity for field users. Dynamically
retrieved from the production database,

field users need to track, account, or view
personnel information quickly when
working in a different location than usual.

DTAS is the cornerstone of personnel
accountability because of its ability to
account for personnel quickly, efficiently,
and accurately. As the United States Army
continues to transition, the unique ability
of DTAS to be as versatile as it is efficient

various types of reports including the

The Tactical Personnel System (TPS) with

will become increasingly evident. The

JPERSTAT, APERSTAT, and exceptions

DTAS has many uses in the field. As the

practical application of DTAS into daily

reports can be quickly retrieved for both

manifesting tool of choice, commanders

operations, particularly in a garrison

deployed and non-deployed personnel.

have found that the ability to scan in a

environment will become increasingly

The unique drill down capabilities found

participant Common Access Card and

visible.

on the Dashboard application allow point

upload the file to DTAS for personnel

the entire HR community for continued

of contact information to be captured so

tracking has proven an effective method

swift and accurate accountability. As the

that various reports can be created.

of tracking personnel. Field users also

United States Army evolves, so shall the

use TPS to track individual attendance

practical application of DTAS in daily

to large training events.

operations.

The

Personnel

Manager

(PM)

Application provides field users’ access

42

Effective

application of TPS makes the human
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This is highly beneficial for

VIA Leads the Way to Soldiers’ Education Goals
By Ms. Ela Karczewska Human Resources Command, The Adjutant General’s Directorate,
Army Continuing Education Division

W

ith more than $200 million

Soldiers through a guided decision

prepare the Soldier for a selected career

dollars spent on Tuition

support process.

goal.

Assistance annually and

50,000

Soldiers

changing

schools

and /or degree plans annually, Army
Continuing Education Division (ACED)
implemented the VIA decision support
tool in December 2016. VIA is not an

Career recommendations are based on a
Soldier’s interests, values, salary goals,
and other preferences.

VIA allows

Soldiers can compare different

degrees to learn more about the type and
number of courses required to complete
the degree.

Soldiers to compare important data about

And finally, VIA recommends schools

different career paths, such as salary and

that offer the Soldier’s selected degree

abbreviation, but Latin for ‘way’ or ‘road’.
Its primary objective is to help Soldiers
make better informed decisions about
their education goals and increase degree
completion rates.

The VIA decision

support tool helps Soldiers research and
choose a long-term civilian career goal,
a degree that prepares them for that goal
and a best fit/best value’ school.
Research shows that students with
clear career goals have higher degree
completion rates.

VIA provides a

mandatory review of objective and
comprehensive data from career and

PV2 Nicholas Lawson logging into GoArmyEd and VIA.

education planning tools integrated into
GoArmyEd to help increase student

job growth nationally and availability of

and sorts them in order based on cost

retention rates and degree completion

jobs in the part of the country they may

and outcome factors.

rates.

wish to re-locate to as a civilian.

compare schools based on modality of

VIA uses trusted data from

agencies, such as the Department of
Education and the Department of Labor,
and makes decision-making easier for

Additionally, VIA recommends degree
options, offered online or in a classroom
within 50 miles of the Soldier, that best

Soldiers can

degree offered, cost, admissions criteria,
and success outcomes of students who
attended that school. VIA also displays
1775 | Spring 2018
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the recoupment rates, retention rates,

indicating which degrees offer the best

to provide richer advising sessions

and transfer out rates using the historical

employment options.

VIA changes

and informed degree/school approval

data of Soldiers that used TA benefits at a

this by requiring Soldiers to research

decisions, schools benefit by attracting

school over the past three years.

careers and then consider a degree that

Soldiers to their school who have

prepares them for that career. It also

more carefully considered their degree

requires Soldiers to consider objective

selections.

VIA also provides personalized success
tips based on the Soldier’s General
Technical

(GT)

scores

and

performance in college courses.

prior
The

Soldier’s final review of a career goal,

data like graduation rates, tuition costs,
persistence rates, and loan default rates
before selecting a school.

Preliminary evaluation of VIA usage data
shows that new TA users tend to enroll
in their first college classes sooner after

degree, and school choice takes place

Other similar tools on the market today

completion of VIA than Soldiers who

before submission to an Army Education

only guide students through parts of

activated their TA accounts before VIA.

Counselor for review and approval.

the decision process while VIA guides

Data also indicates that Soldiers select

Soldiers through a complete decision-

a broader array of degrees and schools

making process, linking career goals to

than previously. ACED will continue to

degree goals and personalized school

monitor and analyze these trends but thus

recommendations. VIA allows the Army

far a tool such as VIA, when thoughtfully

to have greater confidence with its return

integrated with a traditional academic

on investment regarding the use of TA

advising, makes a positive impact on

benefits and the tax dollars funding this

Soldiers’ educational achievement.

Prior to VIA, Soldiers made decisions
about which degree and school to attend
using TA benefits from input that was not
always in the best interests of Soldiers or
taxpayers. For example, many Soldiers
selected schools based on aggressive
school marketing or “where their friends
went to school.”

In addition, degrees

were not chosen based on market data

44

program. In addition to Army Education
Counselors leveraging data from VIA
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III Corps and Fort Hood
HROC “Standing to Deliver” to the Next Generation
By CW5 Elisa M. Robinson, III Corps Senior AG WO

T

he mission of the Human

and forward deployed environment in

features an HROC team that is truly

Resources Operations Center

order to yield the best HR results. The

ready to “Stand and Deliver” excellent

(HROC) is to provide HR

oversite of the HROC is yet another tool

training, inspections, trend analysis, HR

technical expertise, analysis, assessment,

Commanders have at their disposal to

metrics, and various (mission creeps)

training, and assistance in support of

maintain a high level of readiness.

that never end at “The Great Place”. Fort

units across installations in a garrison

The III Corps G1 at Fort Hood, TX

Hood, as one of the largest and premier

Welcome to the III Corps Human Resources Operations Center (HROC).
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installations, the HROC has the task of
providing HR support to eight separate
brigades, various tenant organizations,
and collaborative training events with
our four divisions (1st Armored Division,
1st Infantry Division, 4th Infantry
Division, and 1st Cavalry Division). The
oversite of the HROC is yet another tool
Commanders have at their disposal to
maintain a high level of readiness and
improve HR metric ratings throughout
III Corps.
Currently, led by CW2 Scedric Moss
as the HROC OIC / HR Technician,
the HROC team is well diversified and
comprised of a phenomenal group of
NCOs:

Pictured is the III Corps HROC teaching and training during a Staff Assistance Visit (SAV) with the
36th Engineer Brigade as their HR Tech, CW2 Vandeway, and NCOIC, SFC Gould look on (far left).

working with Lone Star Chapter officials

growing population of new members

in coordinating additional membership

(Soldiers and Civilians). The III Corps

drives and esprit de corps events for a

HROC is on the move!

SFC Lewis Sais, SSG Faxiss

Ayuso, SGT Jayme Elam and SGT
Chantel Cardenas. Most notably, is the
tremendous effort in helping to resolve
the overall “BAH Discrepancy Audit”
for III Corps and Fort Hood that was
reduced from over 10,000 to 38 as of this
article. After participating in numerous
command inspections, the HROC is busy
following up with Staff Assistance Visits
(SAV).
The III Corps G1 HROC is not only active
in mission support, but very active in our
support of everything Adjutant General.
Every member on the HROC team is a
willing and dedicated participant in the
AGCRA Lone Star Chapter at Fort The AGCRA Lone Star Chapter’s most recent event was a 2018 Meet & Greet Bowling Luncheon which
Hood, TX. Currently, the HROC Team is garnered the most attendance of Fort Hood HR Professionals to date.
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COL John A. O’Brien – AG Corps Soldier from the
Greatest Generation
By COL (Ret) Robert W. Patrick, AG Corps
The Army G1, LTG Tom Seamands,
referred COL (Ret) Bob Patrick to COL
(Ret) Bob Ortiz, Editor of 1775, to include
this article within 1775 on an amazing
AG Soldier, COL John A. O’Brien. COL
O’Brien recently passed away, but had
an amazing and enviable career as an AG
Soldier due to the front row seat he had to
many historical events and people of the
Twentieth Century. There are many more
wonderful AG stories to tell similar to
this one. It is our hope that after reading
this article you will be inspired to share
your story or the story of someone else
you know who has served, witnessed
history, and/or sacrificed for our great
Nation, Army, and Corps. Defend and
Serve! Rob Manning, President, AGCRA

I

first met COL (Ret) John A. O’Brien
(OB) in 2014 in conjunction with my
leadership of the Library of Congress
Veterans History Project. “OB”, as
he was called by everyone, wanted to
submit to the Veterans History Project
his recently penned memoir of his
military service so it could be preserved
for generations to come. In reading his
memoir, I discovered that OB was an
Adjutant General’s Corps (AGC) Officer
whose Army service included World
War II, Korea and Vietnam. In 1940,
he enlisted as a Private in the New York
National Guard and retired in 1974 as
a Colonel at the U.S. Army Military
Personnel Command, always serving as

an AGC Soldier. OB passed away on 20
September 2017 at the age of 99. I am
convinced he was the last AGC officer
to have served in all three of the major
conflicts of the late 20th Century. As his
memoir attests, he witnessed and made
history for the Army and the Adjutant
General’s Corps.
Born in Albany, NY, OB grew up in
the Great Depression with his widowed
mother and sister. After high school,
he was unable to attend college and
worked as a salesman until one night he
accompanied one of his buddies to the
local National Guard Armory to learn
how he could make some money. He
came home that night dressed in an illfitting WWI uniform and proudly told his
mom, “I joined the Army!” Thus began
his military career as a Private in the
Services Company of the 10th Infantry
Regiment, 27th Infantry Division. In
October 1940, his unit was federalized
and the 10th Infantry Regiment was
sent to Fort McClellan, AL. Typing and
shorthand skills soon landed him as an
admin clerk in the Regimental HQs. He
later moved up to Corps HQs. He learned
of Pearl Harbor while sharing breakfast
with his buddies. The next thing they
learned was that they were shipping out
to Fort Ord, CA for jungle training.
The first overseas assignment for OB was
in Hawaii where his unit was charged
with guarding Honolulu. It was then

his potential was recognized by his
superiors. He was encouraged to take the
Officer Candidate School exam. While
recovering in the hospital from a reaction
to penicillin, he learned of his selection to
OCS. As things happened in those days,
he was to immediately report to his point
of embarkation to return to the states.
The surprise came when he found he
wasn’t headed to OCS at Fort Benning,
but rather Fort Washington, Maryland to
the Adjutant General Officer Candidate
School. Perhaps not so well known, from
1942 to 1946 the AG School was located
at Fort Washington on the Potomac River
just outside Washington, DC. OB found
that most of his instructors were Infantry
with a few AGC officers detailed from the
Office of The Adjutant General in the new
Pentagon building. Another memory he
had was going with his classmates to the
QM Officer Clothing Store, also known
as the Hecht Store in Washington, DC.
Upon graduation, he received orders to
ship out of New York City, destination
“Unknown.”
The final destination for 2LT O’Brien
turned out to be Oran, Algiers. The
Colonel who interviewed him for his
assignment was pleased to have one of
the first AG OCS graduates on hand.
OB learned he was being assigned to
the Message Center of the Commanding
General (CG). That CG was GEN Dwight
D. Eisenhower. The idea of a Message
1775 | Spring 2018
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Center for the CG was at the suggestion
of GEN George C. Marshall who advised
GEN Eisenhower he would need a
dedicated staff to receive and action
the plethora of electronic messages his
HQs would be receiving from military,
diplomatic and political sources. OB
was to be one of four officers responsible
for this important mission. There he
eventually found himself responsible for
the messages log and all back channel
messages for GEN Eisenhower. He was
learning first-hand about the war effort in
North Africa and the military / political
decisions being made. Of particular
note were the preparations for Operation
Overlord and the contention among the
world leaders on its timing.
In Algiers, OB also became acquainted
with GEN Eisenhower’s personal
driver, Kay Sommersby. It seems Ms.
Sommersby thought OB was a twin
of her brother. She called him “Irish”
because her Irish family had neighbors
named O’Brien. From all accounts, it
was a platonic relationship that continued
until the end of the war.
On 7 December 1942, President Roosevelt
announced that GEN Eisenhower
would be the Commander, Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary
Forces (SHAEF) in Europe.
This
meant a move to England and OB was
handpicked with other Message Center
personnel to move to London. He and
two armed NCOs were given the mission
to transport GEN Eisenhower’s 4-drawer
file cabinet to its new location.
On his first night in London, OB was
awakened by anti-aircraft guns firing
away on the roof of his hotel. It was a
German air raid on the city. The next
day he assumed duties at the SHAEF
Message Center and worked the midnight
shift reading, logging and actioning
the myriad of electronic messages
concerning Operation Overlord. He
noted there was a lot of talk about the
lack of landing craft. He had a distinct
memory of shortly after midnight June
48

6th of dispatching the messages from
GEN Eisenhower giving the go ahead for
the D-Day invasion.
After Allied Forces secured France,
SHAEF Headquarters was relocated
forward to Versailles. After being held
up by the logistical backlog on Omaha
Beach, 1LT O’Brien and a team of NCOs
moved their Message Center to Versailles
as well. Again, OB found himself
handling the flurry of message traffic
surrounding Allied movements across
France and eventually with the German
defeat in Berlin. He recalled during
the midnight shift on 7 May receiving
the message from the German high
command announcing their agreement
to sign an Unconditional Surrender.
He subsequently issued General
Eisenhower’s ‘Mission Accomplished’
message to the Allied Forces. After
moving to the Farben Building in
Frankfurt, OB made the decision to leave
the U.S. Army and pursue his college
degree at Syracuse University. In late
1945, he boarded a boat to Boston, was
bussed to Fort Devens where he was
sworn in as a U.S. Army Reserve Officer
and took the train home of Albany, NY.
From 1946 to 1951, OB attended
Syracuse University where he earned
a Masters of Business Administration.
During his second year, he was called
to Active Duty where he served with a
unit responsible for the preparation of
remains of those who had been buried
overseas and their return to their home
towns. He said it was an emotional time
being able to serve the Families of our
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fallen heroes. It was on his graduation
day in 1951, that he learned that war
had broken out in Korea. Shortly after
beginning an internship with the New
York State Government, he received a call
from First Army Headquarters informing
him to report immediately for a physical
examination followed by orders directing
him to report to The Pentagon.
Upon reporting to The Pentagon, OB was
assigned to STAFFCOM, an organization
of Army personnel in support of the
Army staff. Once again, he took a
post in the Telecommunications Center
handling the most important message
traffic for the Chief of Staff of the
Army and his office. There he was kept
informed on the vital decisions being
made in the war in Korea. One night on
the evening shift, GEN Omar Bradley,
Chief of Staff of the Army, personally
delivered an eyes only message to OB for
immediate transmission to GEN Douglas
MacArthur. OB was to inform GEN
Bradley of the exact time of delivery of
the message to GEN MacArthur. It was
the message informing GEN MacArthur
of his relief from command of military
forces in Korea. Again, OB was one
of the first to know about history being
made.
After the Korean War, MAJ O’Brien
committed to staying in the Army as a
career. He attended the AG Advanced
Course at Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN,
followed by an assignment in Japan with
the HQs, U.S. Army Forces Japan, Office
of the Adjutant General. In 1958, duty
called again and he received orders to

return to The Pentagon to the Office of
the Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA),
Assistant Secretary of the General Staff
(SGS).
As an Assistant SGS, OB shared
responsibilities with other officers on
administrative matters for the CSA,
e.g., conference planning, ceremonies,
correspondence, and awards. He was
given a primary duty of the U.S. Army
Funeral Officer. He was responsible for
the planning, coordination and execution
of official military funerals. He handled a
series of funerals for military and civilian
personnel who died while on duty that
were ‘firsts’ in regard to
protocol for the military
services. These included
Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles. His most
memorable funeral was the
special military funeral in
1959 he coordinated for
GEN George C. Marshall.
He adroitly handled GEN
Marshall’s known wishes
for a simple military funeral
foregoing a more elaborate
event reserved for someone
of his station and prestige.
OB also respected Mrs. Marshall’s wishes
to be shielded from the new concept of
television coverage. OB completed his
tour at The Pentagon serving as the Aide
to the CSA, GEN George Decker.
Throughout the 1960’s, LTC O’Brien
served in a parade of important AG
assignments. In order, he was the
Adjutant General, 7th Infantry Division,
Camp Casey, Korea; Executive Officer
with the new Department of the Army,
Office of Personnel Operations; Student
at the Armed Forces Staff College;
Executive Officer, Office of the Adjutant
General,
USAREUR,
Heidelberg,
Germany; Student at the US Army War
College; Staff Officer, US Army Support
Command, Thailand; and Executive
Officer,
DCSPER,
USAREUR,
Heidelberg, Germany.

COL O’Brien was a by-name request for
assignment to Vietnam in 1969. He was
assigned to the Office of The Adjutant
General, USARV. His challenge was
the flow of enlisted replacements which
had become a daily topic of interest for
GEN Creighton Abrams, CG, USARV.
Fortunately, OB was able to capitalize on
his extensive experience and the many
contacts he had in-theater and at The
Pentagon to bring some degree of order
to this mission. This was eventually
complicated by troop ceilings placed
on the theater of operations. He also
resolved issues surrounding casualty
reporting, morale & welfare, reenlistment

and personnel management. A fond
remembrance he had upon departure from
Vietnam was award of his Good Conduct
Medal, an overlooked achievement
during his pre-WWII service.
OB returned to Washington for his final
tour in the Army. His initial assignment
was with the Office of the Adjutant
General. MG Verne Bowers, an old
friend, was TAG at this time and placed
him as Chief of Administrative Services
for the Secretariat of Army Officer
Selection Boards at Bailey’s Crossroads,
VA. Subsequently, he became a Director
in the establishment of the new U.S. Army
Military Personnel Command located
in the Forestall Building. This was a
significant action that pulled together
The Adjutant General’s Office, the Office
of Personnel Operations, and the Army
Computer Command all under one roof.

It was a momentous reorganization for
DA level military personnel management
and support. OB’s insight from three
wars and 30 years of service was a valued
contribution to this successful effort.
OB never married but in 1974 he choose
to retire early to attend to an ailing family
member in New York. He declined a
formal retirement ceremony at Fort Myer.
On 29 January 2018, COL (Ret) John A.
O’Brien was laid to rest with full military
honors at Arlington National Cemetery.
His funeral mass was attended by Family
members, friends, and residents from
his retirement community. However
most fittingly, it was also
attended by LTG Thomas
C. Seamands, U.S. Army
Deputy Chief of Staff, G1
and senior AGC officer in
today’s Army. We all joined
in giving a final salute to an
Adjutant General’s Corps
officer whose passing
represents the last of the
Greatest Generation of
those who answered the call
to Defend & Serve in World
War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
Author – COL (Ret) Bob Patrick, AGC,
served on Active Duty from 1971 to 1999.
After retirement from the U.S. Army, he
was a Director with the National WWII
Memorial Project in Washington, DC.
From 2006 to 2016, he was the Director
of the Library of Congress Veterans
History Project. He remains dedicated to
collecting and preserving the memories
of America’s Veterans. We hope this
article serves as an opportunity to
encourage AGC members to collect and
preserve the memories of the Veterans in
their lives. The Veterans History Project
(www.loc.gov/vets)
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The Life in a Day at the Pentagon for a 420A

T

he Pentagon is the center of

are in the offices of the Secretary of

within SECARMY, CSA and VCSA

gravity

of

the Army (SECARMY), the Chief of

with the exception of the number of

Defense civilians and military

Staff of the Army (CSA), and the Vice-

support staff personnel assigned. The

personnel serving at the strategic level.

Chief of Staff of the Army (VCSA).

AXO billets provide continuity and

Individuals often find this assignment to

These positions were previously coded

exceptional executive level management

be a rewarding and humbling experience

as Lieutenant Colonel 011A billets

to our most senior leaders. They are

in one’s career. This article focuses on

and later converted to 420A. The first

also expected to be advisors on technical

a day in the life of a Warrant Officer

Warrant Officer to serve in the Chief

issues related to warrant officer service

Human Resources Technician assigned

of Staff of the Army’s office was CW5

to whom they support.

to the Pentagon. The intent is to provide

(Ret) Antonio “Tony” Eclavea who

other office management, they are

some insights and perspective from our

worked for GEN Dennis Reimer. CW5

charged with a multitude of executive

foxhole with a little history of current

(Ret) Eclavea’s superb performance

level

and previous senior WOs working for our

resulted in the establishment of the 420A

a daily basis.

most Senior Leaders of our Army.

requirement in the CSA’s office and not

with HR processes and management

too long afterwards in the SECARMY

of military and civilian evaluations,

and VCSA’s office.

management of congressional actions

for

Department

The life and day in the Pentagon for an
Adjutant General WO is rewarding and
definitely a true broadening assignment.

The

The top three CW5 AG 420A positions

(AXO) positions are similar in nature
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Assistant

Executive

Officer
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management

Among all

requirements

on

The AXO is trusted

and general correspondence, advisor
and counselor to primary staff members,

expediting administrative actions and

Your day can be dictated by several things

candid input, recommendations and first

correspondence between Congress, DoD,

like your responsibilities or your boss, but

class support at this level.

Joint Staff, Secretariat and Army Staff.

the start and end must take the commute

The nature of these positions are
considered to be highly stressful because
of who we directly support, the long
hours worked and the extraordinary
responsibility of the individuals you
are supporting. This is a zero defect
environment where decisions impact

into consideration just like any other
job. My AXO duties and responsibilities
include advising and assisting the
SECARMY on all matters pertaining to
Active and Reserve Component military
and civilian personnel related policies;
review, prioritize, task and coordinate

420As are serving in several HQDA
Agencies and Joint Staff. I enjoy the
flexibility and ability to tap into their
knowledge whenever I have an issue I am
trying to resolve. We are obviously the
only branch represented in the top three
Army senior leader offices.

staff actions throughout the Department

Working for one of the top three Army

of the Army (DA) Staff; liaise with

Leaders was never a goal of mine, but

other military services, the Joint Staff

now that I’m here, I humbly, honorably

and Office of the Secretary of Defense;

and selflessly represent our AG WO

review and inform the SECARMY on all

Corps in a professional manner and

documents and actions that require his

will continue to maintain the standards

attention and signature; review incoming

established by my predecessors as an

CW5 Daryl Stump. I am the Personnel

personal correspondence and prepare

AXO to the SECARMY.

Military Assistant and AXO to the

an appropriate response; supervise the

SECARMY. I have been assigned to the

CW5 (Ret) Ron Galloway.

administrative support staff, and provide

Pentagon since August 2011, following

formerly the AXO and Warrant Officer

HR support to the entire immediate

an 11 month deployment to Afghanistan.

Advisor to the CSA, GEN Mark Milley.

office staff, to include those individuals

I was initially assigned to the Pentagon in

An assignment at the Pentagon is a one of

working for the Under Secretary of the

June 2009 working for the SECARMY,

a kind experience in many ways from the

Army. To simplify it, I review over 95%

the Honorable John McHugh. Working

building itself, location, job, economy,

of all correspondence (e.g., awards,

for the CSA, I can proudly say that I

and high cost of living, senior 420A

memorandums, promotion lists, Army

worked for the 37th, 38th and 39th Chief

population, to of course the dreaded

Directives,

that

of Staff of the Army. The responsibility,

traffic.

crosses the SECARMY’s desk for review

optempo and duties remained the same

“why don’t you come to the Pentagon”

or signature.

with each CSA, but the faces and teams

by senior warrant and commissioned

I am proud to serve and work as a 420A

we supported changed with each one. Our

officers several times for about 6 years or

in the Pentagon. I am surrounded by

day began with opening the front office

so, prior to moving to northern Virginia.

the best and brightest Officers, Soldiers,

E-Ring door at 0530 each morning. The

My answer was always, no, it is too

and Civilians in all grades. The talent

morning shift NCOs (consisting of three

expensive and I have heard nightmares

of the leaders that I serve with daily

NCOs, SGT / SSG who do shift work, and

about the traffic, and experienced the

is extraordinary.

You get a unique

a MSG NCOIC) would prepare for the

traffic previously in the past when

perspective of the work, analysis, and

day ahead gathering RAH materials and

traveling up and down the east coast on

thought process that goes into the

or printing last minute or updated RAHs

I-95. I came to find out that my biggest

decisions and policies made on behalf of

slides for the CSA. The day normally

challenge was not the traffic or the high

our Army. Just like a Brigade HR Tech or a

began and ended one to two hours before

cost of living, but learning the layout of

Division HR Tech, you make a difference

and after the CSA arrived and departed

the Pentagon and how to get from point

in the organization. I feel as though our

each day.

A to point B.

420As make a difference in providing

daily hours of operation depended on the

the Army in all aspects in a fast moving
environment. Below are inputs from some
of our warrant officers who have served
at the Pentagon and have done exemplary
work in representing the Warrant Officers
in the Adjutant General’s Corps.

I can remember being asked,

policy

documents)

I was

When the CSA was TDY,
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CSA’s TDY location. CONUS travel was

leader of character, who set the example

question is, how do we build a bench of

normal business hours of operation and

daily charged with running the Army,

Pentagon experienced WOs? And, how

OCONUS travel varied because of the

and who made decisive decisions on

do we gain the experience of working at

different time zones and travel location

critical, sensitive and complex issues in

the Pentagon? The positions are few and

overseas.

a budget constraint environment.

His

the majority are senior level positions,

exceptional leadership and character of

CW3, CW4 and CW5. They are: Joint

service inspired me to continue serving

Staff, SECARMY, CSA, VCSA, OAA-

selflessly at the strategic level.

The

SECARMY, HQDA G-1 (Readiness

decisions our Senior Leaders make daily

and DMPM), G-3/5/7, OCLL, and G-8.

have consequences that affect and impact

Informing HRC that you are interested

Soldiers and their Families.

in future nominative assignments is

I normally arrived at least an hour before
the CSA and would depart shortly after
the CSA left for the day. Duties were
similar in many ways to CW5 Stump’s;
the biggest difference is correspondence
management, tracking and processing,

the first step.

Timing is everything.

which I normally would review and

My position required a tremendous

summarize with an EXSUM to the CSA.

amount of loyalty, trust, dedication,

The CSA provides his best military advice

selfless

and recommendations to the SECARMY

synchronization,

on critical program issues that affect and

and execution.

impact Soldiers and Families. It is crucial

SECARMY and CSA AXO positions, and

for AXOs to understand how the Army

consist of 18 Soldiers. Our HR team (1

Runs, build and foster relationships and

WO, 3 NCOs) was responsible to ensure

partnerships across all DoD agencies and

the Vice had his daily read ahead books

military services in order to be successful

and classified materials for all meetings

and get things done quickly. You are

with DoD, Joint Staff, SECARMY, CSA

often asked to find out something within

and HQDA ARSTAF. All actions are

minutes, especially, before the CSA

routinely routed through the Vice for his

goes to a meeting and needs immediate

concurrence and approval. As a critical

information. You do not have much time

lynchpin member of Team Vice, the

to research and are expected to know who

expectation and requirement is to ensure

to call or how to solve problems within

a smooth operation, seamless transition,

a very short time for the Chief. The

and making the long hours, days and

Having the opportunity to serve at the

assignment is challenging with uncertain

weeks go by as fast as possible.

Pentagon during previous assignments,

demands, but one of the most rewarding
jobs I have had in my entire career. You
have the opportunity to work for the most
senior leader of the Army. An honor that
only a few will get the chance to serve
and one that I will always be grateful
for and humbled for the opportunity and
great experience.
CW5 (Ret) George S. Toves. I was the
former AXO and Warrant Officer Advisor
to the 35th VCSA, GEN Daniel B.
Allyn. General Allyn was a phenomenal
52

service,
attention

sacrifice,
to

detail

Duties are similar to

Someone once said to me, “Chief, as an
AG WO, I am tired of working and doing
S-1 stuff.” We are required to maintain
the senior rater’s profile for the Vice
and process all evaluations, awards and
promotions for those departing Soldiers.
This primary responsibility will never
end, even at the most senior levels of our
Army. This is what we do as AGs!
Some of you may be thinking about talent
management and bench building. The
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Unfortunately, only a few positions exist
for CW3s and CW4s within the Pentagon
(OAA-SECARMY, OCLL, GOMO, and
G-8), a Directed Military Overstrength
(DMO) requirement may also provide the
opportunity. Volunteering for nominative
AXO positions in a Combatant Command
(AFRICOM, USAREUR, SACEUR and
USFK) or MACOM as a CW3 and CW4
is an opportunity to gain the experience
of working for a 4-Star general officer.
Ensure your records are up to date and
inform HRC of your preferences. You
never know when HRC will be searching
for a highly qualified candidate. You
always want to be prepared and ready.

along with the education and training,
provided me with the resources, tools,
and experience to understand and serve
in this position. The Force Management
course at Fort Belvoir also prepared me
with the insights on “How the Army
Runs.”
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and responsibilities for a NEO.
he below and
table
shows the
and
responsibilities
forevacuees,
a NEO.
evacuation
of all US
noncombatant
dependents.
whose including
lives are DoD
in danger
US citizens
andauthorities
nationals,
DOD
civilian [TCNs])

The below table shows the authorities and responsibilities for a NEO.
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ersons
nation
[HN]orand
third is
country
nationals
[TCNs],
Noncombatant
EvacueesOperation,
(NCEs) from
an (host
area of
concern
hostility
currently
referred
to as aor
Noncombatant
Evacuation
or
n area
of
concern
or
hostility
is
currently
referred
to
as
a
Noncombatant
Evacuation
Operation,
or
NEO.
EO.
Here’s how it works:
Here’s
how of
it works:
The
process
evacuating
US citizens
1 – The Department
of State
(DoS)
and
nationals,
DOD
civilian
– The
Department
of
State
(DoS)
determines if a departure ispersonnel,
appropriate
and ifdesignated
personsis(host
nation [HN]
etermines
a members,
departure
for family
notappropriate
the Department
and
third
country
nationals
[TCNs], or
r family
members,
not do
thethis
Department
of Defense.
They
by
either
Noncombatant Evacuees (NCEs) from an
Defense.
They
do
this
by
either
declaring
an ‘Authorized
Departure’
or
area of The
concern
or hostility
is currently
process
of evacuating
US citizens and nationals, DOD civilian personnel, and designated
eclaring
an
‘Authorized
Departure’
or
a ‘Directed
Departure’.
referred to(host
as a Noncombatant
Evacuation
persons
nation [HN] and
third country nationals [TCNs], or Noncombatant Evacuees (NCEs) from
Directed
Departure’.
Operation,
NEO. or hostility is currently referred to as a Noncombatant Evacuation Operation, or
an
area
oforconcern
2 –NEO.
Once declared, the DoS requests
Here’s
how
it works:
– Once
declared,
the
DoS
requests
Here’s
how
it of
works:
assistance
from
one
the military
1 ––The
TheDepartment
Department ofofState
State(DoS)
(DoS)
1
sistance
from
one
of
the
military
services,
normally
theisArmy
or the
determines
if
a
departure
appropriate
for
determines
if a departure
isthe
rvices,
normally
the
Army
or
Marines.
It then
becomes
aappropriate
full-fledged
family
members,
not
the
Department
of
for family members, not the Department
arines.
It
then
becomes
a
full-fledged
military
operation.
Defense.
They
do
this
by
either
declaring
of Defense. They do this by either
3 – NCEs are directed to an Evacuation 5 – Upon arrival to either a temporary
litary operation.
an ‘Authorized
Departure’ orDeparture’
a ‘Directedor
declaring
an ‘Authorized
Control Center, or ECC, the first place location (Temporary Safe Haven) or a final
3 – NCEs are directed to an Evacuation Control
aDeparture’.
‘Directed Departure’.
where positive accountability is obtained, destination (Joint Reception Coordination
Center,
ECC, the
place whereControl
positive
3
–
NCEs
areordirected
tofirst
an Evacuation
2 – Once declared, the DoS requests where they complete a necessary process Center), the NCEs update all available
2 – Once declared, the DoS requests
accountability
is
obtained,
where
complete
Center,
or ECC,ofthe
first
place
where
positive
information
to ensure
the they
U.S.
government
and
accuracy
assistance from one of the military to ensure accountability
assistance
from one of the military
a
necessary
process
to
ensure
accountability
accountability
is obtained,
where
they
complete
has the most
updated
information
on their
their departure from
services, normally
the Army
Armyororthethe information prior to
services,
normally the
and
accuracy
of
information
prior
to
their
a
necessary
process
to
ensure
accountability
final
destinations
before
completing
the
the
evacuated
location.
Three
guiding
Marines. ItIt then
a full-fledged
Marines.
thenbecomes
becomes
a full-fledged
departureof
from
the evacuated
location.
Three
process.
Ultimately,
this
is the place
where
principles for any ECC
military operation.
andare:
accuracy
information
prior to
their
military
operation.
a
military
dependent
family
member
guiding
principles
for
any
ECC
are:
departure
the evacuated location. Three
Accuracy from
– all
updates
the
Army’s
Disaster
Personnel
Accuracy
–
personnel
are
accounted
for;and
3personnel
– NCEs
are directed
to
an Evacuation
Control
guiding
principles
for
any
ECC
are:
are all
Accountability
and
Assessment
System
Center,
orfor;
ECC,
first placeand
where
Security
evacuees
thepositive
evacuation
Accuracy
– all–the
personnel
are
accounted
for; force
accounted
(ADPAAS)
database
(as
well
as the
accountability
is
obtained,
where
they
complete
are safeguarded
from
all threats;
and force
Security
– evacuees
and the
evacuation
American
Red
Cross) which will provide
–
evacuees
aSecurity
necessary
process
to
ensure
accountability
Speed – processing
must
be and
accomplished
are
from
allprior
threats;
information
back
to the service member
and
accuracy
of information
to their
and safeguarded
the evacuation
quickly
and
efficiently.
Speed
processing
be member’s
accomplished
on must
the family
location.
departure
from
the evacuated
location.
Three
force are–safeguarded
quickly
and
efficiently.
guiding
principles
for
any
ECC
are:
from all threats; and
Ourare
role
as
Army
HR
professionals
4 – Once
processed
ataccounted
the
ECC,
the
NCEs is
Accuracy
– all personnel
for;
to maintain
accountability
Speed
– –processing
then
move
to either
anevacuation
Aerial
Port
ofof the NCEs
evacuees
and
force
4Security
– Once
processed
atthe
the
ECC,
the
NCEs
throughout
the
process
must
be
accomplished
are safeguarded
from
all threats;
Embarkation
(APOE)
or aand
Sea of
Portand
of ultimately
then
move
to
either
an
Aerial
Port
provide
the
information
back
to the service
quickly
and
Speed
– processing (SPOE)
must be accomplished
Embarkation
to
continue
the
Embarkation
(APOE)
or
a
Sea
Port
of
member
who
may
remain
in harm’s
efficiently.
quickly
and efficiently.
evacuation
process.
way.to So,
how do the
we do this? We use
Embarkation (SPOE)
continue
4 – Once processed the Noncombatant Evacuation Operation
4 – Once processed
at the ECC, the NCEs
evacuation
process.
at the
ECC, arrival
the (NEO)
5 – Upon
to either
location
Tracking
System, or NTS
(yes, an
then
move
to either
an Aerial
Port a
of temporary
NCEs
then
move
(Temporary
Safe
Haven)
or
a final destination
Embarkation
(APOE)
or
a
Sea
Port
of
acronym
of
an
acronym).
5to– either
Uponanarrival
either a temporary location
Aerialto to
Embarkation
(SPOE)
continue
the
(Joint Reception
Coordination
Center), the
(Temporary
Safe Haven)
a final
destination
The NTSor
is an
accountability
system that
Port of Embarkation
evacuation
process.
NCEs update all available information to ensure the U.S. government has the most updated
provides a non-combatant
(Joint
Center), theevacuation
(APOE)Reception
or a Sea Coordination
information on their final destinations before completing
the process.
Ultimately,
this
is the
placeand
operation
(NEO)
the
ability
to create
Port
of
Embarkation
NCEs update all available information to ensure the U.S.
government
has
the
most
updated
5 – Upon arrival to either a temporary
location
where a military dependent family member updates
the
Army’s
Disaster
Personnel
and
maintain
a database
of noncombatants
(SPOE)
to continue
(Temporary
Safe Haven)
or a final
destination
information on their final destinations before completing
the process.
Ultimately,
this
is the
place
Accountability and Assessment System (ADPAAS)
database
(as
well
as
the
American
Redpersonnel
Cross)
that
are
assemble
noncombatant
the
evacuation
(Joint
Reception
Coordination
Center),
the
wherewhich
a military
dependent
family member
updates
themember
Army’s on
Disaster
Personnel
andlocation.
will
provide
information
back
to
the
service
the
family
member’s
track updated
their movement through the
process.
NCEs update all available information to ensure the U.S.
government has and
the most
Accountability
and Assessment System (ADPAAS) database
(as well asevacuation
the American
Red Cross)
information on their final destinations before completing the process. Ultimately,
thisprocess.
is the place
which will
provide
information
back
tomember
the service
member
on the
family
member’s
where
a military
dependent
family
updates
the Army’s
Disaster
Personnel
and location.
Accountability and Assessment System (ADPAAS) database (as well as the American Red Cross)
which will provide information back to the service member on the family member’s location.
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we do this? We use the Noncombatant
Evacuation Operation (NEO) Tracking
System, or NTS (yes, an acronym of an
acronym).
is to
In November 2017, MSG personnel, manifest the personnel to the
The NTS is an accountability system
Amber Nacis and SFC Temporary Safe Haven, and transfer data
that provides a non-combatant evacuation
provide
again of the manifested personnel to the
Melody
Pavur,
operation (NEO) the
ability to
createUSARPAC
and
mber
Conveyance Systems.
G1
(Plans,
Operations,
and
maintain a database of noncombatants that
ow do
are assemble noncombatant
personnel
and
track
t
Exercises) along with Ms. their movement through the evacuation process.
Moving
the training
audience
over to the station(s
NTS – Registration
System
andDMDC,
Conveyance
System.
NTS consists
of Registration
Lisa Trawick
from
mock ‘Temporary
Safe Haven’
location,
capturing and inputting individual evacuee’s information
while the Conveyance
System
transfers the
n
conducted NTS training at
information to the Defense Management Data Center
(DMDC)received
central server
on the
US mainland.
the operators
or arrived
personnel,
Barracks,
HI for System) to the central server (DMDC) allows data
Sending data fromSchofield
the local server
(Conveyance
stem
transferred data, and again manifested
46an
Personnel
from The
the 259th
never be lost during
evacuation.
Conveyance, however, is unable to transfer data nor manif
ion
personnel
for onward movement to the
evacuees while theHuman
registration
operators(HR)
are registering
evacuees.
d
Resources
JRCC. At the JRCC, another group of
The Registration
System
has multiple
that
Company,
25th
Infantryperipherals that allow a quick and efficient way to regis
driver’s license,
of Government-issue
operators
receivedor any
the form
personnel
and
and track their movement through the evacuationevacuees
process. using their passports, identification card,
Division, and interested evacuees, the data and information is automatical
NTSSystem.
– Registration
and
identification.
Conveyance
NTS consistsSystem
of Registration
station(s), While the operators are registeringtransferred
data to the central DMDC
personnel
Theater Sustainment
Conveyance
NTS consists
of
transferred
to the8th
Conveyance
System to allow
data transfer and to manifest the evacuees.
uee’s information
while System.
the Conveyance
System transfers
theoverfrom
server.
Command
(TSC). will not be able to transfer data nor manifest evacuees while the registration
Again,
the Conveyance
nt Data Center
(DMDC) station(s),
central server
on the USand
mainland.
Registration
capturing
operators
nveyanceinputting
System) individual
to the central
serverinformation
(DMDC) allows
dataare
to registering evacuees.
evacuee’s
On the final day of training, attendees were
training
consisted
of two
days,
withmanifests and transfers data to the Defense Manpowe
The
Conveyance
System
also
creates
e Conveyance, however, is unable to transfer data norThe
manifest
while the Conveyance System transfers the
taught how to connect the Conveyance
DataaCenter
allowing
strategic-level
users to create and run reports.
rs are registering evacuees.
focus (DMDC)
on the server
Korean
Peninsula
and
information
to
the
Defense
Management
System to the internet (external
ultiple peripherals that allow a quick and efficient way to register
Data
Center
(DMDC)
central
communication),
and connect
the up to 3
One Conveyance
System allows
cation card,
driver’s
license,
or any
form server
of Government-issued
registration
recommends only
egisteringonevacuees,
data and
information
the US the
mainland.
Sending
data is automatically
registrationsystems.
systems toDMDC
the Conveyance
registration
systems connect
to one Conveyanc
stem to allow
and to (Conveyance
manifest the evacuees.
fromdata
the transfer
local server
System (internal
communication).
In practice, one Conveyance would support all
to transfer data nor manifest evacuees while the registration
System) to the central server (DMDC)
After the demonstration, personnel
Registration Systems at one physical location,
allows
data
to
never
be
lost
during
confirmed
proficiency
establishing
ECC,
or APOE
/ SPOE,by
APOD
/ SPOD,
reates manifests and transfers data to the Defense Manpower
an users
evacuation.
Conveyance,
an ECC, asSafe
if they
hadand
entered
into
Temporary
Haven,
JRCC.
rategic-level
to create The
and run
reports.
In
November
2017,
MSG
Amber
however, is unable to transfer data
an austere environment. Personnel Nacis a
SFC
Pavur, USARPAC
G1 (Plans,
One
Conveyance
System
allows
up
to
32
nor manifest evacuees while the
also Melody
demonstrated
trouble shooting
Operations, and Exercises) along with Ms. Lisa
registration systems. DMDC recommends only 10
registration
operators are registering
proficiency
addressing
any issues
Trawick
from DMDC,
conducted
NTS training a
registration systems connect to one Conveyance.
evacuees.
encountered
while
setting
up the from th
Schofield Barracks, HI for 46 Personnel
In practice, one Conveyance would support all
259th
Human Resources (HR) Company, 25th
system.
Registration Systems at one physical location, i.e.,
The Registration
System
has APOD
multiple
Infantry Division, and interested personnel from
ECC, or APOE
/ SPOE,
/ SPOD,
peripherals
thatSafe
allow
a quick
and 8th Theater Sustainment Command (TSC).
At the conclusion of training,
Temporary
Haven,
and JRCC.
what
makes
up consisted
the actual of
NTS
The
training
two‘kit’.
days, Ms.
with a attendees
focus on the
Korean
Peninsula
what makes up
In November
MSGusing
Amber Nacis
and
efficient way
to register2017,
evacuees
were
comfortable
withand
arriving
actual
NTS(DMDC)
‘kit’. Ms. provided
Trawick (DMDC)
provided
the kits.
In the afternoon
Melody
Pavur, USARPAC
G1 the
(Plans,
Trawick
a technical
their SFC
passports,
identification
card, driver’s
at aa technical
location, overview
setting upof the
site, setting
the Ms.
trainees
able
to get
hands-on
training
kits. The training environment was set-u
Operations, and Exercises) along with
Lisa were
overview
of the
kits.
In the
afternoon,
the onupthetheNTS
license,
or any form of GovernmentRegistration Systems, establishing
to replicate
Trawick from DMDC, conducted NTS
training at4 physical locations associated with NEO. An Evacuation Control Center (ECC), an Aer
to get hands-on
training
issued
identification.
While
the46operators
a aConveyance,
registering
Port trainees
of
Embarkation
/ Debarkation
(APOE
/ APOD),
Temporary Safe
Haven, and citizens,
a Joint Reception
Schofield
Barracks,
HI for
Personnel
from
thewere able
Using training
a
train-the-trainer
model,
potential
on25th
the NTS
kits. (JRCC).
The training
environment
are registering
evacuees,
the(HR)
dataCompany,
and
transferring
data
to bythe
central
server,
Coordination
Center
Personnel
began the
hands-on
becoming
familiar
withsuper
259th Human
Resources
Systems, were positioned at the Conveyance System
registering
citizens,
the normal
function
performedand
at the
ECC, and generally
the longest duration
Infantry Division,
and interested
personnel
wasfrom
set-up
to replicate
4 physical
locations
information
is automatically
transferred
manifesting,
andthereceiving
subsequently
transfer
data of all citizens
the registered per
portion
(90 seconds
5 minutes,
on the
amount of
of information
captured
from identificatio
SC).
associated
with– NEO.
Andepending
Evacuation
over to the Conveyance System to allow
regardless
the
evacuation
site.
Safe Haven, and transfer data again of the manifested
information)
of the entire process.
ys, with a focus on the Korean Peninsula and what
makes
up
M
data transfer and to manifest the evacuees. Control Center (ECC), an Aerial Port
C) provided a technical overview of the kits. In the afternoon,
‘Temp
of set-up
Embarkation / Debarkation (APOE /
Again,
the Conveyance
will not
be able to was
training on
the NTS
kits. The training
environment
receiv
transferAndata
nor manifest
evacuees
ated with NEO.
Evacuation
Control
Centerwhile
(ECC), APOD),
an Aerial a Temporary Safe Haven, and
again
OE / APOD),
Temporaryoperators
Safe Haven,
a Joint Reception
a Joint Reception Coordination Center
the aregistration
are and
registering
the JR
el began the
hands-on training by becoming familiar with
receiv
(JRCC). Personnel began the handsevacuees.
performed at the ECC, and generally the longest duration
centra
on training by becoming familiar with
nding on the
of information
from identification
Theamount
Conveyance
Systemcaptured
also creates

manifests and transfers data to the Defense
Manpower Data Center (DMDC) server
allowing strategic-level users to create and
run reports.
One Conveyance System allows up to 32
registration systems. DMDC recommends
only 10 registration systems connect to one
Conveyance. In practice, one Conveyance
would support all Registration Systems at
one physical location, i.e., ECC, or APOE
/ SPOE, APOD / SPOD, Temporary Safe
Haven, and JRCC.

registering citizens, the normal function
performed at the ECC, and generally the
longest duration portion (90 seconds – 5
minutes, depending on the amount of
information captured from identification
information) of the entire process.

taught
interne
registr
(intern
person
ECC,
enviro
shooti
encou

Using a train-the-trainer model, potential
supervisors of NTS operators working the
Registration Systems, were positioned at
the Conveyance System in order to monitor
the registration process, and subsequently
transfer the data of all the registered

comfo
site, s
Conve
the ce
citizen
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Outgoing NATO Special Operations Component Command – Afghanistan / Special Operations Joint Task Force - Afghanistan (NSOCC-A/SOJTFA) CJ1
Director, LTC Randy P. Lefebvre and 101st Airborne Division Human Resources Senior Warrant Officer, CW3 Detrottus Thomas, share best practices from
the yearlong deployment of the NSOCC-A / SOJTF-A CJ1 Team. To have Senior Warrants and G1s / J1s discuss best practices unites both units during
mission transition to better support our Paratroopers and Soldiers abroad. There is no doubt the 101st Airborne Division Screaming Eagles G1 Team
incoming to the Afghan theater, lead by LTC Myrta Crespo, will be very successful over the next nine months of deployment.
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Warfighter Training Support Packages (WTSPs)
The Soldier Support Institute (SSI),

be utilized by HR and FM Soldiers to

training sessions (addressed in the lesson

Training

Directorate

assist them in gaining, maintaining, and/

plan as “Learning Activity”).

with

and

or improving their technical proficiency

units use their CATS, these allocated

support of the Adjutant General School

to perform the individual and collective

academic hours can serve as a guideline

(AGS) and the Financial Management

tasks required to accomplish their

for scheduling unit’s technical training.

School (FMS), developed and maintains

wartime mission.

Units must recognize that it may require

(TDD),

Development
in

collaboration

Warfighter Training Support Packages
(WTSPs) to support Human Resources
(HR) and Financial Management (FM)
unit training. The WTSPs include all
associated and available training content
such as the supporting Collective and
Individual Tasks, Lesson Plans (slides
and instructor notes), Practical Exercises
(PEs) and any other training aides. The
objective is to provide standardized
training products that can be utilized by
HR and FM units to conduct section and
unit training. These WTSPs may also

The WTSPs are intended to supplement
the units approved Combined Arms

While

several training sessions to complete a
specific task when utilizing the WTSP.

Training Strategy (CATS). The WTSPs

We have redesigned our WTSPs, changing

establish no set sequence or mandated

them from a functional design to echelon

requirements; therefore, unit trainers/

based to better align with their associated

leaders should first assess the training

CATS.

status of their unit/Soldiers to select the

and FM WTSPs may be found on our

appropriate entry point and topics for

SSI Learning Resource Center (LRC),

training when utilizing the WTSPs. An

the Army Training Network (ATN), and

attribute of these WTSPs that may be

the Central Army Registry (CAR) sites

helpful for units is that the lesson plan

(links below). We have also developed

provided within the WTSPs contains

a Tutorial Video you can access through

estimated “academic hours” allocated by

the LRC.

Our current inventory of HR

Learning Resource Center (LRC) at: https://ssilrc.army.mil/?page_id=8898
Army Training Network (ATN) at: https://atn.army.mil/dsp_template.aspx?dpID=101
Central Army Registry (CAR) at: https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/#/dashboard (conduct a search for “WTSP”)
Point of contact is the SSI, Collective Training Branch, usarmy.jackson.93-sig-bde.list.jackson-ssi-fm-hr-collec@mail.mil, at
(803) 751-8224 or (803) 751-8414.
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Training with Industry
By LTC Michael O. Perry

T

he TWI Program was initiated

net revenue of $77.31 billion dollars,

3 Microsoft Rhythm of the Business

in the 1970s in response to the

increased their growth by 4% and ranked

3 Legal and Compliance

Army’s critical need for officers

#35 on the Fortune 500 list.

3 Security and Workplace Safety

with state-of-the-art skills in industrial
practices and procedures not available
through military or civil education
programs. The first students participated
exclusively in programs which supported
the development of material acquisition
and logistics management related skills.
Today the TWI Program has evolved to
include training programs which support
marketing, human resources, public
affairs, artificial intelligence, physical

Microsoft currently has over 100,000
employees

that

are

geographically

After attending NEO, I completed the

campuses. There roles are broken out

HR Get Connected Introductory Training

by function:

Business Groups, Sales

and began my role as a HR Business

and Marketing Support Group, and

Partner (HRBP). My first task was to

Operations Group. Although each group

familiarize myself with the GMs and

has a specific role in the organization

people managers that I supported. My

they are all focused on a team concept:

role was to provide the business group

“One Microsoft.”

with HR support and influence, coach,

a MAJ when I received my access
badge.

The badge color determines

an individual’s level of access on the
Microsoft campus and their status.

I

received a purple badge (business guest).
I also received a technology package,
which included: windows phone, Surface
Training with Microsoft.

Microsoft

was founded in 1975 in Albuquerque,
New Mexico and moved to Bellevue
Washington in 1979. Microsoft’s mission
is “To enable people and businesses
throughout the world to realize their full
potential.” Their pursuit of this mission

Pro, and a laptop. Although this package
is typically not available to a business
guest. My next stop was New Employee
Orientation (NEO). The orientation is
similar to the Newcomers Orientation in
the Army. The following subjects were
covered:

has made Microsoft evolve from a

3 The On-Boarding Process

traditional software company to a leading

3 Microsoft Senior Leadership Team

competitor in the devices and services
industry.
58

In 2013 Microsoft earned a

3 Technology Support

dispersed around the world on Microsoft

My adventure at Microsoft began as

security and finance.

3 Network and Building Access

		

and Organization

3 Microsoft Culture
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and partner with the leadership teams.
My

objectives

and

responsibilities

included the following:
3 Shape and evolve the Microsoft
culture by championing change
and partnering with leaders to
drive positive outcomes that lead
to a positive work environment and
reduced attrition rate.
3 Collaborate

with

staffing

and

compensation partners in order to
retain key talent and increase MS
share of key talent.
3 Partner with L and D and People
Managers

to

build

manager

excellence and prepare current and
future leaders.
3 Continue on my lifelong learning
journey in order to provide my
clients with excellent HR support

and professional growth.

3 Lunch with Leaders

3 Partner with staffing to understand
the workforce plan.

3 Precision

Understand

impact on my career and utilization

Questioning

and

Answering

assignment are:
3 Change Management 		

global diversity and inclusion

3 Making Change Happen

3 Consulting

metrics and leverage opportunities

3 LCA Diversity Lunch with Byron

3 Staffing 				

to build diversity within the

Marchant,

business.

Veterans – Proven Performers

3 Manage

employee

relations

guidance

in

partnership

the manager.

of issues, in collaboration with
partners in staffing and escalate
when necessary.
3 Collaborate

compensation

with

partners and deliver compensation
and benefits support for the client
business.
3 Follow
to

the

local

implement

HR

plan

Employee

Management

&

Excellence

Programs and build capability
and effectiveness in the line

3 “HR Get Connected” Introductory
Training

broadening assignments in the Army

My goal at Microsoft was to gain an

and the Adjutant General’s Corps. The

understanding of the human resources’

retirement announcement of the CEO, a

principals and business functions of

new Performance Review System, Nokia’s

Microsoft and build upon the established

devices and services acquisition, and the

relationship between Microsoft and

reorganization of corporate finance made

the Army.

this the assignment of a lifetime. I would

As a HRBP to corporate

accounting, corporate
the

intellectual

finance, and

property

group,

like to thank Karen Kort (my mentor),

I

Robert Weede, Brandt Vaughn, Andrea

achieved that goal, maximized my TWI

Silvestrini, Michael Hiatt, Lori Glass,

experience, and exceeded my overall

Team CBHR, Team CFS, Staffing, L&D,

training objectives.

and the People Managers in my client

to the people review deck.

enhanced my overall skills and allowed

The learning and

3 Collaboration Techniques
Microsoft TWI is one of the best

3 Hiring@Microsoft for Managers

My six month experience at Microsoft

life-long learning.

3 Compensation Analysis
3 Coaching Techniques 		

organization and delivery of inputs

My time at Microsoft also involved

3 Succession Planning
3 Diversity and Inclusion Planning

Microsoft

with

Drive resolution

America’s

3 Global Diversity and Inclusion at

concerns, adhering to Microsoft
and HR policy while following

Hiring

me to look at HR with a different lens.

groups. My HRBP experience exceeded
my expectations due to your kindness
and warm welcome into your teams.

The areas that I feel will have a significant

development teams at Microsoft are
excellent. Although classes are offered
year around, the corporate business
groups also sponsor a “Learning Week”.
During this week classes focus on specific
areas that are important to the rhythm of
the business. Although training classes
are not typically available to business
guests as an HRBP I completed the
following courses:
3 Managing for Impact
3 FY14 Finance Leadership Summit
3 Coaching Essentials for Leaders
3 Intro to Employment Law for
Managers
3 Staffing Orientation
3 Consulting for Effective Change
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Experiencing Life as a Training with Industry
(TWI) Trainee
By CPT Rodolfo A. Zelada, Jr.

T

raining with Industry. As a

different from each other, but doing these

as PeopleSoft, which is a HR software

brief introduction, The Training

jobs I have developed skills and gained

that will be used in our emerging IPPS-A

with Industry (TWI) Program

knowledge to achieve the desired results.

system. It is a software that has been a

was developed by the Army in the

While serving in South Korea as HROB,

global leader in enterprise application

1970’s in order improve the capability

I got to know about TWI and initially I

software, serving customers in different

of Soldiers and to learn advanced skills

wasn’t sure whether to apply or not as I

fields, ranging from small to medium

in the civilian and private sectors, as life

didn’t know the selection process, or if

to some of the largest enterprises,

in the Army is completely different from

I had what it took for TWI selection and

including but not limited to customer

that of the civilian world. Soldiers are

training. I eventually applied thinking

relations management, human resources

trained to survive, learn, and thrive in

it would be a nice change to work in the

management, financial management, and

challenging environments, as well get an

civilian world and learn new things that

supply chain management.

opportunity to learn the required skill sets

would benefit me as an Army officer. I

Within the first four months in my TWI

to professionally develop for the future.

was eventually selected for TWI at the

position, I worked in the Open Enrollment

The goal of the TWI program was to

University of Louisville.

Project. I created and pulled PeopleSoft

create a group of Soldiers who would get

Lessons Learned. As a selected TWI

queries and assisted my counterpart in

experience in higher levels of managerial

candidate, I am thankful to get the

analyzing and taking required action. I

techniques, in addition to understanding

opportunity to work for the University

tested and did some cleanup in the system

the relationship among their respective

of Louisville (UofL), Kentucky, working

to ensure the employees’ health care,

industry as it relates to the functions of

in the department of Performance

dental care, vision and life insurance

specific Army branches.

and Improvement Business Analytics

options were ready for their election.

I am currently serving in the Army as

learning how human resources works at

During this process, we worked with

a Captain. I have served in the Army

the back end of it. This is helping me to

project managers to assist in the timeline,

little over 7 years. I held Battalion S1

understand the new acronyms that come

as well with programmers to help us

for MI, EN and MP units. I was also a

with the system and create employee

write SQL coding since PeopleSoft can

strength manager for a MP Battalion,

queries working at this well-known

only do ad hoc queries.

and I have held the HROB position in

university.

UofL Colleagues. My supervisor was

an Expeditionary Support Command.

I consider myself fortunate to be able to

Ms. Donna Bartman, who is the Director

All of these positions were completely

learn a specific software widely known

of Human Capital Management Systems
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for the university and has served at the

and multiple cycles of testing occur.

Final Note. I will utilize the acquired

university for over 30 years. She has

They were able to help test the Benefit

TWI knowledge to improve the existing

extensive knowledge in PeopleSoft and

Confirmation Statement to make sure that

HR procedures and practices as required

has helped me learn so much. I have

various employee groups received the

by the Army. I want to be better at my job

asked her to write down what she thought

correct benefit options, and the correct

as an AG Officer and understanding the

of the TWI program and this is what she

elections are captured. Throughout the

roles of HR personal in higher education

said:

6-8 week period testing cycle of preparing

is helping me get a new perspective. I

“In higher education, we are always

Open

Open

want all AG Soldiers to understand

short of staff.

To have additional

Enrollment options, validation cleanup,

that this aspect of the HR world gives

assistance from interns who have a skill

and finalizing Open Enrollment, there is

purpose to what we do. At the end of the

set which can augment my staff, has

not a lot of time for validation. In this

day it’s about sharing and understanding

been of great value for the university.

case, as many ‘eyes’ as possible involved

knowledge. We all are part of a team,

These young professionals bring with

in reviewing the statements improves the

and we need to ensure the success of our

them organizational skills and expertise

final product. In addition to assisting

great nation by taking care of Soldiers

with a variety of software. As with any

with this project, queries are routinely

and their Families.

system, utilizing excel to analyze data

requested. Some can be relatively simple,

have learned and the connection I have

pulled from queries in PeopleSoft is a

while others are complex. As they were

achieved through the TWI program will

good opportunity for them to use current

learning the different aspects of the query

be everlasting. The Army’s participation

skills and applying them to learn how

tool, they were also able to practice their

in the TWI Program has provided me a

PeopleSoft works. At the point when

knowledge on actual requests. I have

highly coveted opportunity to improve

they came into our office, we were just

been able to assign the various requests,

my skill set. So, I encourage everyone

starting the Open Enrollment Project.

and provide guidance in developing the

to apply as this is a lifelong experience.

This is a time intensive project where data

actual query. This has been a “Win-Win”

Defend and Serve!

cleanup,

for both sides.”

configuration,

development,

Enrollment,

verifying

The skills that I
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In Memoriam
Brigadier General (Ret) James R. Ralph, Jr.
August 17, 1932 – December 22, 2017
Airborne

musical talent often brought joy to all

Division; Military Advisor with MAAG

those around him. He made everyone

at the Embassy in Benghazi and Tripoli,

around him laugh with his witty humor,

Libya; he served in the Americal

and he was always filled with compassion

Division as the Division G1 in Vietnam;

and wisdom. BG (Ret) Ralph exhibited

he was Department of the Army Staff

the core Army values:

Officer at the Pentagon; Chief of Staff

respect, selfless service, honor, integrity,

of the AG School at Fort Benjamin

and personal courage.

Harrison, IN; he served with the United

part of the greatest generation, such a

States Army Europe Office of the

humble gentleman who loved life and

Deputy Chief of Staff for Automation;

was dedicated to his family and our

and in his later Army years served as

country. He was a charter member and

the Deputy Commanding General of

a founder of the Saint Martin History

BG (Ret) James R. Ralph, Jr., died

Computer Systems Command.

Club, and an active member of the

peacefully in Fort Belvoir, VA on

nearly 35 years of military service

Washington Chapter of AFCEA.

Friday, December 22, 2017 at the age

culminated as Commander of Personnel

(Ret) Ralph was a devout member of the

of 85. BG (Ret) Ralph is survived by

Information Systems Command and

Fort Belvoir Catholic Church, serving as

the love of his life, his wife of 62 years,

Deputy

a CCD Teacher and Eucharistic Minister

Hilde; six children, Rebecca, James III,

Signal Command.

for many years.

Upon retiring from the Army, BG (Ret)

BG (Ret) Ralph graduated Summa Cum

Ralph helped lead Automation Research

Laude with a Bachelor’s in History and

Systems for over a decade, retired as

Music at Parkville College, MO, and

BG (Ret) Ralph was inducted into

President, and then went on to start

earned his Master’s degree in History and

the United States Army on November

Ralph Consulting, LLC. His dedicated

Business from Shippensburg University,

24, 1952. He subsequently graduated

and selfless service continued in support

PA. His military schools include the

from Officer Candidate School at

of the United States Armed Forces as he

Infantry Officer Basic Course, AG

Fort Benning, GA, where he received

provided vital leadership in shaping the

Advanced

a commission as a Lieutenant in the

strategic direction in Army personnel

Staff College, and the U.S. Army War

Infantry. He had a variety of command

policy through the Army Science

College. BG (Ret) Ralph will be buried

and staff positions in the Infantry and

Board and Army Reserve Strategic

at Arlington National Cemetery at a

Adjutant General’s Corps, and was at the

Management Advisory Panel.

later date.

Command

Linda, Rick, Michael, and Christina;
ten grandchildren; and seven greatgrandchildren.

forefront of Army Automation. BG (Ret)
Ralph’s assignments included Company
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in

the

101st

Commanding

General,

His

7th

BG (Ret) Ralph was an accomplished
pianist and artist, and his exceptional
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Course,

loyalty, duty,
He was truly

Command

BG

and

SECTION V
Army Music
Army Field Band Bids Farewell, Welcomes
New Command Sergeant Major
By J Elizabeth Peace, The United States Army Field Band

F

ort Meade, MD - The U.S. Army

In addition to being the first Sergeant

Field Band bid farewell today to

Major of the 1st Cavalry Division

CSM Leslie Nock and welcomed

Band, CSM Nock served as Senior

the new Command Sergeant Major CSM

Drill Sergeant at the U.S. Army School

Matthew Kanowith.

CSM Nock, of

of Music, Platoon Sergeant, and First

Syracuse, NY, took CSM responsibilities

Sergeant, and attended the Sergeants

of the Army Field Band on 9 Sept 2014.

Major Academy at Fort Bliss, Texas. She

Prior to joining the Field Band, CSM

was deployed as part of Operation Iraqi

Nock served in a variety of assignments,

Freedom and Operation Joint Forge in

including the 1st Cavalry Division Band,

Bosnia and Herzegovina. She holds a

the U.S. Army Europe Band and Chorus,

Masters of Education from Pennsylvania

the U.S. Army Signal Corps Band, the

State University, a Bachelor of Music

10th Mountain Division Band, the U.S.

Education degree from Arizona State

Army School of Music, the U.S. Army

University, and an Associate in Applied

Training and Doctrine Command Band,

Science

Performance

Coast Symphony and a participant in

the 8th Army Band and the 18th Army

from Onondaga Community College in

the Sarasota and Chautauqua Music

Band.

Syracuse, New York. CSM Nock stated,

Festivals. He earned a Master of Music

“It has been an honor and a privilege

degree from the Peabody Conservatory of

to serve the Army, the Army Music

Johns Hopkins University and a Bachelor

Program, and the U.S. Army Field Band

of Music Education degree from Indiana

as Command Sergeant Major.

I will

University. CSM Kanowith stated, “It is

miss everyone. Congratulations to CSM

my honor to serve alongside the Soldiers

Matthew R. Kanowith.”

and Civilians of this distinguished unit as

CSM Matthew Kanowith was previously

Command Sergeant Major.” He added,

an Assistant Section Leader in the

“We also thank CSM Leslie Nock for

Clarinet Section of the Field Band. He

her leadership, and wish her well as she

was also a member of the Pentagon

completes a distinguished 30-year career

Winds and has performed as a featured

in the Army.”

in

Trombone

CSM Matthew Kanowith

soloist with the Concert Band. Prior to
joining the Field Band, CSM Kanowith
CSM Leslie Nock

was a member of the Florida West
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Section VI
AGCRA
New AGCRA Oregon S.H.I.E.L.D. Chapter
Stands Up!
By SFC Michael Raaf

Members of the new Oregon Chapter of the Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association pose for a photo following the Chapter activation ceremony
on April 6, 2018 in Salem, the Oregon State Capitol. The Adjutant General’s Corps is the second oldest existing branch of the U.S. Army. The name of
Oregon’s new Chapter, S.H.I.E.L.D, stands for Service, Human Resources, Integrity, Expertise, Leadership, and Development. Photo by SFC April Davis,
Oregon Military Department Public Affairs.
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The Colonel J.P. Mikula HR Operator
Excellence Award
By LTC Richard M. Strong, AG School

T

he Colonel J.P. Mikula HR
Operator Excellence Award
recognizes the U.S. Army
Adjutant General School Student “Top
Guns” for achieving a perfect score on the
HR Weapons Qualifications assessment
and the highest cumulative score on
HR Gunnery Tables while attending
initial military training and professional
military education courses. The Mikula
Award is awarded for demonstrated
ability to conceptualize, analyze, apply,
and evaluate HR information resulting
in actionable recommendations to the
Commander during complex S1 Battle
Drills. It is presented to an HR Systems
Subject Matter Expert who displays
the abilities to enable Commanders to
increase and sustain personnel readiness
at all echelons of our Army. Below is an
image of the plaque in the Hall of Honors
and a list of all of the current recipients
since inception.
2016
CPT Simina Moldovan
CPT Samuel T. Warren
WO1 Lance A. Biery
2017
CPT Tiarra J. McDaniel
CPT Catherine Steele
1LT Shasta M. Davalos
2LT Felicia R. Bennett

HR Weapons Qualifications and HR
Gunnery Tables were developed and
implemented at the Adjutant General
School in 2015. As the 31st Commandant
of the AG School, COL Jack L. Usrey’s
stated intent and end state in developing
these training and assessment products
was to produce HR Operators who are
proficient in essential HR Weapons
Systems, who can conceptualize, analyze,
apply, and evaluate information or data,
and present recommendations to the
Commander which foster well-informed
decisions. The goal was to increase the
rigor, realism, relevance of the training,
enhance critical thinking skills, and to
change the mindset in the Army to place
more of an emphasis on HR systems
training and proficiency.
2LT Tania B. Berks
2LT Adam G. Johnson
2LT Jaclyn A. Musgrove
2LT Joseph M. Pressnell
2LT Brandon H. Schmidt
CW3 Joshua J. Reyes
CW2 Alexandru V. Mircea
CW2 Alexander D. Pinckney
WO1 Kristina E. Sapungay
WO1 Richard Vazquez
2018
WO1 Donna M. Melecio
WO1 Dante D. Steel

HR Weapons Qualification was developed
with the intent to serve in a similar
capacity to qualifying with an M4, M9,
or M203. Army HR Systems are primary
weapon systems for HR Operators, and
should require regular qualification on
those key and essential HR Systems used
on a daily basis. Just as the M4, M9,
or M203 are building blocks essential
to offensive or defensive operations for
combat Soldiers, HR Weapons Systems
are the building blocks essential to
accomplishing tasks within the S1 section.
HR Weapons Systems Qualification is a
1775 | Spring 2018
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set number of tasks or questions for each
key HR Weapon System (i.e., eMILPO,
Datastore, TOPMIS II, EDAS, and in
the future IPPS-A) that individuals must
complete by successfully navigating
through the system to achieve the desired
outcome. Prior to qualification on the HR
Weapons Systems, individuals receive
detailed instruction and extensive handson training on each of those weapons
systems to build muscle memory.
HR Gunnery Tables evaluate major areas
of emphasis within an S1 section by
utilizing rigorous and realistic scenarios
which require individuals to combine
their ability to navigate the HR Weapons
Systems with critical thinking in order
to analyze data and accomplish complex
S1 battle drills (e.g., HR Metrics and
Non-Deployables, Casualty Operations,
Evaluations and Senior Rater Profile,
etc). Students must know their HR
Weapons Systems capabilities in order
to employ them and lead HR Operators
on the battlefield within S1 / G1 sections.
HR Gunnery increases our effectiveness
in order to increase the unit’s readiness.
COL (Ret) Mikula’s AG career is deeprooted with a series of “firsts,” soaring
standards, and lasting contributions. He
was the first Chief of Staff of US Army
Human Resources Command; following
the terrorist attacks on 9/11, the first to
develop and execute the Army’s Officer
Manning Plan and the first to implement
the Officer Distribution System; the
first to merge Finance and Personnel
Battalions and activate a Soldier Support
Battalion at Fort Bragg; the first to
publish the Evaluation Reports Journal;
the first Chief of the 82nd Airborne
Division Personnel Services Center
following the Army of Excellence (AOE)
transition; and the first to develop,
coordinate and implement “Package
Platoons” as a revolutionary concept to
address Airborne Military Occupational
66

1-0, and two Army Techniques
Publications for G1/AG and S-1,
and theater-level HR operations.

COL (Ret) J.P. Mikula

Specialty (MOS) shortages.
Each
of these “firsts” had a historical and
enduring impact on the Army’s personnel
readiness and AG Corps.
Since his retirement from the Army,
COL (Ret) Mikula has led multiple Booz
Allen Hamilton contract teams of HR
professionals supporting the Army G1,
HRC, SSI, and the Adjutant General
School. These teams have dramatically
changed the landscape of our Corps, and
can be directly attributed to his nine plus
years of sage consulting advice, counsel
and policy execution. In short, he has
been a “master contract team conductor”
for the following list of HR initiatives:
•

Development of the Army’s
concept for the Brigade-centric
operations supporting Personnel
Services
Delivery
Redesign
(PSDR).

•

Providing leadership and oversight
of the AG School contract team
that developed and fielded new
resident HR training plans
in support of 11 resident and
functional Army HR courses.

•

Provided oversight, planning
and development of today’s FM
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•

Led a HR contract team in the
development of the “Virtual
Recruiting Center” for US Army
Recruiting Command.

•

Providing support to the US
Army G1 for IPPS-A; Sexual
Harassment / Assault Response
and Prevention (SHARP) and Data
Management; and Deployment
Health Assessments.

COL (Ret) Mikula’s long-lasting
contributions to the AG Corps and
Army have been deep-seated during his
long Army career with an unmatched
quality of service to our most precious
personnel resources – Soldiers, Families,
and Civilian employees. His careerlong commitment of coaching, teaching,
and mentoring is deep-rooted with core
values, which have had a profound impact
on generations of AG professionals –
enlisted, warrant, commissioned and
civilian alike. He has made significant
accomplishments
during
critical
moments in the AG Corps’ history and
has a deep appreciation for the AG Corps’
values, history and traditions. For these
reasons, the Colonel J.P. Mikula HR
Operator Excellence Award was named
in his honor, and has been awarded to
19 AG School Student “Top Guns” to
date since March 2016. These recipients
demonstrated the abilities to enable
Commanders to increase and sustain
personnel readiness at the all echelons of
our Army.

AGCRA Horatio Gates Bronze Medal

During the April 2018 Potomac Chapter AG Corps Ball held in the National Capital Region, Washington, DC, LTC Rebekah Lust (far left), President of the
AGCRA Potomac Chapter, and assisted by Sergeant Major of the Army Daniel A. Dailey (far right), present Horatio Gates Bronze Medals to (from second
left) CPT Shawn Pierce, CW5 Jacque Nixon, 1SG Isaac Bray, SFC Mayra Diaz, and SSG Yiyang Xia.
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COL Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal

At the New England Recruiting Battalion Annual Training
Conference Banquet, COL Dina Wandler, Commander,
1st Recruiting Brigade (standing far left), presented
the COL Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal to
the following recruiting personnel: Starting from left
to right: CSM Jose Hernendez, 1SG Brian Tuve, SFC
Michael Richards, Mr. Albert Lamontagne, SFC Donald
Freenor, 1SG Kelly Duke, 1SG Charles Cotto, and SFC
Adam Aguilar. Kneeling from left to right: SFC Zachery
Watkins, SFC Jedediah Philpot, SFC Mark Pearson,
SSG Aaron Flagg, and MAJ Frank Cenkner. LTC
Ronald Anzalone (standing far right), Commander, New
England Recruiting Battalion, assisted COL Wandler in
presenting the awards.

Members of the 8th Human Resources
Sustainment Center (HRSC) Postal Operations
Division (POD), from Fort Shafter, Hawaii,
received the AGCRA COL Robert L. Manning
Achievement Medal for their hard work and
many accomplishments towards the CENTCOM
theater postal operations mission during their
9-month deployment to Camp Arifjan, Kuwait.
From left to right are: SPC Chirka Ramos,
CW3 Tavarus Brown, CW3 Sonya Stewart,
CW2 Katrina Jones, SSG Lamar Hughes, MAJ
Kensandra Mack, SGT Ty Pierce, SSG Henrietta
Brown, SPC Nicole Daza, and SPC David Rivera.
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At NATO Special Operations Component Command Afghanistan (NSOCC-A) / Special Operations Joint Task
Force - Afghanistan (SOJTF-A), SGM Israel Luther (center,
and at the time MSG) and 1LT Ernest Moon (right) are
awarded the COL Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal
by LTC Randy P. Lefebvre, NSOCC-A/SOJTF-A J1 Director.
Photo taken while standing next to one of the command’s
F16s that is about to go on a mission to support our
coalition teams in the area of operations.

At NATO Special Operations Component Command - Afghanistan (NSOCC-A)
/ Special Operations Joint Task Force - Afghanistan (SOJTF-A), CW3 John
L. Olsh (center) earned the Horatio Gates Bronze Medal for helping activate
the Patton’s Gateway Chapter in Kuwait. Additionally CW3 Olsh impacted HR
operations in Afghanistan by directly mentoring the Afghanistan National Army
Special Operations Command G1 and helping to implement their new manning
system, the Afghanistan Personnel & Pay System (APPS).

At NATO Special Operations Component Command
- Afghanistan (NSOCC-A) / Special Operations Joint
Task Force - Afghanistan (SOJTF-A), SFC Ryan E.
Koniak (right center with certificate) earned the COL
Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal for positively
impacting HR operations in Afghanistan by directly
mentoring the Afghanistan National Army Special
Operations Corps G1 and helping to implement their
new manning system, the Afghanistan Personnel & Pay
System (APPS).
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4TH ANNUAL
GOLD STAR MOTHERS FAMILY MONUMENT
GOLF TOURNAMENT
15601 Turtle Point Drive
Gainesville, VA 20155

Friday, September 28, 2018
Check in at 7:30 am / Shotgun start at 8:30 am

Golfer Registrations, Sponsorships, and General Donations
available on-line at http://goldstarmothersgolf.com

$145 Individual Entry Fee (same as last 3 years)
Continental Breakfast at Check In
Hole-in-One Prize
Men’s and Women’s Longest Drive Contests
Men’s and Women’s Closest to the Pin Contests
Putting Contest
Raffle Prizes -- 50/50 Drawing -- Silent Auction
Mulligans Available
Complimentary On-Course Beverages

Enjoy a day of golf and
fellowship while you
help the Gold Star
Mothers National
Monument Foundation
raise funds for a longoverdue monument to
honor Gold Star Mothers
and Families on an
approved site adjacent
to Arlington National
Cemetery Visitors
Center.

Buffet Lunch (with cash bar) Following Play with Awards and Recognition Ceremony
FOR SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION CONTACT
Ward Nickisch 703.989.0988 wnickisch@outlook.com
Craig Glassner 703.300.0611 cglassner@cox.net
Nick Monje 703.225.8749 nick.monje@gmail.com
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EMAIL
EMAIL
EMAIL

TEAMMATE 1

TEAMMATE 2

TEAMMATE 3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continental breakfast
Hole-in-One Prize
Longest Drive and Closest to the Pin Contests
Putting Contest
Raffle Prizes – 50/50 Drawing – Silent Auction
Complimentary On-Course Beverages
Buffet Lunch After the Round
Awards & Recognition Ceremony

TOURNAMENT HIGHLIGHTS

27 Jan 18

You may also reserve your team’s place by completing this form, scanning it, and emailing to wnickisch@outlook.com and then mail your check.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS TEAM REGISTRATION FORM AND SEND IT ALONG WITH YOUR CHECK TO:
WARD NICKISCH, 4562 LAWNVALE DRIVE, GAINESVILLE, VA 20155. MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO “GSMNMF”

Club Dress Code: Collared Shirt is required. Golf Shorts are permitted, but no cut-off shorts, denim, tee-shirts, tank tops, metal spikes, flip-flops or bare feet allowed.

EMAIL

TEAM CAPTAIN

Two ways to register:
On-Line with Credit Card – http://goldstarmothersgolf.com
Hard Copy – this form and check (see below).

Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 Time: 8:30 am
Check-in at 7:30 am and enjoy a continental breakfast
Format: 4-person scramble, shotgun start with tee off at 8:30 am
Cost: $145 per person (same as last 3 years)

You are cordially invited to participate in the 4th Annual Gold Star Mothers Family Monument Golf Tournament.

Stonewall Golf Club, 15601 Turtle Point Drive, Gainesville, VA 20155

GOLD STAR MOTHERS FAMILY MONUMENT GOLF TOURNAMENT

AGCRA Award Winners
1 October 2017 – 30 April 2018

(1775 Correction – Awards listed in our 1775 Fall 2017 edition
covered the period 1 April 2017 – 30 September 2017)

CPT Drew Shivler

CPT Kimberly Mallard-Brown

CPT Eric Guerrero

CPT Laura Rollins

CPT George K. Clevenger

CPT Ronald J. Hanson

CPT Hyrum M. Suarez

CPT Sara Higgins

CPT Moveta A. Davis

HORATIO GATES GOLD

CPT Shawn Pierce

COL ROBERT

CPT Patrick J. Goddeyne

LTC Scott R. Johnson

CPT Simina Moldovan

L. MANNING

CPT Robert D. Lindsey

CW5 Roger A. Wheatley

CPT William “Ryan” Brown

ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL

CPT Sarah Hernandez

CSM Bernadette C. Phillips

CW5 Jacque L. Nixon

COL Darrell W. Dement

CPT Shelita Lamar

SGM Kiki R. Bunton

CW3 Deandrea C. Nash

LTC Charles C. Luke

CPT Susan J. Seibert

SGM Felix Ramos-Rosario

CW3 John L. Olsh

LTC Cornelius Pope

CPT Trina Z. Thompson

SGM Tammy T. White-McKnight

CW3 Joie Smith

LTC Heather E. Weigner

CPT Vivia Brown

CW3 Jorge A. Negrondrowne

LTC John G. Misenheimer, Jr.

CPT William T. Baker

CW3 Ricardo C. Estrada

LTC Julie Grant

1LT Andrew Trahan

CW2 Esther Jacques

MAJ Adia Sanders

1LT Ashley M. Buckner

CW2 George T. King

MAJ Alicia R. Widtfeldt

1LT Elle L. Taylor

CW2 Jackie Delancey

MAJ Desmond M. Gittens

1LT Ernest E. Moom

CW2 Matthew Collins

MAJ Frank A. Cenkner

1LT Jeffery D. Collins

HORATIO GATES

SGM Christopher Stevens

MAJ Janet Pete-Fox

1LT Leslie J. Amaya

BRONZE

1SG Isaac Bray

MAJ John Dickens

1LT Madeleine V. Alvarado

COL Sidney C. Zemp IV

1SG Kisha M. Thomas

MAJ Jon Shark

1LT Madison Asprey

LTC Ali Khan-Hernandez

MSG Sierra L. Burrell-Aquaowo

MAJ Michael S. McVay

1LT Michael G. Crosen

LTC Joe A. Ratliff

SFC Harry DeBoise

MAJ Patrick Andrew Lanier

1LT Phetsvan M. Moore

LTC Kevin Poole

SFC Jerry Delancey (2d Awd)

MAJ Roydrego V. Lavant

1LT William J. McNamara

LTC Khanh T. Diep (2nd)

SFC Mayra Diaz

CPT(P) Matterson Sebastian

1SG Adrian L. Marbury

LTC Richard M. Strong

SFC Tony D. Cohen

CPT Alexandra McGuire

1SG Brian J. Tuve

LTC Robert L. Sketch

SSG(P) Shareeta L. Vance

CPT Andre Rawls

1SG Charles J. Cotto

LTC Seana M. Jardin

SSG Adam Froisland

CPT Andrew Addis

1SG Cleveland D. Oliver

MAJ Angela N. Chipman

SSG Alexis K. Goodley

CPT Ashley N. Gordon

1SG Jason Burbank

MAJ Francisco Vazquez (2d Awd)

SSG Cortez J. Johnson

CPT Bridgette M. Peterson

1SG Kelly Duke

MAJ Ryan M. Main

SSG Keyoko N. Ferron

CPT Carl Hartman

1SG Robert M. Rogers

CPT(P) Joshua S. Rogers

SSG Yiyang Xia

CPT Christine R. Coggiano

1SG Sandra Kennedy

CPT Allison M. Anderson

Mrs. Mary Gathers

CPT Christopher J. Allen

CW5 John C. Frobenius

CPT Bradley Wilcox

Mrs. Wilziane Buissereth

CPT Cornesha Robinson

CW4 Brian M. Davis

CPT Bryan J. Velez

Ms. Linda Wilson

CPT Daniel L. Cannon

CW4 Carmen V.

CPT David L. Homer, Jr.

Vasquezrodriguez

CPT Edna Keller
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CW4 Cynthia Y. Owens

SFC Harry L. DeBoise, Jr.

SSG April Turner

CW4 Karen Torres

SFC Haywood Brevard, Jr.

SSG Benjamin G. Appenzeller

CW4 Manuel G. Maisonet

SFC Jedediah Philpot

SSG Carlos Perez

CW4 Tamily J. Brown

SFC Joanna A. Carter

SSG Georgia R. Soto

CW3 Andrea M. Couture

SFC Joseph B. Villar

SSG Henrietta A. Brown

CW3 Joie R. Smith

SFC Kamika N. Smith

SSG Jabreyl Sheffield

CW3 Marcela E. Sandoval

SFC Larry Buwee

SSG James R. Davis III

CW3 Marcus Williams

SFC Luigi D. Taveras

SSG John Christian

CW3 Sonya D. Stewart

SFC Lyndia M. Calhoun

SSG Joseph A. LeiSam

CW3 Tavarus M. Brown

SFC Maria M. Garcia

SSG Jovan Galindez

CW3 Wendy J. Berrios

SFC Mark Pearson

SSG Kelly R. Sierra

CW2 Jason R. Timothy

SFC Markeeta Crutchfield

SSG Lamar D. Hughes

CW2 Jonothan D. Wheelehan

SFC Mary K. Byrne

SSG Marvin S. Semana

CW2 Katrina U. Jones

SFC Matthew r. Berry

SSG Naomi E. Green

CW2 Terrance Leon Coleman, Jr.

SFC Meredith J. Harris, Jr.

SSG Ray’Vaughn K. Powell

WO1 Keomany Turner

SFC Michael A. Richards

SSG Sergio Rosas

CSM John B. Gutierrez, Jr.

SFC Michael C. King

SSG Tierra L. Hopkins

SGM Israel M. Luther

SFC Michael M. Clark

SSG Tushana S. Jackson

SGM James G. Snyder

SFC Michael R. McCrary, Jr.

SGT Alexander Dosty

SGM Juan F. Bobadilla

SFC Michael Thornton

SGT Andread S. Durham

SGM Melvin Cooper

SFC Miguel Garcia

SGT Andrew W. Martin

SGM Richard Miller

SFC Ramon A. Polo

SGT Ashton D. Farmer

MSG Adam M. Lasseter

SFC Rodney M. Smith

SGT Audrey D. Patten

MSG Ashleigh Sykes

SFC Ryan E. Koniak

SGT Branden C. Lee

MSG David Caleb

SFC Samuel B. Little, Jr.

SGT Cleveland Harrell

MSG Derrick L. Dixon

SFC Santora Mathis

SGT Curtis R. Vining III

MSG John Paul Martinez III

SFC Sharnett E. Johnson

SGT Erika L. Rorer

MSG Michael R. Massey

SFC Taisha R. Allen

SGT Jared Champaco

MSG Robert Browning

SFC Thomas W. Allen

SGT Karen Johnson

MSG Thairen Carter

SFC William K. Johnson II

SGT Kenneth D. Hopkins III

SFC(P) Carson W. Morris

SFC Yesenia Figueroa

SGT Krystin M. Recinto

SFC Adam R. Aguilar

SFC Yi T. Briscoe

SGT Mary Zeleniak

SFC Andrew Wyatt

SFC Yolanda Aispuro-Duarte

SGT Matthew S. Schuman, Jr.

SFC Anthony Denham

SFC Zachery C. Watkins

SGT Nathaniel Jackson

SFC Anthony M. Bridgeforth

SSG(P) Alana Houle

SGT Omar A. Patterson

SFC Brett D. Parran

SSG(P) Mark C. Kiel

SGT Patrick Gushue

SFC David A. Pienik

SSG Aaron M. Flagg

SGT Patrick S. Lemon

SFC Delicia Godfrey

SSG Amanda M. Mackey

SGT Tamara Shin

SFC Donald Freenor

SSG Amanda Mealor

SGT Tanisha R. Flowers-Bolton

SFC Eric Chrisman

SSG Angela Bailey

SGT Ty L. Pierce

SFC Ericka M. Parker

SSG Angela Christian

SGT Tyrell Creese

SFC Golan B. Perry III

SSG Angela L. Webb

CPL Ryan J. Bland
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SPC Chirka T. Ramos

2LT Alex N. Kraft

CPT Lacey Jemmott

SPC Daniel Soto

2LT Andrea K. Steinke

CPT Marquice Pullen

SPC Dario SotoLugo

2LT Ashley Braun

CPT Robert A. Brown, Jr.

SPC David Rivera Del Rio

2LT Jaclyn A. Musgrove

CPT Ronald J. Hanson

SPC Eric Quinata

2LT Kyung Choi

CPT Shannon K. Cobb

SPC Hope Lauren Bunce

2LT Tania Berks

2LT Andrew A. Archuleta

SPC Jeremy L. Tracey

2LT Victoria D. Silva

2LT Ashley Braun

SPC Johnna Gamboa

CW2 Cy’Tique T. Johnson

2LT Ayesha Taylor

SPC Karen Michaelangelo

CW2 James D. Hubbard

2LT Bethany Hixson

SPC Lacey Richardson

WO1 Leon B. Altman

2LT Dominic G. Gonzales,

SPC Lupeulufa Uhrle

WO1 Maichor Fay

2LT Jessica M. Burkett

SPC Marie Levan

WO1 Thomas J. Fitzgerald

2LT Jesus D. Amaya,

SPC Markeira S. Peaks

SFC Alex Paszek

2LT Joshua A. White

SPC Naomi Gonzalez

SFC David Nimrick

2LT Keyshawn L. Lee

SPC Nicholas Ackett

SFC Maurice Liggins

2LT Nastassia J. Smith

SPC Nicholas S. Frost

SFC Melissa Torres

2LT Rischell A. Lott

SPC Rachel R. Allen

SFC Owen S. Seeger

2LT Robert F. Waller

SPC Rafael Ruizrosa

SFC Rebekah Gray

2LT Ronald N. Marek,

SPC Rose Perez Soto

SSG Bertin Salgado

2LT Tania Berks

SPC Sean Lewis

SSG Brian Brown

2LT Tessa L. Barbee

SPC Tanner Poulson

SSG Jaime Schklowsky

2LT Victoria D. Silva

SPC Timothy A. Leonard II

SSG Jamar Williams

CW2 Virshelle E. Dugger

PFC Chaney Hartley

SSG Jordan Nelson

WO1 Cybelle Rey Hernandez

PFC Julie A. Mathis

SSG Justin P. Sweat

WO1 Gertrude Mae Z. Franco

PFC Sandy H. Simillien

SSG Rigoberto Rodriguezfernandez

WO1 Pamela R. Goss

Mr. Albert R. Lamontagne

SGT Andrew Stough

WO1 Rebecca R. Deen

Mr. John Ruchala

SGT Christopher Prescott

WO1 Richard Vazquez

Mrs. Judy K. Williams

SGT Jhonathan H. Spencer

WO1 Veronica M. Bowling

Ms. Linda Wright

SGT Julian Reyes

CSM John B. Gutierrez, Jr.

SGT Natika M. Stafford

CSM Marcus L. Alford

SGT Tyzell D. Goldman

SFC Mark A. Shaw
SSG Autumn Turner
SSG Fernando Oseguera
SSG Jekia M. Harris
SSG Natalye S. Johnson
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HARRISON MEDAL

SGT Britain Cox

CPT Brittany L. Oletti

SGT Ethan Holmes

CPT Janet E. Roswell

ROOSEVELT MEDAL

SGT Marijan M. Djurnevec III

CPT Kathryn A. Hill

CPT Amy Swan

CPL Marisol L. Barnes

CPT Shannon K. Cobb

CPT Jasmine Johnson-Purnell

SPC Kaitlyn Hall-Anguiano

CPT Yifei Zhang

CPT Jessica R. Bull

1LT Iris A. Lehner

CPT Katherine A. Jones
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LTG TIMOTHY J. MAUDE
HONORARY HORATIO GATES

MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED

MG Ronald P. Clark

ACHIEVEMENT

BG David Lesperance

CPT Kyle Garis

COL Lamonica Bell

ESTHER DE BERDT REED
MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED
ACHIEVEMENT
Mrs. Ashley Johnston

COL Eric F. Zellars
CSM David R. Gibbs
CSM Annie Walker
CSM Robert V. Abernethy
CW5 DAN LOGAN MEDAL FOR
DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT
CW2 Laramie C. Proctor

MAUDE-STRICKLAND SPOUSE
MEDAL
Mrs. Kay L. Ratliff
MAJ Adam R. Sasso

MG WILLIAM H. GOURLEY
LEADERSHIP AWARD
CPT Aaron A. Wolf
CPT Brandi N. Thorpe
CPT Robert A. Brown, Jr.

SGM LARRY L. STRICKLAND
MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED
ACHIEVEMENT
SSG Sergio Rosas
SPC Holly Cramer

AIT MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE
SGT Thomas Fuller
SGT Travis Crawley
SPC Amanda Moreno
SPC Fabian Guzman
SPC Jillian Valente
SPC Jose Lara

COL FRANK C. FOSTER, JR.

SPC Miguel Guerrero

AWARD FOR WRITING

PFC Carly Fedyna

CPT Chrystal Y. Ware
CPT Molly C. Yardley

JOHN J. DINNIEN CIVILIAN

CPT Kaitlin M. Harrison

AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN
Ms. Deborah McGlothlin
Mr. Daniel Washington, Jr.

PFC Heather Hollis
PV2 Ashley Saucedo
PV2 David Wright
PV2 Dorothy Vanderford
PV2 Jaden Brown
PVT Andi Aguayo
PVT Olivia Maynard
PVT Weston Cox
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Items for Sale in the Sutler Store
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA)
P. O. Box 10026
Fort Jackson, South Carolina 29207-0026

SUTLER STORE PRICE LIST
Home & Office

AG Corps Gift Bag w/ Tissue Paper – Navy (8” x 10” or 10” x 13”)

$ 5.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Hardcover)

$25.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Softcover)

$15.00 x ___

Computer Mousepad w/ Logo – Round (AG Corps or Army Band)

$ 6.00 x ___

Executive Padfolio, Zippered w/ Debossed Logo – (Blue / Black)

$20.00 x ___

Junior Padfolio w/ Debossed Logo – (Black)

$10.00 x ___

Laser Pointer w/ AG Corps Engraving – (Black w/ Green Light)

$38.00 x ___

Newhall Street Pen w/ Gift Presentation Box – (Silver)

$15.00 x ___

Note Card, AG Corps w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Note Card, SSI w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Pen, Ballpoint (Red)

$ 5.00 x ___

Pen, Rollerball (Blue and Silver)

$ 8.00 x ___

Pen Refills, Rollerball

$ 1.00 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 4”)

$ 1.50 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Large - 4” x 6”)

$ 2.00 x ___

Print, Andrew Jackson – (Black / White)

$ 2.00 x ___

Stylus Pen - (Red or Blue)

$ 5.00 x ___

Novelties & Collectibles
AG Corps Afghan (Blanket)

$40.00 x ___

AG Corps Car Magnet

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Corps Coin

$ 7.50 x ___

AG Corps Lapel Pin – 3/4”

$ 2.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (8” x 9”)

$75.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (4” x 4.5”)

$28.00 x ___

AG Corps Stainless Water Bottle, 24 oz. (Navy or Red)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sticker, Regimental Crest

$ 1.00 x ___

AG Corps Tapestry Wall Hanging

$35.00 x ___

Backpack w/AG Regimental Crest, Drawstring w/ Zipper Pocket, Blue

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic Mug w/ Logo – 11 oz. (Cobalt or Cream)

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic AG Corps Ornament

$ 5.00 x ___

Coin Rack – Wooden

$25.00 x ___

Stainless Steel Travel Mug w/ Handle – 16 oz. (Navy)

$10.00 x ___

Wooden Humidor w/ Laser Engraved Regimental Crest (Solid or Glass Top)

$40.00 x ___
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The Golf Store
AGCRA Golf Tees, 3 1/4”, (Natural or White) - 25 Count

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Golf Tee Set (Case w/ 8 tees and 2 Ball Markers) (Red or Blue)

$ 3.00 x ___

Golf Windshirt w/ Embroidered Logo & Zippered Sleeves – (Navy)

$45.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL) 		
Heavyweight Golf Towel w/ Grommet & Embroidered Logo – (Navy or Red)

$10.00 x ___

Mens Apparel
AG Corps Cuff Links

$10.00 x ___

AG Corps Necktie

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps Bowtie (Blue or Black)
AG Corps Tie Tac

$ 2.00 x ___

Combo Set (AG Corps Necktie or Bowtie, Cuff Links, Tie Tac, and

$29.00 x ___

Lapel Pin-3/4”)
Men’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, White or Khaki) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Men’s Cotton Polo w/ Logo (Khaki) - (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

Men’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo - (Lt or Dk Blue, Khaki)

$30.00 x ___

(MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Womens Apparel
AG Corps Ladies Stick Pin

$ 5.00 x ___

Women’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, or White) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Cotton Polo w/Logo (Khaki) – (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Length Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White / Light Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White /Med Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Unisex Apparel
AG Corps Ball Cap w/LOGO – (Navy, Red or Khaki)

$12.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatpants – Navy (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatshirt – Navy (Crew or Hooded) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps T-Shirt – (Navy or Red) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$10.00 x ___

NOTE - Shipping Costs are NOT included. Shipping is through USPS.

Website: www.agcra.com • POC: SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop
Email: bann214@gmail.com • Phone: 803-609-5147
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Not Getting Your Mailed Copy of 1775?

F

irst, if you are reading this dawns on you that you’re not

are a member in good standing.

article in your personal hearing much from AGCRA, and

99 The member moved or PCS’d,

copy of 1775, then you’re

you definitely haven’t received

but

any issues of 1775 lately. Your

membership and mailing data

getting ready to PCS or move, Association membership is good

in their personal account at

read on. And if you have a battle for another year (or is it?), and

AGCRA.com.

probably OK.

But if you are

buddy who’s gripping they haven’t

did

not

update

their

fellow AGCRA members at Fort 99 The member lost his or her

received their copy of 1775 lately, Stewart are receiving their copies

AGCRA.com user name and

have them read this.

password and can no longer

of 1775. So what gives?

access
So,

you’ve

Richardson,

PCS’d
Alaska

from

Fort

At AGCRA headquarters at Fort

to

Fort

Jackson, SC, the Association’s

the

Association’s

website.

Stewart, Georgia and it suddenly Executive Council receives this What to do? Believe our battle
question a lot.

The answer to

what gives usually lies with the
individual member who hasn’t
done one of the following:
99 The member doesn’t realize
their

AGCRA

membership

expired, yet still believes they
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buddy

2LT

figured it out!

McGillicuddy

has

WE NEED YOU…
TO SUBMIT 1775 ARTICLES!
Part of the AGCRA’s success is our ability as an Association to tell
the Army HR Community’s story. From disparate locations around
the globe, we have AG Soldiers and Army HR Civilians enabling
Commanders and directly supporting the Army’s most precious
commodity – Soldiers and their Families. So as a Corps, we have
a story to tell! Especially in light of the fact that the AG Corps has
been selflessly serving the Army and our nation since 1775.
The 1775 Editor works with the Chief of the AG Corps, Chief
WO of the Corps, the Corps CSM, and the AGCRA President to
establish a theme for each 1775 magazine we publish. Then we
solicit the AG Corps’ support through the Army G1, HRC, ARNG,
USAR, G-1s / S-1s, and AG Officers, WO, NCOs, Soldiers & HR
Civilians to submit articles to support each 1775 theme. However,
recently we have had a continuing challenge of receiving sufficient articles in a timely fashion
to produce a 1775 edition. This has adversely impacted the number of 1775 magazines we can
produce in a given year.
So we need your help! We request you do one of two things: 1) Consider sponsoring the themed
portion of 1775 for an upcoming magazine edition. We need a minimum of three to four articles
to support an Army HR theme within 1775. Army HR themes in the past have included G-1 /
S-1 Operations, AGCRA - Telling our Association Story, Army G-1 Operations, The AG School,
Remastering HR Fundamentals, and U.S. Army Recruiting. Or, 2) Write and submit an article on
any Army HR topic of your choice. Tell us about the HR support you provide to your unit, or your
recent experience with an Army HR core competency, or tell us how you’re preparing for IPPS-A
fielding. These articles will be placed in our “Around the Corps” section of the magazine.
Writing a 1775 article is not that difficult. 1775 article specs follow: Length: Two pages, no
more than five, single spaced; Font: Arial, Font Size 12; Photos: please provide in “separate”
JPEG format with caption; and Slides: please provide in “separate”
PowerPoint format. Themed articles will have a suspense date.
Otherwise, submit your article anytime! Submit Articles to:
magazine@agcra.com.
As Army HR professionals we remain extremely busy providing HR
support on a daily basis. But we’re also in the business of writing.
So when you’re writing the SOP for your unit’s awards program, or
developing an unclassified HR support plan that can be shared, or
just want to tell your Army HR story – consider writing an article
and sharing it in 1775. And AG Retirees – we need your help as
well! Help us link this generation with Army HR history and lessons
learned for when you walked the ground as an AG Soldier or Army
HR Civilian. Thanks in advance for your support!
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“ W A SH I NGTON’S
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CHAIN”
“WASHINGTON’S
WATCH CHAIN”
By Mort
Kunstler
by Mort
Kunstler
AGCRA has commissioned the first ever AG Corps print
by artist
Mort Kunstler. The print is entitled “Washington’s Watch Ch
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the “Great Chain” are two key AGs
in American history: COL Timothy Pickering (the sixth AG of the Army) and Pickering’s successor, COL
Alexander Scammel (the seventh AG of the Army). Go to AGCRA.com for more information about print
sales. All print sale proceeds support the AGCRA Scholarship Program.

